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Abstract 
Immunosurveillance is critical for the detection and elimination of malignant 

cells. Activated CD8+ T cells are fundamental to anti-tumour immune responses 

due to their ability to specifically target peptide antigens, including 

neoantigens, derived from tumour cells, and eliminate tumour cells in response. 

 

The activation of naïve CD8+ T cells by antigen presenting cells (APCs) requires 

presentation of peptide antigens alongside co-stimulatory molecules. APCs 

upregulate co-stimulatory molecules in response to additional 

immunostimulatory signals that are not provided by peptide alone. Therapeutic 

peptide vaccines often attempt to provide these signals by incorporating 

adjuvants, molecules that enhance an immune response, which activate the 

APC and lead to enhanced cross-presentation of the exogenously-applied 

peptide to CD8+ T cells. However, two large phase III cancer vaccine trials failed 

to demonstrate clinical efficacy, raising the possibility that current adjuvant 

strategies are insufficient to drive potent anti-tumour CD8+ T cell responses.  

 

This thesis examines whether molecules that activate innate-like T cells can 

serve as adjuvants to stimulate CD8+ T cell responses with anti-tumour activity, 

when chemically conjugated to antigenic peptides. In particular, the anti-

tumour activity of a new aminobisphosphonate (ABP)-peptide conjugate 

vaccine was assessed. ABPs inhibit the mevalonate pathway, leading to the 

accumulation of a compound that activates a subset of human innate-like T cells 

called, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. These vaccines enhanced both Vγ9Vδ2 T cell, and 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses in human cell cultures in vitro. However, 

the CD8+ T cell response was independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity, suggesting 

an alternative mechanism was involved in the adjuvant activity. In support of 

this, these vaccines induced T cell responses in mice, which completely lack 
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Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, and these responses were sufficient to delay tumour 

progression in murine models of melanoma and lung carcinoma.  

 

Investigation into the cell-types responsible for the anti-tumour activity 

revealed responses were independent of the classical cross-presenting APC 

subset, conventional type 1 dendritic cells (cDC1s), and required a phagocytic 

CD11c+  APC subset outside of the spleen. Unexpectedly, vaccine activity was 

also dependent on CD1d and activated NKT cells in vivo. This was not a direct 

effect of ABP activity, as free ABPs failed to activate NKT cells in vivo. Further 

assessment raised the possibility that a contaminating particle or 

macromolecule was responsible for the NKT cell stimulatory activity. 

Interestingly, the required APC subsets differed from vaccines designed to rely 

on NKT cell activity, and NKT cells were neither activated nor required for the 

activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines in human peripheral blood cell assays. 

Further dissection of the mechanism of these vaccines was confounded by 

batch-to-batch variability of ABP-peptide conjugate vaccines, requiring 

modification to the manufacture and testing strategy in the partner chemistry 

laboratory.  

 

Another class of conjugate vaccines that activate NKT cells had already been 

assessed in models of melanoma and lung cancer, using model or viral 

peptides. To extend the applicability of these findings, I sought to assess this 

concept in a model of HER2+ breast cancer (4T1.2-HER2). This model extends 

the NKT cell activating conjugate work to a different mouse strain (with lower 

NKT cell frequency and different NKT cell phenotype), a relevant human 

tumour-associated antigen (TAA), and to a different tumour model. I 

demonstrated that NKT cell activation can enhance CD8+ T cell responses 

against HER2 in vivo, and showed that this glycolipid-HER2 vaccine prevented 

lung colonisation by 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells in a metastatic model of breast 
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cancer, providing evidence that NKT cells can adjuvant immune responses 

against an antigen of translational relevance in breast cancer. 

 

In summary, this thesis first demonstrates that a new class of ABP-peptide 

conjugate vaccines can drive peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses 

independently of the innate-like T-cells it was designed to stimulate, and likely 

via mevalonate pathway blockade. I show that ABP-peptide vaccines can elicit 

anti-tumour efficacy in vivo independently of classical cross-presenting APCs, 

although additional mechanistic work was hindered by manufacturing issues 

with the ABP-peptide vaccines. Alternative vaccine design strategies are 

proposed. Second, I show that an existing class of innate-like T-cell-stimulating 

conjugate vaccines can be successfully employed in a mouse strain that had not 

previously been used, against a clinically-relevant human TAA, and in a breast 

cancer model, widening the scope of disease models for conjugate vaccine 

investigation. I conclude that the concept of conjugate vaccines that target the 

mevalonate pathway is a promising means of stimulating immune responses 

against cancer. 
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1 General Introduction 
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1.1 Immunological control of cancer 

The immune system plays a pivotal role in protecting organisms from external 

or internal threats by recognising and defending against “non-self” proteins or 

antigens. In addition to detecting and eliminating external pathogens, the 

immune system has evolved to detect and eradicate pre-malignant or malignant 

cells, and can protect the host against cancers. The term ‘immunosurveillance’ 

refers to the process of immunological monitoring for, and eradication of, cells 

with premalignant or malignant features 1. 

 

The innate immune system includes natural killer (NK) cells, neutrophils, 

monocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), and macrophages, and provides the first line 

of defence, particularly in infections, by initiating an immediate response 

against the threat, either via phagocytosis or the release of factors to induce cell 

lysis2,3. These immediate responses are mediated by the broad antigen 

specificity of innate cells via the expression of specialised sets of receptors, 

including pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), which recognise conserved 

molecular patterns called pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) or 

damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)4. Furthermore, functional 

receptors that are typically expressed on NK cells allow the detection of 

“missing self”; the absence or reduced expression of normal self-molecules5.  

 

In turn, some innate cells, such as DCs and macrophages, can function as APCs 

where they present antigens derived from phagocytosed material on major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II (MHC-I and MHC-II) to CD8+ 

and CD4+ ab T cells of the adaptive immune system, respectively. These αβ T 

cells display randomly generated T cell receptors (TCRs) that recognise specific 

amino acid sequences (also termed antigenic peptides or antigens) presented on 

MHC molecules, resulting in clonal expansion of T lymphocytes specific for 

that antigen6-8. Activated CD8+ T cells display cytotoxic activity against infected 
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or transformed cells expressing their defined peptide antigen on MHC-I. In 

comparison, CD4+ T cells are generally referred to as helper cells based on their 

capacity to promote B cell responses following recognition of antigen via the B 

cell receptor (BCR)9-12. Activated CD4+ T cells can also help APCs stimulate 

CD8+ T cell responses13. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that in some 

settings, in particular viral disease and cancer that cytotoxic CD4+ T cells can 

arise14-16. Together these actions result in an adaptive immune response that 

comprises both cellular effector cells and the production of a highly-specific 

antibody (secreted B cell receptor) directed against the same infection or 

malignancy. In addition, following disease clearance, a population of long-lived 

quiescent “memory” lymphocytes with specificity for relevant antigenic targets 

remain to facilitate rapid protection upon antigen re-exposure due to their 

enhanced function and reduced activation threshold17.  

 

Innate-like T cells express a restricted TCR repertoire, that recognises defined, 

non-peptide antigens, alongside functional receptors more typically expressed 

by NK cells18,19. Crucial to the activity of these cells is that they exist in a semi-

activated state and are therefore poised to be activated in a short time frame, 

hence their innate-like name20,21. These cells include natural killer T (NKT) cells, 

subsets of T cells defined by γδ TCR chain variable regions (γδ T cells) and 

mucosal-associated invariant T (MAIT) cells. Activated innate-like T cells can 

display many activities including cytotoxic effector functions and can help 

APCs enhance CD8+ T cell response. In particular, in some tumour models 

innate-like T cells, in particular NKT cells, has been shown to protect from 

spontaneous tumour development following exposure to chemical 

carcinogens22. Therefore, innate cells, innate-like cells, and adaptive immune 

cells can act in conjunction to control transformed cells and prevent tumour 

outgrowth, with the innate immune system providing signals that help in 

activating the adaptive immune system to provide a more specific cytotoxic 

response, which may eliminate target cells and limit disease recurrence.  
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The crucial role of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells (also termed cytotoxic T lymphocytes; 

CTLs) in anti-tumour immune responses was suggested by the presence of 

CTLs specific to tumour-associated antigens (TAA) in spontaneously regressing 

tumours, and the correlation between CTL infiltration into tumour sites, and 

control of tumour progression23-25. In addition, human malignancies frequently 

exhibit changes in the expression or function of MHC-I molecules (termed 

human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules in humans), that present antigens to 

CD8+ T cells, suggesting that in humans, the evasion of CD8+ T cell responses 

facilitates tumour progression26. For example, β2-microglobulin (β2-m), which 

complexes with MHC-I molecules to ensure MHC-I expression on the cell 

surface and stability of the peptide-binding groove, is commonly mutated in 

colon carcinoma and melanoma, resulting in total loss of HLA class I26,27. 

Tumours can also acquire mutations that make them resistant to apoptosis-

inducing ligands expressed on CD8+ T cells, and often upregulate expression of 

inhibitory molecules that can limit activation of T cells28,29,30,31,32. 

 

While an activated CD8+ T cell can recognise endogenous antigens presented on 

MHC-I by any nucleated cell, a naïve T cell will only become activated and 

proliferate if peptide is presented alongside additional activation signals, for 

instance the co-stimulatory molecules cluster of differentiation 80 (CD80) and 

CD8633,34. Most tumour cells do not directly activate naïve T cells due to the low 

levels of co-stimulatory molecules on their cell surface30. Therefore, specialised 

APCs, including DCs and macrophages, play a key role in generating tumour-

specific CD8+ T cell responses. These cells can detect, engulf, and process 

infected or transformed cells to release antigenic peptide fragments that can be 

presented via MHC-I to CD8+ T cells, a process known as cross-presentation35. 

 

Activated cross-primed CD8+ T cells are T cells which have received additional 

co-stimulatory signals in addition with TCR engagement from cross-presented 
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antigens on MHC-I. In the absence of these co-stimulatory signals, peptide 

cross-presentation by APCs results in long-lived T cells that are unresponsive or 

anergic to that specific-antigen, a process known as cross-tolerisation36. APCs 

upregulate expression of co-stimulatory signals following maturation, which 

can be induced by PAMPs and DAMPs, or via activation signals provided by 

helper CD4+ T cells following recognition of their cognate antigen on MHC-II. 

Additionally, a growing number of studies have shown that innate-like NKT 

cells and the γδ T cell subset, Vγ9Vδ2 cells, can act as universal helper cells to 

induce APC maturation and activation and enhance CD8+ T cell responses37-39. 

 

Therapeutic vaccination aims to overcome the poor immunogenicity of tumours 

by administering tumour-specific antigenic peptides alongside substances that 

induce APC maturation and activation, known as adjuvants. Many different 

products have been trialled as adjuvants in vaccine strategies, including 

bacterial cell wall components that act as PAMPs to induce APC maturation or 

the inclusion of NKT cell-activating glycolipids to harness the helper function 

of NKT cells40-42. Despite intensive laboratory research and clinical trial efforts, 

vaccination against cancers (as opposed to the pathogenic agents that cause 

some cancers) has been largely unsuccessful to date43-46. One possibility is that 

current clinically approved adjuvants, which were principally developed to 

enhance immune responses against infective agents, might be inadequate for 

cancer vaccination.  

 

The focus of this thesis was to investigate whether agonists for innate-like T 

cells can serve as adjuvants to stimulate CD8+ T cell responses with anti-tumour 

efficacy. More specifically to investigate whether aminobisphosphonates 

(ABPs), which are known agonists for Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, could serve this role. 

Taking this concept further, it was investigated whether chemical conjugation 

of peptide antigens to ABPs would enhance this activity by helping deliver the 

antigen and adjuvant components together to the same APCs. In this chapter, I 
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review the current literature on cell types and signalling molecules involved in 

generating strong CD8+ T cell responses, and explain hypotheses relating to the 

adjuvant activity of ABPs.  

 

1.2 Role of CD8+ T cells in anti-tumour immunity 

Both B and T lymphocytes are derived from multipotent hematopoietic stem 

cells in the bone marrow47. Following maturation in the bone marrow, B cells 

are released into the circulation48. After recognition of their antigen, B cells 

develop into plasma cells that secrete antibodies into the serum, or become 

quiescent memory B cells, which rapidly respond upon antigen re-exposure49,50.  

 

In comparison, following development in the bone marrow, T cells migrate to 

the thymus where they express unique TCRs, generated by recombination of 

genomic DNA sequences, as well as CD4 or CD8 coreceptors. In the thymus, T 

cells undergo negative selection to ensure their TCR is not reactive to self-

antigens, and positive selection to ensure they are capable of binding self-MHC 

molecules51.  

 

Cytotoxic CD8+ T cells are specialised to eradicate intracellular pathogens, 

including viruses and bacteria, and malignant cells via many mechanisms. TCR 

recognition of specific antigenic peptides presented on the surface of cancer 

cells by MHC-I/β2-m complexes results in the formation of an immune synapse 

at the centre of the T cell/tumour cell contact area52. This initiates a cascade of 

intracellular signal transduction, ultimately resulting in the release of cytotoxic 

granules from the CD8+ T cell in proximity of the synapse and into the target 

cell53. These granules contain both perforin and cell death-inducing granzymes. 

Perforin facilitates the uptake of both itself and granzymes by forming small 

holes in the membrane of the cell to initiate cell membrane repair pathways. 

These repair processes result in endocytosis of the damaged membrane, 
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ultimately resulting in the uptake of perforin, as well as granzymes that have 

become bound to the membrane by charge, into endosomes. Within endosomes 

perforin continues to form pores, resulting in the release of granzymes into the 

cytosol of the cell where they initiate pathways of programmed cell death54-56. In 

addition, T cells also release cytokines into the surrounding environment, 

including interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) and tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), 

which increase presentation of antigens on tumour cells and APCs, and activate 

innate cells such as NK cells, indirectly enhancing elimination of tumour 

cells57,58. Furthermore, one T cell can make contact with numerous target cells to 

induce apoptosis and numerous T cells can make contact with the same target 

cell, thus cooperating to enhance cell lysis59. 

 

Strong activation of CD8+ T cells induces rapid proliferation and the generation 

of effector and memory CD8+ T cell populations60. Memory CD8+ T cells remain 

after the primary immune challenge has been resolved by effector T cells to 

provide specific immunity against re-exposure to previously-encountered 

antigens. Exactly how these memory cells arise is still disputed in the literature. 

The dominant theory supports a progressive model, where some remaining 

effector T cells develop into memory T cells61,62. However, there is also evidence 

that memory T cells may be present very early on in the immune response, such 

as some memory cells have been found to have longer telomere lengths than 

effector T cells suggesting they directly differentiated from naïve CD8+ T cells. 

Memory T cells differentiate into three distinct populations in both humans and 

mice, termed T effector memory cells (TEM), T central memory cells (TCM), and 

tissue-resident memory cells (TRM),with an additional subset in humans termed 

terminally differentiated effector memory cells (TEMRA)63. 

 

The generation of tumour-specific CD8+ T cell responses has several theoretical 

advantages over other forms of cancer treatment. These cells have exquisite 

specificity, provided the antigen is truly tumour-specific, and can travel to 
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antigen-expressing tumour cells anywhere in the body, where they continue to 

proliferate and eliminate tumour cells expressing the specific target antigen. 

Furthermore, long-lasting memory T cell populations may be able to protect 

against late disease recurrence. While B cells also display these characteristics, 

tumour-specific T cells are often considered superior, because they require 

antigen presentation on MHC-I, rather than surface expression of intact antigen 

to become activated and can potentially target antigens expressed anywhere in 

the cell64-66,67. Therefore, tumour-specific CD8+ T cells have the potential to 

overcome certain mechanisms of resistance employed by tumours, such as 

expression of splice variants of the antigen or shedding of the extracellular 

domain. While other immune cell populations can provide strong cytotoxic 

immune responses, such as release of perforin and granzyme by NK cells, or 

antibodies by B cells, the specificity and strength of CD8+ T cell cytotoxic 

activity combined with the potential to generate long-lived memory cells means 

they have been a key focus in the field of cancer immunotherapy.  

 

Five main groups of TAAs have been identified. Cancer germline antigen genes 

are classified as genes expressed in tumours, as well as testicular and ovarian 

germ cells and the placenta, with expression in no more than two non-germline 

normal tissues68. As germline cells express no or little MHC-I, cytotoxic 

responses directed against cancer germline antigens have the potential to be 

relatively specific for tumour cells. These antigens include New York 

esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 1 (NY-ESO-1), and antigens derived from 

the melanoma antigen (MAGE), B melanoma antigen (BAGE) and G antigen 

(GAGE) gene families69,70. Other TAAs arise from expression of differentiation 

genes in the tumour, for example genes that are expressed only by melanocytes 

are often found in melanomas71,72. Alternatively, tumours can express mutant 

forms of a gene resulting in new peptides, or facilitate binding with MHC-I, to 

create neoepitopes. Overexpressed antigens, as in the case of oncogene and 
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growth factor, human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2), also provide 

candidates for development of immunotherapeutic vaccines73,74. Lastly, viruses 

are implicated in the pathogenesis of some malignancies, including cervical 

cancer and nasopharyngeal carcinomas75-77. Viral proteins produced inside these 

tumour cells give rise to antigenic peptides that can be recognised by T cells. 

 

1.3 The role of antigen presenting cells in CD8+ T cell responses 

Optimal activation of naïve antigen-specific T cells requires at least three 

distinct stimuli. The first signal is provided by the presentation of antigens in a 

complex with MHC-I or MHC-II on the cell surface to engage with the TCR78. 

Secondary interactions between co-stimulatory molecules expressed on the 

surface of APCs, such as the molecules CD80 and CD86, with CD28 on T cells, 

lead to a strong effector T cell response, by driving interleukin (IL)-2 production 

and cell cycle progression that encourages T cell expansion79,80. The absence of 

this signal prompts T cell anergy, where T cells become unresponsive to further 

antigenic stimulation. The third signal for complete CD8+ T cell effector 

function, and generation of a memory response, is provided by pro-

inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-12 and type 1 interferons (IFNs), which act 

directly on CD8+ T cells81.  

 

Classically these signals are provided by APCs. Understanding the subsets of 

APCs and how these can be targeted is crucial for rational vaccine design, as 

their distinct functional capabilities influence CD8+ cytotoxic T cell responses. 

Furthermore, the location of APCs upon antigen encounter and presentation to 

T cells is important, as the site of T cell priming may influence the strength and 

quality of the response.  
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Nucleated cells, excluding germline cells, can present endogenously generated 

antigens, such as self or viral antigens on MHC-I to CD8+ T cells. In contrast, 

APCs function by internalising antigens from dying cancer cells or virally 

infected cells via various endocytic processes, including receptor mediated 

endocytosis, phagocytosis and micropinocytosis. The peptide antigens derived 

from these (termed exogenous antigens) are presented on MHC class-II to CD4+ 

T cells or on MHC-I to CD8+ T cells82. These cells are also specialised in their 

capacity to provide soluble or surface-bound co-stimulatory signals to prime 

antigen-specific T cells. In addition to the co-stimulatory molecules CD80 and 

CD86, activated APCs also display increased expression of the co-stimulatory 

molecule CD40, which binds to CD40L (CD154) on T cells, inducing IL-12 

production by APCs and further enhancing the expression of CD80/8683. 

 

Classical APCs are derived from the bone marrow and include DCs, B cells, and 

macrophages. However, there are many unconventional APCs, including 

endothelial cells, fibroblasts, epithelial cells, and tumour cells, such as multiple 

myeloma cells84,85. In mice, DCs are commonly identified based on their high 

expression of the integrin, CD11c, whereas most B cells, and most macrophages 

do not express this marker. However, many other cell types express CD11c and, 

additional markers must be used to further delineate specific APC subtypes. 

 

1.3.1.1 CD11c+ APCs 

CD11c is expressed on many cells in healthy or diseased states, including DCs, 

monocytes, macrophages, a subset of B cells, and NK cells86-89. A summary of 

CD11c+ APCs in wildtype mice is provided in Figure 1.1, along with the specific 

markers that can be used to identify these subsets. APCs have been extensively 

characterised in mice through numerous depletion models, and while the 

subsets generally align with those in humans, differences are noted when 

necessary. 
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Figure 1.1. CD11c+ cells in mice. The α integrin CD11c is expressed by all DC 
subtypes and as well as certain organ-specific macrophages, such as those in the 
lung, liver, lymph nodes and lamina propria, inflammatory monocytes, and a 
subset of NK cells. In non-lymphoid tissues, cDC1 cells express CD103 instead of 
CD890. Murine cDC1s also express X-C motif chemokine receptor 1 (XCR1) and 
the C-type lectin domain containing 9A (Clec9a). Human cDC1 cells do not 
express CD8 and instead are detected through the co-expression of Clec9a and 
CD14191. Expression of sialic acid-binding immunoglobulin-like lectin H 
(SiglecH) is unique to pDCs92. 

 

Regarded as the archetypal APC, DCs are highly specialised for antigen 

presentation, resulting in immune responses that exceed those produced by 

larger, more numerous APCs, such as macrophages, and are therefore 

considered the best candidate APC for vaccine targeting93,94. Murine DCs 

express high levels of CD11c and MHC-II and can be further classified as 

conventional dendritic cells (cDCs), plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs), or 

Langerhans cells (LCs). cDCs are further subdivided by their expression of 

either CD8 or CD11b, identifying cDC1 and cDC2 cells, respectively90. Through 

the expression of Clec9a, both cDC1 cells and pDCs are specialised to take up 

dying cells by binding to exposed actin on damaged cell membranes95-97.  

 

Activated pDCs are unique in their ability to secret large amounts of type I 

IFNs, owing to their constitutive expression of the transcription factor 

interferon regulatory factor 7 (IRF-7)98. Lastly, epidermal LCs are dendritic cells 
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that reside in the epidermis and express very high levels of langerin99. LCs are 

essential for surveying the epidermis for skin penetrating microbes and upon 

antigen uptake home to the lymph nodes to prime an adaptive immune 

response100,101. These cells are capable of cross-presenting peptide on MHC-I and 

generate strong CD8+ T cell responses, although not as effectively as cDC1 

cells102.  

 

Following foreign antigen recognition and capture, DCs in non-lymphoid 

organs migrate to secondary lymphoid organs, such as lymph nodes. 

Alternatively, they can capture antigens in secondary lymphoid organs, such as 

the spleen103,104. Following antigen capture, antigenic peptides are presented via 

MHC-II to CD4+ T cells, or cross-presented on MHC-I to CD8+ T cells. As a 

general population, DCs have evolved mechanisms that ensure antigens are 

preserved in a “milder” microenvironment in endosomes following uptake. In 

comparison to other APCs, these mechanisms include decreased expression and 

lower recruitment of proteolytic enzymes to phagosomes, and limited 

acidification of vacuolar-adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase), allowing the 

survival of long peptides suitable for presentation on MHC-II105,106. It is 

hypothesised that this also contributes to the increased capacity of DCs for 

cross-presentation on MHC-I, by allowing peptides to survive and exit 

endocytic organelles where, upon entering the cytosol, they can be loaded onto 

MHC-I107. Differences are also observed within DC subpopulations, with splenic 

CD8+ cDC1s maintaining higher phagosomal pH than CD8- splenic DCs108. 

These alterations in combination with expression of Clec9a, may explain why 

splenic cDC1s have been observed in many experimental settings to cross-

present antigens more efficiently to CD8+ T cells than other DCs95,109-111. In 

comparison, the cDC2 subset has been shown to be more efficient at inducing 

CD4+ T cell responses, via peptide presentation on MHC-II109.  
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Although CD11c is highly expressed by DCs, some tissue resident macrophages 

have been found to express low levels of CD11c, including marginal zone and 

metallophilic macrophages in the spleen, and sinusoidal macrophages in the 

lymph nodes, as well as alveolar macrophages87,112. Furthermore, detailed 

cytometric analysis has revealed that a subset of Kupffer cells, which are liver 

resident macrophages, also express CD11c in combination with F4/80, CD11b 

and MHC-II113.  

 

The primary role of macrophages is the clearance of microbes and apoptotic 

cells. Accordingly, macrophages have a high rate of endocytosis, in 

combination with a highly proteolytic environment within phagosomes to 

ensure robust degradation114,115. Although a low pH environment is effective for 

lysing microbes it also results in the complete degradation of proteins to amino 

acids, without generating antigenic peptides for presentation on MHC 

molecules. Therefore, macrophages are not traditionally considered ideal 

targets for vaccine molecule uptake. 

 

A subset of CD11c-expressing NK cells reside in the liver, and upon activation, 

display enhanced expression of MHC-II and a modest capacity to present 

peptides on MHC-II89. However, there is no current evidence that these cells can 

cross-present exogenous antigens on MHC-I to CD8+ T cells.  

 

Under certain inflammatory conditions, monocytes can upregulate CD11c 

together with MHC-II and co-stimulatory markers113,116. However, they retain 

their monocytic characteristics of high endocytic capacity and inefficient 

conversion of internalised antigens into peptide-MHC complexes for T cell 

stimulation116. It is unclear if monocytes can present antigens on MHC-I or if 

they differentiate into DCs to perform this function. Alternatively, they have 

been shown to transfer peptide/MHC complexes to other APCs, including cDC1 

cells117,118. Monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) retain expression of CD11c and 
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while they have been shown to cross-present peptide in vitro, this is less 

effective than cDCs119-121.  

1.3.1.2 CD11c- APCs 

B cells are capable of cross-presenting antigens and play a large role in 

generating autoreactive CD8+ T cells in autoimmune diseases such as 

diabetes122. However, B cells display low endocytic activity, and classically take 

up antigens after they bind to the BCR by receptor-mediated endocytosis123. 

Therefore, in the absence of peptides that bind to the BCR, B cells will present 

very low levels of antigen to CD8+ T cells. 

 

Accumulating in vitro evidence suggests that mature osteoclasts can also act as 

professional APCs to both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells124,125. Similar to DCs, 

monocyte-derived human osteoclasts were found to express MHC-I, MHC-II, 

CD80, CD86, CD40, TNF-α, molecules essential for activating T cells124. 

However, these osteoclasts did not express IL-12p70, which is a key driver of 

CTL immune responses126. 

 

 

Endogenous peptides are generated within APCs via protein degradation by 

cytosolic proteases and are carried by transporter-associated with antigen 

processing (TAP) into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) for loading onto MHC-I. 

In comparison, proteins that are internalised from exogenous sources are 

degraded by the vesicular pathway, where they are transported to 

progressively more acidic and proteolytically active compartments classically 

referred to as early endosomes, late endosomes, and lysosomes127. Following 

this degradation, exogenous antigenic peptides are loaded onto MHC-II in a 

post-Golgi compartment. For exogenous peptides to be “cross-presented” to 
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CD8+ T cells, they must gain access to MHC-I loading pathways, rather than the 

MHC-II loading pathway. 

 

There are two main cross-presentation pathways: the vacuolar pathway and the 

endosome-to-cytosol pathway. Antigen loading via the vacuolar pathway 

involves antigen processing and loading onto MHC-I, potentially recycled from 

the cell surface, within endosome128,129. Lysosomal proteases, in particular 

cathepsin S, play a crucial role in antigen degradation in this pathway130,131.  

 

In the endosome-to-cytosol pathway, endocytosed antigens are translocated to 

the cytosol, where they are degraded by the proteasome. Derived peptides are 

then transported by TAP into the ER for loading onto newly synthesised 

MHC-I, or else re-imported back into the antigen-containing 

endosome/phagosome to be loaded onto MHC-I132-135.  

 

 

Environmental factors at the site of T cell priming are considered to have a 

significant effect on lymphocyte migration to peripheral tissues by inducing the 

expression of tissue-selective homing molecules136.  

 

Priming of T cells commonly occurs in secondary lymphoid organs, such as the 

spleen and lymph nodes as well as in the bone marrow, which, although 

typically considered a primary lymphoid organ can also support T cell 

priming137,138. These organs have a unique structure and cellular composition 

that creates a microenvironment where T cells are surrounded by antigen-

loaded APCs, facilitating their interaction. In comparison to lymph nodes 

which are vascularised by lymphatic vessels, both the spleen and bone marrow 

are vascularised by blood, and are therefore crucial priming sites for blood-

borne pathogens139,140. 
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Priming within tissues can influence the location and quality of a T cell 

response. For instance, intranasal administration of antigen induces T cell 

priming in the lung-draining mesenteric lymph node and results in recruitment 

and maintenance of CD8+ T cells in the lung, whereas T cells generated 

following intraperitoneal (I.P.) injection of the same antigen do not reside in the 

lung136.  

1.3.3.1 T cell priming in the spleen 

The spleen is compartmentalised into the white pulp (WP), a T cell rich area 

surround by B cell follicles, and the red pulp (RP) area, which is filled with 

macrophages, DCs, and granulocytes141. The marginal zone lies between the WP 

and RP and contains resident macrophages, cDC2s, and B cells. As blood flows 

freely through the marginal zone, antigens in the blood can be sampled by 

these APCs inducing their translocation to the WP to activate CD8+ T cells104,142. 

 

1.3.3.2 T cell priming in the bone marrow 

Experiments by Feuerer and colleagues using splenectomised Map3k14aly/aly 

mice, which lack lymph node structures, revealed that naïve T cells can be 

primed in the bone marrow137. Assessment of bone marrow stroma cells 

identified that these cells release the ligands vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 

(VCAM-1) and intercellular adhesion molecules (ICAM)-1 and ICAM-2, which 

promote APCs and T cells to home, and adhere, to the bone marrow143. 

Histological analysis of bone marrow from wildtype mice revealed clusters of 

CD3+ cells and CD11c+ cells embedded in a stroma consisting of a fibrous 

network of reticular and stromal cells surrounded by extracellular matrix and a 

blood microvasculature137. The bone marrow is also highly enriched with 

memory T cells144, with the release of IL-15 and IL-7 from marrow stromal cells 

supporting memory T cell persistence145,146. Furthermore, bone marrow-primed 
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T cells are highly functional and exert activity against tumour cells upon 

therapeutic challenge, as well as maintaining tumour remission147-149.  

 

1.3.3.3 Priming in the lymph nodes 

The priming of T cells in lymph nodes has been extensively analysed. Naïve T 

cells continually recirculate between the blood and LNs, dwelling at individual 

sites for a limited amount of time150. To generate a primary T cell response in 

the lymph node, naïve T cells and APCs possessing their cognate antigen must 

come into contact. Priming of naïve T cells in the LN by DCs has been shown to 

occur in three distinct stages151. In the 8 hr period after T cells enter the LN, 

several short encounters with DCs progressively decreases T cell motility and 

increases activation marker expression on the T cell. Subsequent sustained 

interactions, lasting multiple hours, occur within the next 14 hr period and 

induce cytokine production by APCs. On the following day, T cell proliferation 

is initiated and cells regain their rapid motility, exhibiting only short contact 

with DCs, and subsequently egress from the lymph node151.  

 

1.3.3.4 Generation of T cell responses in the liver 

The liver is constantly exposed to gut-derived products via the portal vein, and 

maintains a tolerogenic microenvironment in order to supress unwanted 

inflammatory responses to harmless or inert antigens, such as proteins from 

food or commensal bacteria152. Liver APCs, consisting of hepatocytes, Kupffer 

cells, and DCs, classically promote immune tolerance rather than cytotoxicity, a 

response that is illustrated by the persistence of microbial infections and 

tumour metastases in the liver153. Liver-resident hepatocytes can present 

antigen to naïve CD8+ T cells, but this results in hepatocyte-mediated T cell 

elimination through a process called suicidal emperipolesis, where, following 

recognition of antigen on hepatocytes, naïve T cells are taken up by the 

hepatocyte and degraded in endosomal/lysosomal compartments154. 
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Furthermore, bone marrow-derived DCs display a compromised capacity to 

elicit adaptive immune responses when they are transplanted into the liver 

compared to similar DCs in the lymph node155-157. However, as the liver is 

abundant in lymphocyte subsets that are capable of activating APCs, including 

NK and NKT cells, there is considerable interest as to whether activity of these 

cells can overcome tolerogenic signals, and enhance CD8+ T cell priming in the 

liver158.  

 

1.4 Vaccines to stimulate cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses 

There are many different methodologies for designing anti-tumour vaccines. 

Antigens can be delivered in the form of irradiated whole tumour cells, tumour 

cell lysate, synthetic peptides, “naked” DNA, or recombinant viruses159-162. 

Alternatively, peptides and tumour cell lysates can be loaded onto mature 

autologous DCs, or encapsulated into liposomes or inside nanoparticles before 

administration163-166. Cellular approaches, such as DC vaccination, or 

preparation of tumour cell lysate, typically require individualised cell therapy 

manufacturing, which is time consuming, expensive and presents substantial 

logistical and regulatory hurdles. In contrast, peptide or DNA-based synthetic 

vaccines have potential advantages. They are inexpensive compared to cellular-

based vaccines, convenient to manufacture within good manufacturing practice 

(GMP) grade laboratories and are highly specific to the antigen of interest. 

However, unmodified peptides are usually poorly immunogenic and relatively 

low clinical efficacy has been observed following immunisation with peptide-

only vaccines167. In comparison to live attenuated vaccines, such as the yellow 

fever and varicella zoster virus vaccines, which generate strong CD8+ T cell 

responses, peptides lack intrinsic immunostimulatory properties, such as the 

expression of PAMPs and DAMPs, that activate APCs168,169. This low 

immunogenicity can be overcome by co-administering peptides alongside 

immunostimulatory “adjuvants”; molecules that emulate danger or 
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costimulatory signals, and, therefore, license the APC to cross-prime. Adjuvant 

signals that activate and license an APC to cross-prime can be provided by 

PAMPs or DAMPs and/or helper T cells (outlined below).  

 

Certain infectious agents can directly activate APCs by stimulating cellular 

PRRs. These receptors recognise PAMPs or DAMPs that are found on, or 

induced by, microbes or dying cells and include toll-like receptors (TLRs), 

nucleotide-binding oligomerisation domain-like receptors (NLRs), C-type lectin 

receptors (CLRs) and RIG-1 like receptors (RLRs). Endogenous host molecules 

that are produced as a result of cell death, damage, or malignant transformation 

in the case of tumour cells can be recognised by TLRs. For example, surface 

TLRs can be stimulated by heat-shock proteins, degradation products of the 

extracellular matrix (ECM), and high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) proteins, 

while intracellular TLRs can be activated by chromatin-DNA complexes170-172.  

 

TLRs are type I transmembrane proteins with ectodomains containing leucine-

rich repeats that respond to a variety of endogenous and exogenous stimuli. 

Numerous TLRs that have been identified in humans and mice, with TLR1-

TLR9 conserved between the two species173,174. Knockout studies have revealed 

that each TLR responds to specific and distinct stimuli during an immune 

response. For example, TLR4 recognises lipopolysaccharide (LPS) derived from 

the bacterial cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria175. 

 

All TLRs, except TLR3, utilise the myeloid differentiation primary response 88 

(MyD88)-dependent signalling pathway. Ligand binding to these TLRs recruits 

the MyD88 adaptor molecule, initiating a signalling cascade through IL-1R-

associated kinases (IRAK) and, ultimately, activating nuclear factor kappa-light-

chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB)176. Activated NF-κB diffuses into the 

nucleus and activates transcription of multiple pro-inflammatory genes, 
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including the type I IFNs, IFN-α and IFN-β, and IL-12. In contrast, the receptor 

for double-stranded ribonucleic acid (dsRNA) TLR3 utilises the TIR-domain-

containing adaptor-inducing interferon-β (TRIF)-dependent pathway. 

Recruitment of the TRIF adaptor molecule initiates the activation of the kinases 

TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and receptor-interacting protein kinase 1 

(RIPK1), culminating in the activation of both IRF3 and NF-κB, leading to the 

induction of type I interferon and interferon-inducible genes, such as IFN-γ-

induced protein 10 (IP-10) and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1)177. 

This pathway is also utilised by TLR4, the only TLR that signals through both 

the MyD88 and TRIF pathways178.  

 

One outcome of TLR stimulation is enhanced APC activation, leading to 

increased expression of MHC-II and the co-stimulatory molecules CD80/CD86, 

as well as increased production of proinflammatory cytokines IL-12 and type I 

IFNs179,180. As strong activators of APCs, TLR ligands are often utilised as 

adjuvants to enhance immune responses. For instance, injection of 

unmethylated cytosine-guanine dinucleotide-containing oligodeoxynucleotides 

(CpG ODN) in combination with peptide was found to enhance APC activation 

through TLR9 and increase cross-priming, leading to stronger CD8+ T cell 

mediated anti-tumour responses in mice181. Furthermore, TLR signalling has 

been utilised to mature DCs in vitro for improved DC vaccine strategies182-184. 

 

Many TLR ligands are approved for clinical use, including the non-toxic LPS-

derived TLR4 ligand monophosphoryl lipid A, TLR2 ligand (TLR2-L) Pam(3)-

Cys-Ser-(Lys)4 (Pam3Cys), and the TLR7 and TLR8 ligand imidazoquinoline 

resiquimod (R-848)185-188. TLRs are expressed to varying degrees on different cell 

types, for instance pDCs express high levels of TLR-7, and are strong 

responders to RNA viruses175, whereas cDC2 cells in the lamina propria have 

high TLR5 expression and are activated in response to flagellin189. Therefore, the 
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expression of TLR ligands on the cell type of interest for a particular therapy is 

an important consideration.  

 

Although TLRs induce a strong primary CTL response, that is independent of 

CD4+ T cells, the generation of a long-lived functional CD8+ T cell response that 

rapidly responds upon antigen re-challenge is dependent on T cell help190,191. 

During priming, CD4+ T cells can provide “help” signals to CD8+ T cells by 

licensing APCs to cross-present antigens and increase the expression of co-

stimulatory molecules (Figure 1.2)192. In the absence of other innate signals, this 

help is essential for the induction of a cytotoxic CD8+ T cell response and for 

preventing a tolerogenic response193. Help signals from CD4+ T cells are 

dependent on CD40L expression by CD4+ T cells, as antibody-based stimulation 

of CD40 on DCs removes the requirement for CD4+ T cell help194. Following 

CD40:CD40L interactions between the APC and CD4+ T cell, APCs express 

enhanced co-stimulatory marker expression and IL-12p70 production. In turn, 

IL-12p70 stimulation is essential for polarising CD4+ T cells towards a T helper 1 

(Th1) response, programming these cells to produce high levels of IFN-γ and 

IL-2 to stimulate cytotoxic T cell proliferation126,195. Despite being essential for 

survival of CD8+ T cell lines in vitro, there is no current evidence that IL-2 is an 

essential helper cytokine for initiating cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses in vivo196. 

Instead, it has been suggested it may play a role in maintaining CD8+ T cell 

proliferation197.  

 

Although CD4+ and CD8+ T cell need not engage simultaneously with the APC, 

both must interact with the same APC in order to generate the desired CD8+ T 

cell response. Peptide presentation to both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells occurs 

naturally if an APC takes up a pathogen or infected cell. For peptide 

vaccination, providing CD4 and CD8 antigens within the same molecules, via 
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synthetic long peptides, can encourage interaction between the three cell types, 

especially at low antigen concentrations. 

 

Conventional ab CD4+ T cells are not the only cells capable of providing a 

CD40L signal to “help” cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses. In some situations, 

subsets of innate-like T cells, which express stereotyped TCRs that are not 

restricted by classical MHC molecules, can provide the necessary signals to 

“help” adaptive immune responses37,38,198.  

 

The role of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells and NKT cells in providing help to CD8+ T cell 

responses is of interest to this thesis and will be described in detail below.  

1.4.3.1 NKT cell help 

Semi-invariant or type I NKT cells (referred to in this thesis as NKT cells) 

express a semi-invariant ab TCR that recognises glycolipid antigens presented 

on the MHC-I-like molecule, CD1d, by APCs199. Murine NKT cells express the 

Vα14 TCR chain paired with a limited repertoire of Vβ chains (typically Vβ8, 

Vβ7 or Vβ2), whereas in humans, Vα24 pairs predominantly with the Vβ11 

chain, which is homologous to murine Vβ8200,201. Murine Vα14 NKT cells 

develop in the thymus, where they undergo positive selection by 

CD1-expressing thymocytes and develop into either CD4+ or CD4-CD8- NKT 

cells202,203. These cells are found in varying frequencies in many sites of the body, 

including the spleen, bone marrow, thymus, and lymph nodes, and contribute 

to 12-30 % of the liver lymphocytes in mice202. At resting state, NKT cells exist in 

a semi-activated/memory phenotype, with constitutive expression of cytokine 

transcripts allowing rapid cytokine production upon activation204.  

 

NKT cells are strongly involved in recognising certain bacterial pathogens, 

especially pathogens that lack LPS expression, by recognising glycolipids or 
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phospholipids presented on CD1d. For instance, organisms of the Sphingomonas 

species produce glycosphingolipids with α-linked glucuronic or galacturonic 

acid that are recognised by the NKT cell TCR205-207. Furthermore, NKT cells have 

been shown to be activated by many endogenous glycolipids208,209. 

Alternatively, NKTs cells are highly sensitive to IL-12 and IL-18 cytokine 

signalling that is induced following engagement of PRRs on APCs with PAMPs, 

providing a mechanism for NKT cell activation in the absence of cognate 

antigens210-212. 

 

A well characterised, synthetic NKT cell ligand with potent NKT cell 

stimulating capacity is α-Galactosylceramide (α-GalCer)213. This glycolipid 

compound is an analog of naturally occurring agelasphins produced by the 

marine sponge Agelas mauritianus214,215. It is an excellent inducer of NKT 

proliferation and as a single agent has been observed to induce anti-tumour 

activity against murine melanoma tumours via NKT cell activation214,216. 

Activated NKT cells can directly eliminate tumour cells expressing CD1d-

glycolipid complexes by cytolysis using either the perforin, granzyme B, or Fas 

Ligand (FasL) cytotoxic pathways217,218. The release of IFN-γ by NKT cells also 

cross-activates NK cells, which have been shown to have a crucial role in the 

anti-tumour activity of α-GalCer, by providing strong cytotoxic activity against 

tumour cells and enhancing IFN-γ signalling219. Activated NKT cells have also 

been shown to induce lysis of tumour-associated macrophages (TAM) and 

myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) in a CD1d-dependent manner220,221. 

 

Anti-tumour responses induced by α-GalCer were found to be very similar to 

those induced by I.P. injection of the cytokine IL-12222. Moreover, inhibition of 

IL-12 or CD40:CD40L binding using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) prevents 

α-GalCer-induced IFN-γ production by NKT cells223. Collectively, these studies 

revealed the existence of a positive feedback loop, where TCR binding by 

glycolipids presented on CD1d, combined with CD40:CD40L interactions and 
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CD86/80:CD28 interactions on NKT cells, stimulates the activation of APCs and 

enhances their expression of co-stimulatory markers and production of IL-12 

(Figure 1.2). This interaction also increases NKT cell expression of the IL-12 

receptor, which, upon recognising IL-12, triggers differentiation of NKT cells 

into Th1 type cells, preferentially stimulating IFN-γ production, which further 

drives the CD8+ T cell response158,224. Therefore, NKT cells can act as helper cells 

to enhance cross-priming of CD8+ T cells when peptide and α-GalCer are 

co-administered37. 

 

Helper activity of NKT cells has been exploited in multiple immunotherapy 

strategies225. Vaccination with irradiated-Glioma tumour cells loaded with α-

GalCer prevented tumour establishment in a prophylactic model and 

significantly delayed tumour outgrowth in the therapeutic setting when 

combined with depletion of TREGs226. Furthermore, our laboratory has 

demonstrated that synthetic glycolipid-peptide conjugate vaccines can harness 

the helper activity of NKT cells to enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell priming 

in both human and mouse models227,228. In addition, the anti-tumour activity 

induced by these vaccines was significantly greater than co-administration of 

unconjugated components, suggesting enhanced immunogenicity of the 

vaccines. 

1.4.3.2 Vγ9Vδ2 T cells 

A substantial fraction of human T cells, typically 1-10 % of circulating T cells, 

express a γδ TCR rather than the more common αβ TCR229. In humans, these 

cells greatly outnumber NKT cells, which typically make up fewer than 0.1 % of 

the entire circulating T cell repertoire in humans230,231. γδ T cells are typically 

categorised according to the γ-chain variable region (Vγ) and δ-chain variable 

region (Vδ) that is expressed. In humans, the largest subset of γδ T cells in the 

blood express a TCR with Vγ9 and Vδ2 regions and are commonly referred to 

as Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. 
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As opposed to the conventional recognition of small antigenic peptides by αβ T 

cells, the stimulation of γδ T cells does not require classical antigen presentation 

in the context of MHC. Instead, through a TCR-dependent mechanism γδ cells 

expand in vivo or in vitro after contact with cells producing or loaded with a 

diverse range of molecules, including phosphoantigens, CD1 isoforms, and 

alkylamines232-234. For example, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells recognise phosphoantigens via 

butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A1 (BTN3A1; CD277) expression on APCs. 

The role of BTN3A1 in this interaction has been difficult to elucidate, however, 

recent studies suggest a phosphoantigen-induced conformational change in 

BTN3A1 is essential for Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation235,236. 

 

Several bacterial and parasite species produce exogenous phosphoantigens, that 

act as potent agonists for Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, providing a potential role for these 

cells in the innate defence against pathogens237. These phosphoantigens are 

derived from the 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate/1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-

phosphate (MEP/DOXP) isoprenoid pathway of cholesterol synthesis, with the 

most potent activator being the molecule (E)-4-hydroxy-3-methyl-but-2-enyl 

pyrophosphate (HMBPP)238. Isopentyl pyrophosphate (IPP) the end product of 

the MEP/DOXP pathway also induces Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation, albeit at a 

10,000 fold lower potency in vitro compared to HMBPP238. While HMBPP is not 

produced by higher eukaryotes, IPP is also produced in the mevalonate 

pathway, a key metabolic pathway in eukaryotes. Perturbation of the 

mevalonate pathway can occur in transformed cells, leading to natural 

accumulation of mevalonate metabolites, including IPP239. As a result, Vγ9Vδ2 

T cells form part of the stress-surveillance response, where they seek out 

“stressed” cells expressing phosphoantigens and either kill these cells directly, 

or indirectly by inducing CTLs240.  
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Synthetic stimulators of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells have also been described. These include 

phosphorylated bromohydrin (BrHPP), which mimics the biological properties 

of natural phosphoantigens to give selective expansion and activation of 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells241,242. Furthermore, pharmacological inhibitors of the mevalonate 

pathway that increase (e.g., ABPs) or decrease (e.g., statins) IPP accumulation, 

can be used to manipulate Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity239,243.  

 

In addition to TCR signalling, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells express NK receptors (NKRs), 

such as natural-killer group 2, member D (NKG2D). This receptor recognises 

overexpression of the ligands U-16 binding protein (ULBP) 4, ULBP1, and 

MHC-I polypeptide-related sequence A (MICA) on epithelial or haematological 

tumours and initiating Vγ9Vδ2 T cell cytotoxicity against the tumour244,245. 

 

There has been significant interest in harnessing Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity for 

cancer therapy following the identification that a γδ T cell gene signature in 

tumours is the strongest immune signature associated with improved prognosis 

across human cancers246. Activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can have many functions. 

For instance, activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells displayed enhanced expression of MHC-

I and MHC-II, co-stimulatory molecules (CD80, CD83, CD86) and adhesion 

molecules (CD11a, CD18, CD54) and can act as professional APCs to cross-

prime CD8+ T cells247-249. Furthermore, cytotoxic NK cells can be stimulated via 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-dependent IFN-γ and TNF-α signalling, resulting in enhanced 

cytotoxic activity against cells displaying “stress” signals250-253. 

 

It has been demonstrated that phosphoantigen-activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can act 

as “helper” T cells (Figure 1.2C). Activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells rapidly induce 

differentiation of monocytes into DCs capable of antigen presentation254. Of 

particular interest is that Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are activated following administration 

of ABPs, a clinically available class of anti-resorptive agents. Furthermore, ABP 

activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can induce the maturation of immature DCs, in a 
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mechanism dependent on TNF-α and IFN-γ39. In turn, peptide-specific CD8+ T 

cell responses were enhanced when DCs co-pulsed with ABP and peptide 

antigen were incubated with human PBMCs, suggesting ABPs can be utilised as 

adjuvants to enhance peptide-specific T cell responses via Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activity38,255,256.  

 

To date, analysis of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells has been hindered by the absence of 

phosphoantigen-reactive Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in rodents. As a result, studies have 

primarily been restricted to higher primate species or ex vivo culture systems 

with human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Research from 

Karunakaran and colleagues indicates that alpaca have functional Vγ9 and Vδ2 

chains that can pair to form a functional TCR, suggesting they may be a future 

candidate for analysis of Vγ9Vδ2-stimulating drugs257. 
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Figure 1.2. Three forms of T cell “help” to APCs. (A) Recognition of cognate 
antigen presented on MHC-II by APCs activates CD4+ T cells to upregulate their 
expression of CD40L and release pro-inflammatory cytokines. These signals 
“license” APCs to cross-prime CD8+ T cells, via peptide presentation on MHC-I, 
expression of CD80/CD86, and release of IL-12. (B) Following TCR recognition of 
glycolipids presented by CD1d, NKT cells upregulate CD40L expression and 
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release pro-inflammatory cytokines to license APCs. (C) Activated Vγ9Vδ2 T 
cells can provide “help” signals via IFN-γ and CD40L upregulation following 
activation by phosphoantigens in a BTN3A1- and TCR-dependent interaction.  

 

1.5 Immune effects of mevalonate pathway inhibition 

 

The mevalonate pathway (Figure 1.3) is responsible for the synthesis of 

cholesterol and the production of isoprenoids, including IPP, farnesyl 

pyrophosphate (FPP) and geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP). The 

isoprenoids FPP and GGPP are involved in post-translational modification 

(prenylation) at the C-terminus of a variety of proteins, including GTPases258. In 

addition, FPP is also utilised in cholesterol synthesis and N-glycosylation, a 

process responsible for anchoring proteins to the cytoskeleton259,260.  

 

The mevalonate pathway is driven by an abundance of cytosolic acetyl-

coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA). Glycolysis-derived pyruvate enters mitochondria, 

where it is converted to acetyl-CoA to fuel the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)/Krebs 

cycle and drive oxidative phosphorylation to produce adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP)261. Excess pyruvate-derived mitochondrial citrate can be 

exported into the cytosol and converted back into acetyl-CoA by ATP citrate 

lyase. From here, the high cytosolic acetyl-CoA drives both fatty acid synthesis 

and mevalonate metabolism, in a process collectively termed lipogenesis260,262. 

Three molecules of acetyl-CoA generate 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl-coenzyme 

A (HMG-CoA), which acts as a substrate for HMG-CoA reductase, initiating the 

first step of the mevalonate pathway and production of mevalonate (Figure 1.3). 

Mevalonate is further metabolised to IPP and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate 

(DMAPP). Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase catalyses sequential condensation 

reactions of DMAPP with two units of IPP to produce FPP. A further 

condensation reaction by GGPP synthase forms GGPP.  
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Many GTP-binding proteins including Ras, Rho, and Rab undergo the post-

translation modification of prenylation. The CAAX, CXC, or CC motif in the 

carboxyl terminus of these proteins acts as a substrate for a series of 

modifications that create a lipidated hydrophobic domain. These domains 

facilitate these proteins to attach to each other or to cellular membranes and are 

crucial to their function263. Specifically, these modifications involve the covalent 

attachment of FPP or GGPP to the cysteine residue of the motif, processes 

termed farnesylation or geranylgeranylation, respectively264. 

 

The mevalonate pathway is unique to eukaryotes and can become dysregulated 

in certain diseases. Individuals can present with genetic mutations in 

mevalonate kinase, the enzyme that catalyses the conversion of mevalonate to 

IPP. Disruption at this step results in a spectrum of manifestations, including 

hyperimmunoglobulinemia D, periodic fever, mevalonic aciduria, and bouts of 

systemic hyperinflammation265. The mevalonate pathway can also be 

upregulated in transformed cells, as the products of the mevalonate pathway 

facilitate growth and proliferation266,267. For instance, deregulation of particular 

isoforms of HMG-CoA reductase (HMGCR) have been shown to increase 

transformation of tumour and normal cells of multiple origins, suggesting 

HMGCR may act as a metabolic oncogene268. Furthermore, gain-of-function 

mutations of the tumour suppressor protein 53 (p53) result in uncontrolled 

mevalonate metabolism and malignant transformation, suggesting a correlation 

between the two269. There is also some evidence that increased mevalonate 

pathway activity is associated with epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), 

which drives epithelial cells into mesenchymal cells that have stem cell features 

and greater migratory capacity270. 

 

Two common pharmaceuticals inhibit the mevalonate pathway at two crucial 

enzymatic steps. Inhibition of the first committed step can be performed with 
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HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors, collectively termed statins. Statin treatment is a 

common therapy to control cholesterol production in individuals at risk of 

cardiovascular problems271. In comparison, ABPs inhibit the activity of FPP 

synthase, thereby preventing the conversion of DMAPP and IPP into FPP258. 

Due to a high affinity for calcium hydroxyapatite, ABPs rapidly accumulate in 

the bone after administration272-275. As a result they have been very successful in 

treating bony metastases, osteoporosis, and Paget’s disease, which are 

characterised by increased osteoclast activity276-280. In these settings, osteoclasts 

take up ABPs during bone resorption, resulting in a strong inhibition of the 

mevalonate pathway and eventual cell death281. In addition, in humans the 

accumulation of upstream IPP, following inhibition by ABPs, activates Vγ9Vδ2 

T cells. 
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Figure 1.3. Simplified outline of the mevalonate pathway. Excess citrate from 
mitochondria drives the mevalonate pathway. Stains prevent progression 
through the pathway by inhibiting the enzyme HMG-CoA reductase. ABPs 
inhibit the enzyme FPP synthase leading to the accumulation of upstream 
phosphoantigens, including IPP. Individuals can also present with mutations in 
mevalonate kinase leading to accumulation of mevalonate. 

 

Historically, ABPs have been utilised to prevent skeletal-related events, such as 

fractures and hypercalcaemia, in patients with advanced cancer282-284. However, 

ABP administration to post-menopausal women following breast tumour 

removal was shown to improve disease-free survival283 and, in two independent 
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studies on multiple myeloma, decreased the incidence of skeletal tumours and 

prolonged survival285,286. 

 

Many anti-tumour activities of ABPs have been proposed. Initially, the effect 

was attributed to inhibition of the positive feedback loop that exists between 

osteoclasts and tumour cells. In this loop, osteoclasts release growth factors 

during bone resorption, such as transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) and 

insulin-like growth factor, that encourage tumour growth. In return, tumour 

cells release cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-8, and IL-11, and induce the production 

of other stimulators of osteoclast differentiation, such as receptor activator of 

NF-κB ligand (RANKL) and macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF)287-

290. Korpal and colleagues demonstrated that ABP-mediated inhibition of 

osteoclast-produced TGF-β disrupts the TGF-β-SMAD signalling pathway in 

breast cancer cells, resulting in reduced formation of bone metastases291. 

However, others reported that zoledronate, a member of the ABP class of 

drugs, decreased skeletal tumour growth in osteoclast-defective mice, 

suggesting that ABPs can initiate an anti-tumour response against bone tumour 

cells independently of osteoclasts292. Indeed, Morgan and associates reported 

improved overall survival of multiple myeloma patients administered 

zoledronate independent of the reduction of skeletal-related events, suggesting 

the drug was inducing an alternative response against the myeloma cells285.  

 

Many have speculated that the anti-tumour effects observed following 

administration of ABPs are the result of Vγ9Vδ2 activity, due to the 

accumulation of upstream IPP. The activity of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells as APCs or helper 

T cells has been discussed earlier in section 1.4.3, however, they can also act as 

strong cytotoxic killer cells by producing perforin and granzyme293. Indeed, 

human Vδ2+ cells from breast ductal organoids produced IFN-γ and sufficiently 

killed ABP-pulsed breast carcinoma cells in vitro294. However, they did not affect 
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un-pulsed tumour cells, suggesting high tumour expression of Vγ9Vδ2 ligands 

is essential for Vγ9Vδ2-mediated killing.  

 

A small subset of studies have investigated the immunostimulatory effects of 

ABPs on CD8+ T cell responses in mice, where Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are completely 

absent. Park and colleagues administered 3 doses of 100 µg/kg of zoledronate in 

combination with peptide alone, or a peptide/Poly I:C vaccine295. 

Administration of peptide and ABP had no effect on the peptide-specific CD8+ 

T cell response or anti-tumour response in comparison to naïve mice. However, 

administration of ABP in combination with the peptide/Poly I:C vaccine led to 

an enhanced CD8+ T cell and anti-tumour response compared to mice 

administered the vaccine alone. Their findings strongly supported the effect 

observed in vitro, where ABP activity potentiated the immune response to TLR 

signalling.  

 

In comparison, Norton and colleagues reported that concurrent administration 

of TLR ligands was not necessary, with subcutaneous (S.C.) co-administration 

of 30 µg whole ovalbumin (OVA) peptide and 10 µg zoledronate alone on day 0 

and day seven sufficient to enhance the adaptive immune response to OVA296. 

Specifically, they observed increased anti-OVA IgG titres and greater T cell-

specific IFN-γ production by splenocytes upon re-stimulation with OVA 

peptide in mice administered ABP and OVA, in comparison to administration 

of OVA alone. This effect was MyD88-dependent suggesting ABP activity 

sensitised both hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells to low 

concentrations of DAMPs/PAMPs and IL-1 (the IL-1 receptor also utilises the 

adaptor protein MyD88). In support of this theory, they observed a decreased 

concentration of intracellular IRAK-M following ABP treatment. As an inhibitor 

of IRAK-1 and IRAK-4 activity, a reduction of IRAK-M enhances and/or 

prolongs NF-κB signalling induced by IRAK molecules, resulting in enhanced 

or prolonged APC activation.  
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Lastly, mevalonate pathway inhibition by lipophilic statins was also found to 

enhance OVA-specific CD8+ T cell responses in vivo in mice297. This activity was 

independent of MyD88-signalling and could be overcome with addition of 

GGPP, suggesting disruption to protein prenylation following mevalonate 

pathway inhibition was involved in enhancing peptide presentation. 

Interestingly, these authors found that ABPs were incapable of inducing CD8+ T 

cell responses in mice unless they were modified to become more lipophilic, 

suggesting that the pharmacokinetics of the ABP were crucial to the effect on 

peptide-specific immune responses.  

 

 

Despite the known immune modulating activities of ABPs, only minor 

therapeutic effectiveness has been observed in cancer patients298-300. This is most 

likely a result of their pharmacokinetics. Whilst all ABPs can be administered 

orally, less than 1 % of the dose is absorbed under ideal conditions, due to their 

negative charge hampering transport across the lipophilic cell membrane301. 

Furthermore, whether administered intravenously (I.V.) or orally, upon 

reaching the blood stream ABPs display unique characteristics. Roughly 50 % 

will bind to bone, most avidly at sites of active remodelling, by virtue of their 

ability to bind Ca2+ ions272,273,275,302. For example, intravenous administration of 

the standard clinical dose of 4 mg zoledronate resulted in a plasma half-life of 

105 min and ~55 % of the initial dose being retained in the human skeleton301. 

The remaining fraction is poorly metabolized by the kidneys, due to the strong 

phosphorus-carbon-phosphorus (P-C-P) bond of ABPs, and is excreted intact as 

the parent molecule. Upon reaching the bone marrow, ABPs are distributed 

across the bone surface, binding active remodeling sites, such as the 

endocortical and trabecular surfaces that are adjacent to the marrow273. 

Therefore, although the mevalonate pathway is necessary for IPP metabolism in 
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all cells, the specific localisation to bone and unique uptake by highly endocytic 

cells in this area, such as osteoclasts, directs the effects of ABPs to these cells. 

 

As a result of the high affinity for bone, ABPs have been utilized to target 

chemotherapeutic drugs like methotrexate and gemcitabine to the bone 

microenvironment303,304. Attachment of the two molecules with an amine linker 

caused a rapid accumulation of the prodrug structure in the bone marrow, to 

the same extent as free ABP304. Based on the strong bone homing of these ABP 

conjugates it can be hypothesised that antigenic peptides chemically conjugated 

to ABPs would also strongly home to the bone.  

 

1.6 Exploiting innate-like T cell agonists as adjuvants for cancer 

vaccination 

Cross-priming of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells requires sufficient activation of 

APCs to enable appropriate co-stimulatory molecule expression alongside 

peptide cross-presentation. Consequently, vaccination with short peptides, 

which only contain a CD8+ T cell epitope, fail to activate APCs resulting in a 

minimal CD8+ T cell response. Co-administration of peptides with adjuvants 

provides the necessary signals to mature APCs and “license” cross-priming. 

Conventional vaccine adjuvants enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses 

by engaging PRR receptors on APCs or engaging CD4+ T cell help. Emerging 

evidence suggests innate-like T cells can also display adjuvant activity by 

providing T cell help to license APCs to cross-prime CD8+ T cells37,38,158,255,256,305. 

 

There are numerous advantages to incorporating ligands for innate-like T cells 

into vaccine constructs. By expressing stereotypical TCRs, innate-like T cells 

respond to defined non-peptide ligands presented by non-polymorphic 

molecules. Therefore, these ligands can be exploited to activate innate-like T 

cells across an entire population. In comparison, while T cell help can also be 
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provided by helper CD4+ T cells, naïve CD4+ T cells specific for a particular 

peptide are rare and high inter-individual polymorphisms in HLA-haplotypes 

restricts given peptides from being presented across all individuals306.  

 

It has been well documented that NKT cells can act as cellular adjuvants to 

augment peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses222,223,158,224,37. Furthermore, our 

research group has shown that synthetic glycolipid-peptide conjugate vaccines 

display enhanced CD8+ T cell responses and greater anti-tumour activity than 

co-administered vaccine components227,228,307. Vγ9Vδ2 T cells display many 

similar features to NKT cells, including a semi-activated phenotype at resting 

state and the capacity to provide “help” signals to APCs39,204,254. In addition, they 

may have more utility in the clinic, as Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are more frequent 

humans than NKT cells, and activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can be achieved by 

administration of ABPs, clinically approved agents with a well-defined safety 

profile229, 209,308,309.  

 

This thesis aimed to investigate whether ABPs can be exploited in synthetic 

conjugate vaccines to enhance adaptive immune responses against tumour-

specific antigens. By co-delivering ABP and peptide to APCs, vaccine activity 

could be enhanced via Vγ9Vδ2 T cell “help” to license cross-priming of CD8+ T 

cells. On the other hand, as discussed in section 1.5.2, ABPs could have a direct 

effects on the APC to enhance peptide responses in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cells. Furthermore, conjugation may ensure co-delivery of the ABP and peptide 

moiety to the same APC, thereby overcoming the pharmacokinetic differences 

of these moieties in vivo.  
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1.7 Aims 

This aims of this thesis were to further understand if, and how, ABPs can 

enhance CD8+ T cell responses. In particular, to determine if chemical 

conjugation of ABPs to peptides enhances the adjuvant activity ABPs have on 

peptide-specific immune responses. Furthermore, to establish if this vaccine 

could be useful in models of breast cancer.  

 

The specific aims of this thesis are: 

• To assess if ABP-peptide vaccines enhance CD8+ T cell responses in a 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-dependent manner. 

• To develop a breast cancer tumour model to investigate the capacity of 

synthetic peptide conjugate vaccines to prevent tumour progression.  
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2 Materials and methods 
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2.1 Reagents and buffers 

α-Galactosylceramide (α-GalCer)  

• 500 µg freeze dried α-GalCer (CN046; Industrial Research Limited, New 

Zealand)  

• 1 mL distilled H2O (dH2O) 

 

Freeze dried α-GalCer was resuspended in sterile dH2O to 0.5 mg/mL and 

stored at 4 °C.  

 

6-thioguanine cRPMI  

• 5 mg 6-thioguanine (Sigma-Aldrich) 

• 500 mL cRPMI  

6-thioguanine powder was dissolved in cRPMI and used for metastasis assay 

cultures. Remaining medium was stored at 4 °C. 

 

10 mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetic (EDTA) acid  

• 500 mL PBS  

• 10 mL 0.5 M EDTA   

 

Powdered EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in dH2O to a concentration of 

0.5 M and pH 8.0. A volume of 10 mL of 0.5 M EDTA was added to 500 mL PBS, 

creating a stock concentration of 10 mM EDTA, and was stored at room 

temperature (RT).   

 

Alsever’s solution   

• 20.5 g dextrose (D-glucose) (AnalaR, BDH, Middle East)   

• 7.9 g sodium citrate.2H2O (Sigma-Aldrich, New Zealand)   

• 4.2 g NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich)   

• dH2O  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• 1 M citric acid (AnalaR, BDH)  

 

Dextrose, sodium citrate and NaCl were dissolved in dH2O and made up to 1 L 

total volume for final concentrations of 114 mM, 27 mM and 71 mM, 

respectively. The buffer was then adjusted to pH 6.1 using 1 M citric acid and 

stored at 4 °C.  

 

Buprenorphine   

• 500 µL 0.3 mg/mL Buprenorphine (Renckitt Benckiser Pharmaceuticals, 

New Zealand)  

• 4.5 mL DPBS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

 

The 0.3 mg/mL Buprenorphine stock was diluted to 30 µg/mL in DPBS and 

stored at 4 °C.   

 

CellTrackerTM Orange chloromethyl-benzoyl-aminotetra-methyl-rodamine 

(CMTMR) Dye 

• 1 mg CellTrackerTM Orange CMTMR Dye (CTO; Invitrogen, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific)  

• 180 µL DMSO 

 

CTO was dissolved in DMSO for a stock concentration of 10 mM. Aliquots of 

10 µL were stored at -20 °C.  

 

CFSE (carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester)  

• 2 mg Vybrant carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFDA-

SE) Cell Tracer Kit (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific)   

• 4.5 mL DMSO 
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CFSE was dissolved in DMSO to a concentration of 10 mM. Aliquots of 10 µL 

were stored at -20°C.   

 

Collagenase type I/DNase I digestion medium   

 

• 216 mg Collagenase type I (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)   

• 1.08 mL 10 mg/mL DNase I (Roche, New Zealand)   

• 90 mL IMDM   

 

Immediately prior to use, collagenase type I was dissolved in the IMDM, 

following which DNase I was added.  

 

Complete Dulbecco’s modified Eagle Medium (cDMEM)  

• 500 µL DMEM (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

• 500 µL 55 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME; Gibco, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific)  

• 5 mL Penicillin (10,000 U/mL)-Streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL) (Gibco, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 50 mL Foetal calf serum (FCS)  

• 5 mL 200 mM Glutamax (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

 

The above components were added to DMEM to give a final concentration of 

10 % FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 2 mM glutamax and 

55 µM 2-ME. The cDMEM was stored at 4 °C.  

 

Complete IMDM (cIMDM)  

• 500 mL IMDM + GlutaMAXTM (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 500 µL 55 mM 2-ME (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  
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• 5 mL Penicillin (10,000 U/mL)-Streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL) (Gibco, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 25 mL FCS  

 

The above components were added to IMDM to give a final concentration of 

5 % FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and 55 µM 2-ME. The 

cIMDM was stored at 4 °C.  

 

Complete RPMI (cRPMI) 

• 500 mL RPMI-1640 (RPMI; Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 500 µL 55 mM 2-ME (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 5 mL of Penicillin (10,000 U/mL) and Streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL) 

(Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

• 50 mL FCS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

• 5 mL 200 mM Glutamax (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

 

The above components were added to RPMI-1640 to give a final concentration 

of 10 % FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 2 mM glutamax and 

55 µM 2-ME. The cRPMI was stored at 4 °C.  

 

DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)  

• 10 mg DAPI (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific)   

• 50 mL dH2O  

 

DAPI was dissolved in sterile dH2O to a stock concentration of 200 µg/mL. The 

aliquot in current use was stored at 4°C to avoid repeated freeze-thawing, while 

the reserve aliquots were stored at -20°C.  
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Diphtheria toxin (DT)   

• 1 mg DT (Sigma-Aldrich)   

• 1 mL dH2O   

 

The DT was dissolved in sterile dH2O, creating a 1 mg/mL stock solution, and 

10 µL aliquots were stored at -20°C until required. To eliminate degradation 

that results from multiple rounds of freeze thawing, thawed aliquots were only 

used once.  

 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

CryoPurTM DMSO was purchased from OriGen Biomedical (Germany) and 

stored at RT. 

 

DNase I   

• 100 mg DNase I (Roche)   

• 5 mL IMDM + GlutaMAXTM (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  

 

DNase I was diluted in IMDM, creating a 20 mg/mL stock, aliquoted out and 

stored at -20 °C until required.  

 

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS)   

Pre-sterilised bottles of 500 mL DPBS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were 

stored at RT and used under sterile conditions.  

 

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer  

• 1 L PBS   

• 10 mL FCS  

• 2 mL 5 % NaN3 (Sigma-Aldrich) 

• 4 mL 0.5 M EDTA 
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FCS was thawed and added, along with EDTA and NaN3, to the PBS for final 

concentrations of 1 %, 0.0 1% and 2 mM, respectively. The buffer was then 

stored at 4 °C.   

 

Foetal calf serum (FCS) 

Aliquots of FCS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were stored at -20°C and 

thawed immediately prior to use.  

 

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) 

GM-CSF was generated using the X63/GM-CSF hybridoma cell line. Cells were 

left to grow in 50 mL of cIMDM5 for four-six days. The medium was then 

collected, centrifuged to remove the cells and filter-sterilised through a 0.2 µM 

Minisart filter (Sartorius Stedim Biotech). The potency of the GM-CSF was 

determined by culturing fresh bone marrow cells from a C57BL/6J mouse with 

varying concentrations of GM-CSF following the protocol outlined in section 

2.6.4. After seven days the optimal cytokine concentration was determined as 

one that generated a high yield of CD11c+ MHCIIlow CD86low cells. The stock 

used in this thesis was found to be effective at 200 µL/well. 

 

Hanks Buffer Saline Solution (HBSS) 

Pre-sterilised bottles of 500 mL HBSS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were 

stored at RT and used under sterile conditions.  

 

Human IMDM (huIMDM) 

• 47 mL IMDM + GlutaMAXTM (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

• 2.5 mL human AB serum (Sigma) 

• 0.5 mL of Penicillin (10,000 U/mL) and Streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL) 

(Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
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The IMDM was aliquoted into a 50 mL falcon tube and the above products 

added to give a final concentration of 5 % human AB serum,100 U/mL penicillin 

and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. This was stored at 4 °C.   

 

Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM)  

Pre-sterilised bottles of IMDM (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were stored at 

4 °C and used under sterile conditions.   

 

Ketamine/Xylazine   

• 1 mL 100 mg/mL Ketamine (Phoenix Pharm Distributors Ltd, New 

Zealand)   

• 0.5 mL 20 mg/mL Xylazine (Phoenix Pharm Distributors Ltd)   

• 8.5 mL DPBS   

 

Stock Ketamine and Xylazine were diluted in DPBS to final concentrations of 

10 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL, respectively, and stored at 4 °C.   

 

Liberase   

• 5 mg Liberase TL (Roche, Germany)   

• 2 mL dH2O  

  

Liberase TL was dissolved in dH2O, creating a stock concentration of 

2.5 mg/mL, before being aliquoted and stored at -20 °C until required.  

 

Liberase/DNase digestion buffer  

• 0.5 mL IMDM or HBSS  

• 62.5 µL of 2.5 mg/mL Liberase TL  

• 5 µL of 20 mg/mL DNase I (Roche)  
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Liberase TL and DNase I were thawed and added to IMDM immediately prior 

to use.   

 

Liposomes (Clodronate and PBS) 

Clodronate and PBS liposomes (LIPOSOMA, Amsterdam) were used within 3 

weeks after acquisition and stored at 4 °C. When taking aliquots, tubes were 

gently shaken to generate single liposome suspensions. Aliquots were left to 

equilibrate to RT before I.V. injection. 

 

Neomycin trisulfate 

• 2 g neomycin trisulfate salt hydrate (Sigma, Switzerland) 

• 1 L acidified dH2O 

 

Powered neomycin trisulfate salt hydrate was dissolved in acidified water to a 

concentration of 2 mg/mL and stored at RT.  

 

OVA257-264 peptide (SIINFEKL)   

• 1 mg OVA257-264 peptide (GenScript, NJ, USA)   

• 20 µL DMSO   

 

The peptide was dissolved in DMSO for a stock concentration of 50 mM, which 

was stored at -20 °C.  

 

Pam3Cys   

• 2 mg Pam3Cys (EMC microcollections GmbH, Germany)   

• 2 mL sterile dH2O  

 

Pam3Cys was dissolved in sterile dH2O, sonicated for 10 min and stored at 4 °C.  
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Percoll gradient solution   

• 15 mL percoll (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Sweden)   

• 30 mL DPBS  

• 1 mL Alsever’s solution  

 

Listed is the required volumes for one sample (total of 46 mL). If multiple 

samples analysed, then the required volume was multiplied by (n + 1.5), where 

n is the number of samples. The components were added together immediately 

prior to use.  

 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)  

• 95.5 g Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS; Gibco, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific)   

• 1 L dH2O   

 

A 10X stock of PBS was made by dissolving the above amount into dH2O. 

When required the solution was diluted 10X further in sterile dH2O.   

 

Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI) 

Pre-sterilised bottles of RPMI (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were stored at 

4 °C and used under sterile conditions. 

 

Red blood cell (RBC) lysis solution 

Red blood cells were lysed with red blood cell lysis solution (Quigen, CA, 

USA).  

 

Sort buffer   

• 100 mL Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 Medium without 

phenol red (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific)  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• 1 mL 0.5 M EDTA   

• 2 mL FCS  

 

The above volumes of EDTA and FCS were added to the RPMI for final 

concentrations of 5 mM and 2 %, respectively. The buffer was stored at 4 °C.   

 

Würzburger buffer 
  

• 500 mL DPBS   

• 5 mL FCS   

• 5 mL 0.5 M EDTA  

• 0.5 mL 20 mg/mL DNase I  

 

The FCS and DNase aliquots were thawed and added, along with EDTA, to 

DPBS at final concentrations of 1 %, 5 mM and 0.02 mg/mL, respectively. The 

buffer was stored at 4 °C and used under sterile conditions.  

 

2.2 Study participants and ethical considerations  

Healthy study participants were recruited by a poster (appendix 1). All 

participants were provided with written information regarding the study and 

all donors provided written informed consent (appendix 1). Ethics approval for 

this study was obtained from Victoria University Wellington Human ethics 

committee (application reference 0000020957). 

 

2.3 Venepuncture and PBMC cryopreservation 

Peripheral blood was drawn into a plastic whole blood tube with spray-coated 

K2EDTA (10 mL BD vacutainer Plus Blood collection tubes, UK). Blood was 

layered over a sodium diatrizoate and polysaccharide solution (LymphoprepTM; 

Axis-Shield, Oslo, Norway) before centrifugation at 800 x g for 25 min at RT 
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with the centrifuge break turned off. The PBMC fraction was collected, washed 

and resuspended in 90 % FCS with 10 % DMS (Sigma-Aldrich) and frozen in a 

NALGENEÒ Mr. Frosty for controlled-rate freezing. Samples were stored 

at -180 °C in gaseous phase liquid nitrogen until use.  

 

2.4 In vitro analysis of human cells 

The HLA-A2 status of isolated PBMCs was determined by flow cytometry (anti-

HLA-A2 (clone BB7.2, Biolegend). PBMCs were cultured in huIMDM in 96-well 

“U” bottom-shaped plates; adjuvants, peptide or conjugates were added at 

1 µM unless otherwise stated. In indicated experiments, 50 U/mL recombinant 

human IL-2 (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) was added after 48 hr. CMV 

pp65495-503 peptide-specific T cells were assessed using anti-CD3, anti-CD8 (clone 

RPA-T8; Biolegend) and phycoerythrin (PE)-labelled HLA-A2 dextramers 

loaded with NLVPMVATV peptide (Immudex, Copenhagen, Denmark); 

proliferation was determined using anti-Ki67 (clone B56; BD Pharmingen). For 

all flow cytometric experiments, doublets, dead cells and non-specific staining 

were excluded using doublet gating, Zombie NIR Fixable Viability (Biolegend) 

and anti-CD19 (HIB19; Biolegend), respectively.  

 

 

Cultures of PBMCs were depleted of Vδ2+ cells or NKT cells by staining cells 

with an Vδ2+-PE antibody or the PE-anti-human Vα24-Jα18-PE antibody before 

incubating with anti-PE magnetic beads in a 15 mL falcon conical centrifuge 

tube. Unlabelled Vδ2- or Vα24-Jα18- cells were collected by placing the tube in a 

magnetic column for 1 min with the supernatant collected and placed in a new 

tube. The new tube was also placed in the magnetic column with the 

supernatant harvested to ensure all PE-labelled cells were removed. The 
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depletion was checked by flow cytometry and was shown to be 99.4 % and 

99.9 % effective for Vδ2 and Vα24-Jα18 cells, respectively.  

 

2.5 Mice 

 

All mice were bred and housed in the Biomedical Research Unit of the 

Malaghan Institute of Medical Research, Wellington, New Zealand. 

Experimental protocols were approved by the Victoria University Animal 

Ethics Committee (protocol reference: 23784 and 26384) and performed 

according to institutional guidelines. Mice were used between 6-12 weeks of 

age and were age and sex-matched where possible. Mice were maintained on 

meat-free rat and mouse rodent chow (Specialty Feeds, Western Australia) and 

acidified water ad libitum, with a 12-hour light/dark cycle. 

 

 

Wildtype strains 

C57BL/6J mice belong to the MHC haplotype subclass H-2b. They express the 

CD45.2 (Ptprcb) allele and the CD45.2 protein can be detected on all immune 

cells. Original breeding pairs were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar 

Harbor, ME, USA). 

 

BALB/cJ (BALB/c) mice have the haplotype H-2d. These mice express the 

CD45.2 (Ptprcb) allele and present detectable levels of CD45.2 protein on all 

immune cells. Original breeding pairs were purchased from Jackson 

Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). 
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Conditional depletion stains  

CD11c-DTR/GFP mice have a simian diphtheria toxin receptor/enhanced green 

fluorescent protein (DTR/EGFP) fusion protein downstream of the CD11c 

promoter (Itgax)310. These mice were crossed to C57BL/6J mice to give 

heterozygous CD11c-DTR/GFP mice with MHC haplotype subclass H-2b. This 

cell line provides the capacity to selectively deplete CD11c expressing cells. 

Normal mouse cells have 104-times less affinity for DT than simian cells, 

therefore if the simian DT receptor (DTR) is inserted downstream from the 

promoter of interest, in this case the CD11c promoter, it confers DT sensitivity 

to those cells that express CD11c311. Long-term depletion studies required the 

generation of mixed irradiation chimeras as repeated DT injection is lethal to 

heterozygous CD11c-DTR/GFP mice (generation of chimeric mice detailed in 

section 2.5.3). 

 

CD11b-DTR mice are on a BALB/c background and have a DT inducible 

system that transiently depletes macrophages in various tissues. The transgene 

insert contains a fusion product involving simian DT receptor and green 

fluorescent protein under the control of the human ITGAM (integrin alpha M) 

promoter (CD11b)312. The CD11b-DTR mice were crossed onto a C57BL/6J 

background for one generation before experimental use. Long term depletion 

studies required the generation of mixed irradiation chimeras.  

 

Clec9a-DTR mice carry insertions of the human DTR sequence under the 

control of the Clec9a-promoter. These mice were crossed to C57BL/6J mice to 

give heterozygous Clec9a-DTR mice with MHC haplotype subclass H-2b. 

Administration of DT depletes Clec9a+ CD11c+ CD8+ DCs but not Clec9a- 

CD11c+ CD8- DCs allowing the role of the two DC populations to be 

determined. As pDCs express Clec9a they are also depleted in this model. 
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Knockout strains 

CD1d-/- mice (9133426) are devoid of Vα14 NKT cells due to a deletion of almost 

all of the coding regions of CD1.1 and CD1.2 in the CD1 locus313. These mice 

were provided by Chyung-Ru Wang (University of Chicago) and have been 

backcrossed onto a C57BL/6J background. 

 

Mice 8 weeks or older were fasted overnight before being exposed to 

500 centigray (cGy) of radiation twice, 3 hrs apart, using a Gammacellâ 3000 

Elan irradiator (best Theratronics, Canada). Irradiated mice were housed in 

individually ventilated cages and rested overnight. The following day, bone 

marrow was harvested from donor mice and 1 x 107 bone marrow cells in 

IMDM were injected I.V. into the irradiated mice. Mice were maintained on 

2 mg/mL neomycin trisulfate water for 3 weeks and reconstitution of the bone 

marrow was checked after 4-6 weeks. Mice were rested for a total of 7-8 weeks 

before being used in experiments.  

 

 

2.5.4.1 DTR strains 

An aliquot of 2 mg/mL stock DT was thawed and diluted in DPBS to 

1.75 µg/mL. Mice were injected 15 ng DT per gram of body weight 

intraperitoneally (I.P.) on the specific days indicated in each experiment. As a 

control, 200 µL DPBS was injected I.P. into control mice.  

2.5.4.2 Clodronate liposome-mediated depletion 

Phagocytic cells were depleted in vivo using clodronate liposomes (LIPOSOMA, 

Amsterdam). Required aliquots of liposomes were taken from stock tubes and 

left to acclimatise to RT before administration. A set dose of 200 µL of 

liposomes (PBS liposomes or clodronate liposomes) was injected I.V. per 
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mouse. Liposomes were injected on days -1, 1 and 4. Depletion kinetics are 

shown in Figure 4.3. 

2.5.4.3 Antibody mediated depletion 

Depletion of CD8+ cells 

CD8+ cells were depleted via I.P. injection of 250 µg of purified CD8 antibody 

(clone 2.43; BioXCell, New Hampshire). Antibody was injected on days 5 and 6 

following vaccination. Depletion in the peripheral blood was checked on days 

7, 14 and 27 via flow cytometry, using a CD8 antibody of an alternative 

clone (53-6.7), with ~ 95 % depletion retained at day 27.  

 

Depletion of CD20+ cells 

Anti-CD20 (clone SA271G2; Biolegend) was administered I.V. at a dose of 

250 µg/mouse. The depletion of CD20+ B cells was determined by staining 

peripheral blood with CD19 antibody every five to seven days after 

administration. The anti-CD20 antibody was administered two days before 

vaccination. 

 

Mice were anaesthetised by I.P. administration of 100 mg/kg Ketamine and 

10 mg/kg Xylazine (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Auckland, NZ). The 

perioperative analgesia buprenorphine (Renckitt Benckiser Pharmaceutical, 

North Chesterfield, USA) was administered S.C. at 0.1 mg/kg. Lacrilube 

(Allergan New Zealand Ltd, NZ) was applied to corneas to prevent desiccation. 

The splenectomies were performed by Dr Taryn Osmond with my assistance, 

and I performed the sham surgeries. The surgical area was sterilised with 

ethanol, followed by an incision on the left flank to access the spleen. The 

primary artery and vein were tied to sever blood flow to the spleen, which was 

followed quickly by cutting of the blood vessels to release the spleen. The 

incision was sutured and mice placed in their cage to recover. Animal cages 
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were placed on a heat pad until the mice woke up and became active. Sham 

surgeries were performed where the peritoneum was cut and then sutured back 

together, to mimic any inflammation generated by the surgery. Subcutaneous 

administration of 5 mg/kg carprofen (Norbrook Laboratories, Corby, UK) was 

performed for two days following surgery to provide post-operative analgesia.  

 

2.6 Cell Culture 

Cell culture was performed in PC2 conditions at the Malaghan Institute of 

Medical Research. Cell lines were maintained in sterile conditions through the 

use of Class II biological safety cabinets with HEPA air filters (HERAsafe, 

Heraeus, Germany). Cells were incubated in humidified incubators (HERAcell 

incubator, Heraeus, Germany).  

 

 

The murine melanoma cell line B16 transfected to overexpress the ovalbumin 

transgene (B16.OVA) was grown in cIMDM supplemented with 500 µg/mL of 

the antibiotic geneticin (G418) at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. When cells reached 80 % 

confluency they were harvested with TrypLETM and passaged or used in 

tumour assays. 

 

This murine lung cell carcinoma line transfected with human papillomavirus 

(HPV) E6 and E7 proteins was a generous gift from John Hopkins University. 

Cells were grown in cRPMI supplemented with 500 µg/mL G418 at 37 °C and 

5 % CO2. When cells reached 80 % confluency they were harvested with 

TrypLETM and passaged, or used in tumour assays. 
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This epithelial tumour cell line is derived from the mammary gland of a 

BALB/cfC3H mouse and has been reported to depict stage IV human breast 

cancer due to its highly metastatic potential314. Following intra-mammary 

injection of 4T1 cells, metastases develop in the lung, liver and bone. A sub-

clone of this line, 4T1.2 was found to have a greater propensity to metastasise to 

the bone. The 4T1.2-HER2 cell line was kindly gifted by Professor Phillip Darcy, 

Melbourne, Australia and expresses HER2 and green fluorescent protein (GFP). 

Cells were grown in cRPMI at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. When cells reached 80 % 

confluency they were harvested with TrypLE and passaged or used in tumour 

assays. 

 

Primary BMDCs were generated by culturing fresh murine bone marrow with 

GM-CSF for seven days. Bone marrow cells were collected via the protocol 

described in methods section 2.7.6. In brief, following removal of the epiphyses, 

medium was flushed through the bone onto a 70 µm filter to isolate the 

marrow. Following counting, cells were aliquoted at two million per well in a 

6-well plate and grown in 5 mL of cIMDM5 supplemented with 200 µL 

GM-CSF for seven days. On day three and five, 2 mL of medium was gently 

removed from the top of the well and gently replaced down the side of the well 

with fresh medium including 200 µL GM-CSF. At day seven, the lightly 

adherent BMDCs were removed from the plate and used for experiments. 

These cells are CD45+ CD3- CD19- with 80-90 % displaying the phenotype of 

CD11c+ CD11b+ MHC-IIlow. 

 

Cultured cells were tested for mycoplasma contamination every 3-6 months 

using the MycoAlertTM mycoplasma detection kit (Lonza, Walkersville). In 
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addition, cells were tested for mycoplasma before freezing to ensure stocks 

were mycoplasma-free. 

 

2.7 Tissue isolation  

 

Spleens were harvested from mice and placed in IMDM in a 24-well plate 

before being mechanically dissociated through a 70 µm strainer with the hard 

end of a syringe plunger and washed through with IMDM. Contents were 

centrifuged at 572 x g for 4 min in a Megafuge 40R (Heraeus, ThermoFisher 

Scientific) and supernatant discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of 

RBC lysis solution, incubated for 5 min before being centrifuged and the 

supernatant discarded. Splenocytes were then resuspended in 1 mL of FACs 

buffer for flow cytometry or in cIMDM for cell culture.  

 

 

Livers were perfused by intra-cardiac perfusion. In short, the right atrium of 

euthanised mice was cut and 10 mL of PBS injected through the left ventricle. 

Harvested livers were transferred to a 24-well plate containing PBS. Livers were 

mechanically dissociated through a 70 µm strainer with 50 mL PBS using the 

hard end of a syringe plunger. Contents were centrifuged for 10 min at 322 x g. 

The supernatant was pipetted off and pellets resuspended in 46 mL of 33 % 

Percoll solution. Samples were centrifuged at 20 °C for 10 min at 800 x g 

without a centrifugal break applied. Supernatant was removed, pellet 

resuspended in 1 mL RBC lysis solution and incubated at 37 °C for 5 min. Tubes 

were centrifuged at 572 x g for 4 min and washed once in 2 mL of FACs buffer 

before being resuspended in 200 µL of FACs for staining. 
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Perfusion of only the lungs was performed by snipping the left atrium of 

euthanised mice and injecting 10 mL of PBS through the right ventricle. 

Harvested lungs were transferred to a 24-well plate containing 1 mL of 

collagenase type I/DNase I digestion medium. Lungs were cut into small pieces 

using dissection scissors and incubated in the digestion mix for 1 hr at 37 °C. A 

single cell suspension was obtained by passing the lung mixture through a 

70 µm strainer and washing through with IMDM into a 50 mL falcon conical 

centrifuge tube. Samples were spun at 572 x g for 4 min, supernatant removed 

and pellet resuspended in 1 mL RBC lysis solution. Tubes were incubated at 

37 °C for 5 min before being centrifuged and washed once in 1 mL of FACs 

buffer. Cells were resuspended in 500 µL with 200 µL of this transferred to a 

96-well plate for staining. 

 

Cheek bleeding 

Mice were restrained and the submandibular vein was punctured with a 4 nm 

Goldenrod Animal Lancet. Blood was collected into a 1.7 mL microcentrifuge 

tube containing 200 µL of 10 mM EDTA/PBS. Tubes were centrifuged at 

1503 x g for 4 min and supernatant removed. The pellet was resuspended in 

1 mL of RBC lysis solution and incubated for 20 min at 37 °C + 5 % CO2. White 

blood cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 1503 x g for 4 min. Supernatant 

was then removed and pellet resuspended in 200 µL of FACs buffer and 

transferred to 96-well plate for staining. 

 

Cardiac puncture 

Using a 25 G needle and a 1 mL syringe, blood was collected slowly from the 

left ventricle of euthanised mice. This was quickly transferred to a 15 mL falcon 

conical centrifuge tube containing 1 mL of 10 mM EDTA/PBS. RBC lysis 
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solution at 3 mL was added directly to the tube and tubes incubated for 20 min 

at 37 °C + 5 % CO2. White blood cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 1503 x g 

for 4 min. Supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in 200 µL of 

FACs buffer for flow cytometric analysis. 

 

Blood was collected via cheek bleeding or cardiac puncture into a 1.7 mL 

microcentrifuge tube and left to rest at RT for 3 hr. Following this, the tubes 

were spun at 21130 x g for 10 min and the serum layer collected into a new 

tube. Serum was stored at -20 °C until analysis.  

 

The limbs of euthanised mice were pinned to a dissection board apart from one 

hindlimb. The skin was cut away from the limb and the femur bone dislocated 

from the hip socket by gently pulling the leg away from the body. The femur 

and tibia were dissected by cutting through the knee joint, following which the 

foot and fibula were removed. Remaining muscle and ligaments were removed 

using a tissue and the femur and tibia placed in 24-well plate in 1 mL of IMDM. 

For flow cytometric analysis only one femur bone was collected per mouse. All 

four hindlimb bones were harvested for BMDC cultures. For either assay, the 

epiphyses of the bones were removed and a 24 G needle inserted into the bone 

with 1-2 mL of medium flushed through onto a 70 µm filter to isolate the 

marrow. Cells were then washed through the filter using an additional 1 mL of 

IMDM and collected into a 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tube if harvesting for flow 

cytometric analysis, or, a 50 mL falcon conical centrifuge tube if combining 

bone marrow from multiple bones. Microcentrifuge tubes were centrifuged at 

1503 x g and 50 mL tubes centrifuged at 572 x g, in the respective centrifuges. In 

samples for flow cytometry, RBCs were lysed using 1 mL RBC lysis solution, 

centrifuged and resuspended in 500 µL FACs buffer, with 200 µL of this 
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aliquoted into a 96-well plate for staining. Fresh bone marrow cells harvested 

for culture were counted and seeded according to section 2.6.4. 

 

An aliquot of 10 µL of cells from a known volume was added to 190 µL trypan 

blue 0.4 % (1:20 dilution; Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific). From this mix, 10 µL 

was pipetted onto a haemocytometer. Under the microscope, viable cells were 

identified as bright white cells, whereas dead cells appeared a deep blue colour 

as trypan blue travels through the perturbed cell membrane. The cells were 

counted and the total live cell count calculated using the following formula: 

 

Total cell number = (Average cell count per ninth area) x (dilution factor) x (104) 

x (total original volume)  

 

2.8 Intravenous vaccination 

Formulated vaccines were resuspended in sterile injection water to a 

concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. Unformulated vaccines were reconstituted in 

DMSO to a concentration of 5-10 mg/mL. These stocks were aliquoted and 

stored at -20 °C. For each experiment, the desired treatments were diluted in 

DPBS to the required concentration for a total volume of 200 µL per mouse. For 

I.V. injections, mice were warmed under a heat lamp for 3 min, then restrained 

and 200 µL of the desired treatment injected into the lateral tail vein.  

 

2.9  Tumour cell challenge 

 

Tumour cells were cultured and harvested as described in section 2.6 and 

washed twice with IMDM to remove the FCS. The cells were counted, 
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resuspended at the appropriate concentration in IMDM, and filtered through a 

70 µm filter to ensure a single cell suspension. A volume of 100 µL was injected 

S.C. into each mouse on the left flank. Cells were kept on ice during injections 

to maintain viability. The tumours were monitored over time and mice were 

culled when the tumour reached the ethical limit of 200 mm2, or earlier if mice 

showed signs of illness.  

 

Tumour cells were cultured and harvested as described in section 2.6 and 

washed twice with RPMI to remove the FCS. Cells were counted, resuspended 

at the desired concentration, filtered through a 70 µm filter and placed on ice to 

maintain viability. A volume of 100 µL was injected I.V. into the lateral tail vein. 

The experiment was terminated at a predetermined time point or if mice lost 

more than 15 % body weight or became visibly unwell.  

 

2.10  Serum analysis  

 

Serum was collected from mice 18 hr after vaccination and stored at -20 °C until 

needed. To measure the alanine transferase levels serum samples were shipped 

on wet ice to Gribbles Veterinary Pathology, Palmerston North, New Zealand.  

 

23-plex 

Analysis of serum cytokine levels was measured using the BioPlex Pro Mouse 

Cytokine 23-plex assay following manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-rad). This 

measures the following cytokines: Eotaxin, G-CSF, GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-1a, 

IL-1b, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12 (p40), IL-12 (p70), IL-13, 
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IL-17A, KC, MCP-1(MCAF), MIP-1a, MIP-1b, regulated on activation, normal T 

cell expressed and secreted (RANTES) and TNF-α.  

 

The values were normalised to control (PBS) treated mice, transformed by 

taking the base-2 logarithm and displayed in a heat map with red indicating 

expression greater than PBS treated mice and blue representing lower 

expression. As there was insufficient serum to repeat the assay, samples with 

cytokine values below the limit of detection were ascribed the lowest 

concentration that was revealed across the samples for that particular cytokine, 

as this has been reported to be more accurate than deleting these samples from 

analysis or assigning a value of zero315.  

 

Mouse IL-1β ELISA 

Cell culture supernatant was tested for changes in the concentration of the 

cytokine IL-1β using the mouse IL-1β ELISA Ready-SET-Go kit (Lot: 4313606; 

Affymetrix eBioScience, CA, USA). This kit has an assay range of 8-1000 pg/mL 

and a sensitivity of 8 pg/mL. Briefly the protocol was as follows. A 96-well 

NUNC Maxisorp® plate (Denmark) was pre-coated with the capture antibody 

overnight at 4 °C. The next day the plate was washed and wells were blocked 

with ELISA diluent for 1 hr at RT. Standards, controls and samples were added 

to the wells, the plate sealed and incubated overnight at 4 °C. After washing, 

detection antibody was added to each well for 1 hr at RT. The plate was then 

washed again and Avidin-HRP added for 30 min at RT. Following further 

washing, bound IL-1β activity was determined with a chromogenic substrate to 

develop colour. The reaction was stopped with 2N H2SO4 and the absorbance of 

the reaction mixture read on the Tecan Infinite M1000 pro microplate reader at 

450 nm, with colour intensity being directly proportional to the amount of IL-1β 

in the sample. Modifications to the manufacturer’s protocol were made based 

on recommendations by Groβ and colleagues316. This included using 50 µL 
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instead of the 100 µL recommended for all steps apart from the substrate and a 

concentration of 10 ng/mL for the highest standard and an 11-point standard 

curve of ½ dilutions with a blank. 

 

2.11  Methods 

 

The frequency and phenotype of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells could be assessed 

in an organ of interest or in peripheral blood leukocytes collected via the 

submandibular vein. Single cell suspension were obtained following the 

methods described in section 2.7. Cells were then stained directly ex vivo with 

the multimer complex that corresponded to the peptide of interest for 15 min at 

RT in the dark. These included H-2 Kb/OVA257–264 (ProImmune, Oxford, UK), 

H-2 Db/HPV E749-57 (ProImmune, Oxford, UK) pentamer peptide complexes or 

H2-Kd/HER263-71 tetramer (NIH tetramer Core facility, Emory University). When 

assessing memory responses the phenotype of the multimer+ cells was 

determined using flow cytometry with antibodies against CD127, CD62L and 

KLRG1. An example gating strategy is provided in appendix 2 Figure 8.3.  

 

The activation and maturation status of APCs in response to different vaccines 

was assessed 18 hr after administration. Spleens were mechanically digested 

through a 70 µm strainer to give a single cell suspension. Bone marrow was 

collected from the femur, red blood cells were lysed and resuspended in FACs 

buffer to a single cell suspension. Cells were labelled for CD11c, CD11b, CD19, 

CD8α, CD86, Zombie NIR and analysed by flow cytometry. An example gating 

strategy is provided in appendix 2 Figure 8.1. 
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The frequency and activation status of NKT cells in the spleen or liver was 

assessed at either 18 hr or 72 hr after administration of indicated groups. Livers 

were perfused before collection following section 2.7.2. and spleens processed 

following section 2.7.1. All harvested lymphocytes from the liver were stained, 

whereas 1/10th of the splenocytes harvested were used for flow cytometric 

analysis. The staining process outlined in section 2.12.1 was followed with cells 

incubated for 15 min at RT in the dark with 0.5 µL of α-GalCer-loaded CD1d 

tetramer (NIH tetramer Core facility, Emory University) to allow analysis of 

NKT cells. Following this, cells were incubated with the remaining antibodies 

of interest, including CD45, CD3, programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1), 

NK1.1, CD69, B220 and CD25. An example gating strategy is provided in 

appendix 2 Figure 8.4. 

 

 

The cytotoxic capacity of vaccine-induced CD8+ T cells was measured by a 

VITAL assay, as described by Hermans and colleagues317. Syngeneic splenocyte 

populations were loaded with three concentrations of OVA257-264 peptide (50 nM, 

5 nM and 0.5 nM) and labelled with three concentrations of CFSE (5 µM, 1 µM 

and 0.2 µM). A control population without peptide was labelled with 10 µM 

CTO. Equal proportions of each population were mixed together and injected 

I.V. into groups of vaccinated or naive mice (n = 3–5). Specific lysis of the 

peptide-loaded targets was assessed 24 hr later in the peripheral blood by flow 

cytometry. An example gating strategy is provided in appendix 2 Figure 8.2. 

The mean percentage for survival of peptide-pulsed targets was calculated 

relative to that of the control population, and cytotoxic activity was expressed 

as a percentage of specific lysis using the calculation 100 - mean percentage of 

survival of peptide-pulsed targets.  
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This assay was also used to assess cytoxicity against two other peptides, 

HPV49-57 and HER263-71. In these VITAL assays a higher concentration of peptide 

was loaded onto the splenocytes to give the three concentrations of 10 µM, 

1 µM and 0.1 µM. 

 

Vaccines were diluted to 2X the desired concentration in half of the desired 

volume of PBS or medium in a cryovial tube and vortexed to mix. This volume 

was pipetted onto an Ultrafree®-MC 1.5 mL centrifugal filter tube (Merck 

Millipore, Ireland) and centrifuged for 4 min at 12,000 x g. These tubes have 

PVDF filters with a 0.1 µm pore size. The filtered solution was then pipetted 

into a new sterile cryovial tube. The remaining volume of PBS or medium was 

pipetted on top of the filter and the tube centrifuged again. This filtered 

solution was then added to the cryovial, the tube vortexed and the solution 

used in the desired assay.  

 

Stocks of the TLR2-L, Pam3Cys, and ABP were added to appropriate wells of a 

96-well U-bottom shaped plate to give a final concentrations of 40 pmol and 

60 nmol per well, respectively. Harvested BMDCs (prepared using the method 

described in section 2.6.4) were resuspended in cIMDM5 to 2 x 106/mL and 

100 µL added to each well for 200,000 cells/well. Additional cIMDM was added 

to appropriate wells to give a final volume of 200 µL. Cells were incubated at 

37 °C + 5 % CO2 for 42 hr, after which the plates were centrifuged for 2 min at 

800 x g and the supernatant collected for analysis by IL-1β ELISA (section 

2.10.2). For experiments including the caspase-1 inhibitor Z-YVAD-FMK, cells 

were incubated for 2 hr with 15 nmol Z-YVAD-FMK before the addition of ABP 

and TLR2-L.  
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The same assay was used to assess the capacity of the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine to 

activate the inflammasome. In order to conserve vaccine stocks the final 

concentration in the well was reduced to 60 µL. Serial dilution of 6X 

concentrated ABP-L-CMVCD8 stock (696 µM) was made across the 96-well plate 

in 3-fold dilutions, to give a range of 7 nmol – 86 pmol in a final volume of 

10 µL of vaccine per well. For the required wells, 40 pmol of TLR2-L in 10 µL 

was added. Finally, 100,000 BMDCs were added to each well in 40 µL of 

cIMDM. Additional cIMDM was added to required wells to give a final volume 

of 60 µL/well. Cells were incubated at 37 °C + 5 % CO2 and supernatant 

collected at 72 hrs. 

 

 

HEK-BlueTM TLR cells are HEK293 cells which stably co-express human or 

murine TLR genes and an NF-κB inducible secreted alkaline phosphatase 

(SEAP) reporter gene that can be monitored using SEAP detection medium 

(HEK-Blue detection medium). HEK-BlueTM TLR cells transfected with mouse 

TLR2 (HEK-mTLR2), TLR4(HEK-mTLR4) and TLR7(HEK-mTLR7) were grown 

in cDMEM supplemented with the selection regents indicated in Table 2.1. Cells 

were then harvested in 4 mL of cDMEM, counted and further diluted in HEK-

Blue detection medium to the appropriate concentrations in Table 2.1. Null cell 

lines for each of the HEK-mTLR lines were also grown and harvested in the 

same manner, except that no selection medium was added to these cells. 

Harvested cells were then added to a 96-well flat bottom plate with the 

appropriate concentrations of the drugs of interest. Plates were incubated at 

37 °C + 5 % CO2 overnight, and analysed by reading optical density (OD) at 

620 nm using the Tecan Infinite M1000 pro microplate reader.  
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Table 2.1 Growth conditions for HEK-mTLR cell lines 

Cell type Selection reagents Cells/mL (cell/well) 

HEK-mTLR2 
1 x HEK-BlueTM Selection 

NormocinTM 100 µg/mL 

280,000/mL  

(50,000/well) 

HEK-mTLR4 
1 x HEK-BlueTM Selection 

NormocinTM 100 µg/mL 

140,000/mL  

(25,000/well) 

HEK-mTLR7 

NormocinTM 100 µg/mL 

BlasticidinTM 10 µg/mL 

ZeocinTM 100 µg/mL 

220,000/mL  

(40,000/well) 

 

 

An IFN-γ ELISpot was performed using the Mouse IFN-γ ELISpotPLUS 

kit (Mabtech), following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, at day 

seven post-vaccination, spleens were collected from euthanised mice and 

processed to a single cell suspension. Splenocytes at 3 x 105/well were added to 

a 96-well ELISpot plate precoated with anti-IFN-γ. These splenocytes were 

stimulated with 10 µM of the minimal peptides for each of the vaccines of 

interest. For example, the HER63-71 peptide was used for the α-GalCer-L-

HER2CD8 vaccine and NY-ESO-1181-188 used for α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8 vaccine. 

Control wells were incubated with cRPMI medium only. Following incubation 

at 37 °C + 5 % CO2 for 18 hrs, cells were discarded and wells were washed five 

times with PBS. Biotinylated detection antibody diluted in 0.05 % FCS/PBS was 

added to wells and incubated at RT for 2 hrs and washed as above. Wells were 

then incubated with streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase diluted in 0.05 % 

FCS/PBS for 1 hr at RT. Following the same wash step as above, BCIP/NBT-plus 

substrate was added to each well to allow visualisation of alkaline phosphatase 

activity. Plates were incubated until distinct spots emerged on the filter, at 
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which point excess BCIP/NBT was removed by extensively washing the plate 

with dH2O. Spots counted with the AID 5000 pro XI ELISpot reader.  

 

At day 12 after BALB/c mice were I.V. challenged with 500,000 4T1.2 or 4T1.2-

HER2 tumour cells, mice were euthanised and the lungs harvested, weighed 

and placed into 1 mL of HBSS. In the hood, lungs were cut into small pieces, 

transferred to a 15 mL falcon tube and incubated with 1 mL of 

Liberase/DNAse I digestion buffer made in HBSS for 45 min at 37 °C, mixing 

frequently. Following incubation, lungs were mechanically digested through a 

70 µm filter with HBSS into a 50 mL falcon conical centrifuge tube. After 

centrifugation at 572 x g for 4 min, they were washed twice in 10 mL of HBSS. 

Following all wash steps, cells were resuspended in 10 mL cRPMI, 

supplemented with 10 µg/mL 6-thioguanine. Lung cells were diluted 10-fold, 

100-fold, 1000-fold, 10,000-fold in 10 mL of cRPMI with 6-thioguanine, 

transferred onto 10 cm tissue culture dishes and incubated at 37 °C + 5 % CO2 

for 14 days. After incubation, the culture medium was discarded, and the 

colonies fixed for 5 min in methanol. Plates were then washed with dH2O, 

stained with 0.03 % methylene blue for 5 min, and washed once more in dH2O. 

Plates were left to dry before the blue colonies were counted and images taken. 

The number of tumour colonies per gram of lung tissue was then calculated.  

 

2.12  Flow cytometry  

 

Cells were obtained by the various protocols outlined in section 2.6. Cells were 

washed and then resuspended in FACs buffer before an aliquot of each sample 

was placed in a 96-well “U” bottom shaped plate. Plates were spun at 800 x g 

for 2 min and the supernatant removed by flicking the plate upside-down. Non-
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specific Fc-mediated binding of the antibodies was prevented by first 

incubating the cells in 50 µL of FACs buffer containing 2.4G2 Fc-blocking 

reagent (collected in house from the supernatant of 2.4G2 hybridoma cells) for 

10 min at 4 °C. Cells were washed in FACs buffer, centrifuged and the 

supernatant discarded. An additional wash was performed in PBS before cells 

were incubated with a live/dead fixable dye, such as Live/DeadTM Fixable Blue 

(1:1000; Invitrogen) or Zombie NIRTM (1:1000; Biolegend,) diluted in PBS and 

incubated for 15 min at RT in the dark. Cells were then washed with 150 µL of 

FACs buffer. If cells were to be stained with a fluorescent multimer, 0.5 – 1 µL 

of the multimer was added directly onto the pellet and the pipette tip used to 

resuspend the cells. Cells were incubated for 15 min at RT in the dark, 

following which 50 µL of the surface antibody mixture was added to the well. 

This contained the desired antibodies diluted in FACs buffer to the 

predetermined optimal concentrations. Following incubation at RT for an 

additional 15 min, cells were washed with 200 µL of FACs buffer and 

centrifuged. Cells were washed twice more before resuspension in FACs buffer. 

For fixation, cells were resuspended in 100 µL 4 % paraformaldehyde and 

incubated at 4 °C in 100 µL for 30 min, centrifuged and washed twice with 

200 µL FACs buffer. If required, fixed samples could be left for one-two days 

before analysing by flow cytometry. Fluorescence minus one (FMO) samples 

were used when required. In this setting, cells were stained with the full panel 

of antibodies minus the one antibody of interest. This allowed the comparison 

of true fluorescence to the background fluorescence from other fluorophores 

spilling over into that channel. All antibodies were titrated before first use, with 

an example shown in appendix 2 Figure 8.5. 
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Table 2.2 Fluorescently labelled antibodies against human cell surface 
molecules  

Specificity Fluorophore Clone Manufacturer  

CD3 
BV510 

BUV737 

OKT3 

UCHT1 

Biolegend 

BD Horizon 

CD19 BV785 HIB19 Biolegend 

Vγ9  
APC 

FITC 

B3 

B3 

Biolegend 

Biolegend 

Vδ2 
BV711 

PE 

B6 

B6 

Biolegend 

Biolegend 

TCR Vα24-Jα18 PE 6B11 Biolegend 

CD8 BB515 RPA-T8 BD Horizon  

CD137 
BV650 

BV421 

4B4-1 

4B4-1 

Biolegend 

Biolegend 

HLA-A2 APC BB7.2 Biolegend 

 

Table 2.3 Fluorescently labelled antibodies against mouse cell surface 
molecules 

Specificity Fluorophore Clone  Manufacturer  

B220  
PerCP  

FITC 

RA3-6B2  

R3-A3-6B2 

BD Pharmingen  

Biolegend 

CD3ε  

BV421 

BV510 

BUV395 

145-2C11 

145-C11 

17A2  

Biolegend 

Biolegend 

BD OptiBuildTM  

CD4  
APC  

eFluor 450  

RM4.5 

RM4-5  

BD PharmingenTM  

Invitrogen  

CD8α Alexa Fluor 700 53-6.7 Invitrogen  
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 FITC  

PE  

BUV395 

BV421 

53-6.7 

53-6.7  

53-6.7  

53-6.7 

Biolegend 

BD PharmingenTM 

BD HorizonTM 

Biolegend 

CD11b  

APC-Cy7  

BV650 

BUV737 

BB700 

M1/70 

M1/70 

M1/70 

M1/70 

BD PharmingenTM  

BD HorizonTM 

BD HorizonTM 

BD HorizonTM 

CD11c 
PeCy7 

BV786 

HL3 

HL3 

BD PharmingenTM  

BD HorizonTM 

CD19 Alexa Fluor 488  Conjugated in-house 

CD25 PE-CF594 PC61 BD HorizonTM 

CD44 
Pe-Cy5 

BV711 

IM7 

IM7 

Invitrogen 

Biolegend 

CD45 BV786 30-F11 BD HorizonTM 

CD45.2 APC-Fire750 104 Biolegend 

CD64 Alexa Fluor 647 X54-5/7.1 Biolegend 

CD69 Super Bright 600 H1.2F3 Invitrogen 

CD80  APC 16-10A1 Biolegend 

CD86 PE GL1 eBioScience 

CD103 BUV395 M290 BD OptiBuildTM 

Clec9a PE 42D2 eBioScience 

F4/80 Alexa Fluor 647 T45-2342 BD PharmingenTM  

HER2 Alexa Fluor 647 9G6.10 Conjugated in-house 

KLRG1 APC 2F1/KLRG1 Biolegend 

Ly6C BV570 HK1.4 Biolegend 
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Ly6G BV711 1A8 Biolegend 

MHCII 
eF450 

BV421 

M5/114.15.2 

M5/114.15.2 

Invitrogen 

BD HorizonTM 

NK1.1 BV650 PK136 Biolegend 

PD-1 PE-Cy7 RMP1/30 Biolegend 

 

2.13  Acquisition and analysis 

 

Samples were analysed using either the BD LSR-II SORPTM (Becton Dickinson, 

San Jose, CA), BD LSRFortessa SORPTM (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA) or the 

Cytek AuroraTM (Cytek Biosciences, Fremont, CA). Cytometer Setup and 

Tracking or Quality Control was performed daily to maintain cytometer 

calibration and performance. All fluorophores were detected using laser and 

detector combinations that best suited their excitation and emission profiles. 

For the BD instruments, photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltages and 

compensation was set for each experiment using unstained cells and 

UltraComp eBeads (eBioscience, CA, USA) singly stained with each 

fluorophore. The voltages were optimised to ensure the cytometer was set-up in 

such a way that the negative unstained population was above the electronic 

noise of the instrument (as determined by Baseline Settings) and the brightest 

signals were on scale and within the linear region of each PMT. On the Cytek 

AuroraTM, vendor-specified optimal gains were used and spectral unmixing was 

performed for each experiment using unstained cells and UltraComp eBeads 

(eBioscience, CA, USA) or cells singly stained with each fluorophore. 
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Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) files were analysed using FlowJo software, 

version 10.5.3 (Tree Star, San Carlos, CA, USA). Example flow plots in the 

results section were pre-gated on live, single cells based on FSC-A v FSC-W and 

SSC-A v SSC-W profiles and negative staining for viability dye. Examples of 

these gating strategies are provided in appendix 2. 

 

 

PrismTM 8.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) was used to graph and analyse 

data. Statistical analyses are stated in figure legends and p<0.05 was considered 

as significant. Mean and standard deviation (SD) or standard error (SE) is 

reported on graphs. 

 

A Student’s T test was used to compare two similarly-sized groups. When 

analysing a single parameter in multiple groups a one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with Tukey’s post-test was used. For examining two parameters 

across multiple groups a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-test was 

used. Tukey’s post-test and Bonferroni’s post-test both correct for errors 

introduced by comparing multiple groups. Curve comparison analysis for 

Kaplan-Meier survival curves was performed using a log-rank (Mantel Cox) 

test. 
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3 Effect of aminobisphosphonate-

peptide conjugates on CD8+ T cell 

responses  
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3.1 Introduction  

Bisphosphonates are potent bone antiresorptive agents that have been employed as 

therapeutic agents for more than 30 years, presently comprising over ~ 445.74 million 

USD of the global market share of osteoporosis drugs. As shown in Figure 3.1A, the 

core structure of bisphosphonate differs only slightly to pyrophosphates, in that the 

two phosphate groups are attached to a central nonhydrolyzable carbon instead of 

oxygen318. These flanking phosphate groups provide strong affinity for 

hydroxyapatite crystals in the bone274. The two additional side chains are crucial for 

bisphosphonate activity. The R1 side chain is a hydroxyl group in nearly all clinically-

utilised bisphosphonates and permits calcium binding. Together the R1 side chain 

and phosphate groups create a tertiary interaction between the bisphosphonate, 

hydroxyapatite crystals and calcium ions in the bone matrix, providing remarkable 

specificity for bone319. 

 

The R2 side chain is the primary determinant of the mechanism of osteoclast 

apoptosis and consequent inhibition of bone resorption. Non-nitrogen-containing 

bisphosphonates are demonstrated in Figure 3.1B and have an R2 group that lacks a 

nitrogen. These bisphosphonates are incorporated into newly formed ATP following 

uptake into osteoclasts (Figure 3.1B). However these ATP-metabolites are non-

hydrolysable, inhibiting multiple ATP-dependent cellular processes and inducing 

osteoclast apoptosis320,321. In comparison, nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates or 

ABPs (Figure 3.1C), including zoledronate, pamidronate, alendronate and 

risedronate induce osteoclast apoptosis by inhibiting the activity of FPPS, a rate-

limiting enzyme in the mevalonate pathway that converts the phosphoantigens 

DMAPP and IPP into downstream metabolites258.  
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Figure 3.1. Bisphosphonate structures and their relative potencies for osteoclast 
inhibition. Adapted from Drake et al., 2008(274). 

 

The mevalonate pathway is a key metabolic pathway that is involved in N-terminus 

glycosylation, cholesterol synthesis and the post-translational modifications of 

protein prenylation and geranylgeranylation. Consequently, alterations to the 

pathway, via disrupting FPPS activity can have many effects. An immunological 

impact of manipulating the mevalonate pathway in humans is the activation of 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, which specifically recognise changes to BTN3A1 expression induced 

by increased IPP and DMAPP expression322. As Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can act as helper T 

cells to induce APC maturation, increased peptide-specific T cell responses have 

been observed following co-culture of PBMCs with DCs co-pulsed with ABP and 

peptide antigen, suggesting the potential to enhance peptide-specific T cell responses 

with ABP-mediated Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity38,255,256. Furthermore, as discussed in 

section 1.5.2, a collection of studies have suggested enhanced peptide-specific CD8+ T 

cell responses following mevalonate pathway inhibition can be achieved in the 

absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells295-297.  

 

Our laboratory has previously shown that conjugating NKT cell-activating glycolipid 

agonists to peptides enhances CD8+ T cell responses over that observed by co-
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administration of the unconjugated components227,228. Given this success, it was 

speculated that conjugating an ABP to peptide antigens would exploit the adjuvant 

activity of ABPs far greater than administration of the unconjugated components. I 

hypothesised these vaccines had the potential to enhance immune responses either 

through exploitation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cell help or direct action on APCs. 

 

The experiments in this chapter were designed to evaluate ABP-peptide conjugate 

vaccines and determine if these can boost immune responses to antigen. 

Specifically, the experiments aimed to: 

• Develop an assay to assess mevalonate pathway inhibition.  

• Assess the influence of ABP-peptide vaccines on T cell priming ex vivo. 

• Investigate whether co-delivery via chemical conjugation enhances the 

adjuvant effect of ABPs.  

• Determine the role of Vγ9Vδ2 innate-like T cells in ABP-peptide vaccine 

responses. 

• Establish whether ABP-peptide vaccines can induce T cell responses in vivo 

using murine models, which completely lack Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. 
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3.2 Results 

 

When designing the ABP-peptide vaccines it was envisioned that ABP-mediated 

FPPS inhibition and peptide presentation could occur in the same cell by linking the 

ABP and peptide via a cathepsin cleavable linker (Figure 3.2). We hypothesised that 

enzymatic cleavage of the ABP-peptide vaccine would occur in the intracellular 

compartment of APCs by Cathepsin B or S, as our laboratory had previously shown 

vaccines of a similar design were cleaved by these cathepsins228. Then, the linker 

component that remained attached to the ABP would self-immolate to release the 

ABP, while the peptide would undergo cellular processing to unmask the T cell 

epitope(s) (Figure 3.2).  

Figure 3.2. Proposed cleavage process of ABP-peptide conjugate vaccines.  

 

All synthesis was performed by our collaborators at the Ferrier Institute, namely Dr 

Andrew Marshall and Dr Regan Anderson under the guidance of Professor Gavin 

Painter. Brief synthesis details are provided in this chapter, with more detailed 

synthesis workflows provided in appendix 4. 
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The less potent ABP pamidronate was chosen for the vaccine constructs over more 

potent heterocyclic ABPs (zoledronate and risedronate) because it contains a primary 

amine, that can be used to attach the linker molecule and form a stable carbamate 

prodrug. Attachment to the amine was preferred over trying to form a less stable and 

more synthetically challenging attachment to one of the phosphonate groups of 

pamidronate (hereafter referred to as ABP). 

 

The first step was to synthesise the ABP-linker prodrug (ABP-L), which contains ABP 

chemically linked via the amine to the Val-Cit cathepsin recognition motif of a self 

immolative para-aminobenzyl carbamate (PABC) linker, and a bicyclo[6.1.0]non-4-

yne (exo-BCN) ring-strained alkyne, to which azide containing peptide antigens 

could be attached via biorthogonal methodology commonly referred to as strain-

promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) (Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.3. Synthesis of ABP-L-CMVCD8. 

 

The synthesis of ABP-L involved converting the sodium salt of pamidronate to a 

more organic solvent soluble triethylammonium form via ion-exchange 

chromatography. This was reacted in excess with activated p-nitrophenol carbonate 

linker (pNP-L) under basic conditions to give ABP-L in 44% yield, after purification 
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by ion pairing column chromatography. This ABP-L was then conjugated to the 5-

azido peptide of interest, NLVPMVATV (here termed CMVCD8), which contains an 

HLA-A*02-restricted epitope from cytomegalovirus (CMV) pp65 protein (Figure 3.3). 

The sequence ILAR represents the four amino acids that precede the natural CMV 

pp65 protein and was included at the N-terminus of the viral peptide to act as a 

spacer. The crude reaction was purified on a bio-inert high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) using ion-pairing conditions, to give the conjugate 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 in 71% yield (Figure 3.3). This product was endotoxin tested using 

the LAL chromogenic endotoxin quantification method. The endotoxin levels for 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 were below the 0.1 EU/mL threshold, which classifies endotoxin as 

very low to absent. 

 

To assess the biological activity of ABP-L in comparison to free ABP, healthy human 

donor PBMCs were cultured ex vivo with increasing concentrations of either free APB 

or ABP-L for seven days. Human IL-2 was added on day three and five to amplify 

the population of proliferating cells. On day seven, cells were harvested and stained 

for flow cytometry analysis. Singlets and live cells were gated before analysing the 

frequency of Vγ9+ Vδ2+ CD3+ T cells (Figure 3.4A).  

 

Incubation with ABP-L induced similar levels of Vγ9Vδ2 T cell expansion as free 

unconjugated ABP (Figure 3.4B). Expression of the activation marker CD137 on 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells was increased in cultures treated with both ABP and ABP-L. The 

response induced by APB-L displayed a left-shift in comparison to ABP, indicating 

that ABP-L induced expression of CD137 at lower doses than observed by free ABP 

(Figure 3.4C).  
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In a similar manner, the capacity of ABP-L-CMVCD8 to inhibit the mevalonate 

pathway was assessed by determining the expansion of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Healthy 

donor PBMCs from HLA-A*02-negative donors were treated ex vivo with increasing 

concentrations of ABP or ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine for seven days. By performing 

these experiments with PBMCs from HLA-A*02-negative donors any potential 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells induced by antigen-specific CD8+ T cells was removed.  

Human IL-2 was added on day three and five and cells harvested and stained for 

flow cytometry analysis on day seven.  

 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells were expanded to a similar frequency following incubation with 

equimolar concentrations of ABP-L-CMVCD8 or ABP alone (Figure 3.4D). This activity 

was not dependent on the reactivation of CMV+ CD8+ T cells as these experiments 

were carried out in HLA-A*02-negative donors, which lack the HLA-A*02 presenting 

molecule for the CMVCD8 peptide. Increasing concentrations of both ABP and 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 resulted in greater cell death (Figure 3.4E), suggesting this was the 

result of ABP toxicity at high doses and not a consequence of the vaccine construct.  
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Figure 3.4. Synthesised ABP-L and ABP-L-CMVCD8 expand Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in an 
IPP-dependent manner. PBMCs from a healthy human donor were cultured with 
increasing concentrations of commercial ABP, synthesised ABP or ABP-L for seven 
days. The frequency of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, defined as CD3+ CD19- Vγ9+ Vδ2+ was 
determined via flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy for Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. (B) Frequency 
of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells at varying concentrations of commercial ABP or synthesised ABP-L. 
Dotted line represents frequency in untreated PBMC cultures. (C) Frequency of 
Vγ9Vδ2 T cells that are positive for CD137 at varying concentrations of ABP-L or free 
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ABP. Dotted line represents frequency in untreated PBMC cultures. (D) Frequency of 
Vγ9Vδ2 T cells at varying concentrations of ABP or ABP-L-CMVCD8. Dotted line 
represents frequency in untreated PBMC cultures. (E) Viability of all cells following 
incubation with ABP or ABP-L-CMVCD8. (F) Typical flow cytometry plots displaying 
the effect of mevastatin (10 µM) pre-treatment on Vγ9Vδ2 T cell expansion in response 
to ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine. (G) Graph depicts the frequency of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in naïve 
or mevastatin pre-treated PBMCs after incubation with either ABP or ABP-L-CMVCD8 
ex vivo. Results are representative of 3 independent experiments across multiple 
donors. Treatments were administered in triplicate, with the triplicate wells pooled for 
flow cytometry.  

 

Statins inhibit the production of IPP by binding to the active site of HMG-CoA 

reductase, thereby sterically preventing HMG-CoA binding and conversion into 

mevalonate323. As demonstrated in Figure 1.3 by inhibiting the production of 

mevalonate, statins reduce downstream production of IPP. To determine if vaccine-

induced expansion of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells was dependent on mevalonate pathway 

inhibition, PBMCs were pre-treated with the statin, mevastatin, before incubation 

with ABP-L-CMVCD8 for seven days. Minimal Vγ9Vδ2 T cell expansion was observed 

in cultures treated with both mevastatin and ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine in comparison 

to vaccine only treated cells (Figure 3.4 F & G). These results are consistent with 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells via inhibition of the mevalonate pathway, presumably 

via IPP accumulation.  

 

I then wished to assess whether ABP-peptide vaccines expand peptide-specific CD8+ 

T cells. For this experiment, HLA-A*02+ CMV-seropositive donors were determined 

using the protocol detailed in section 2.4. PBMCs from these donors were then 

cultured with equimolar concentrations of ABP, CMVCD8 peptide, ABP-L-CMVCD8 or 

admixture of the unconjugated vaccine components. At day seven, cells were 

harvested, wells for each condition pooled and stained for analysis by flow 

cytometry (Figure 3.5A). Those T cells with a TCR specific to the CMV pp65495-503 
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epitope were stained using a fluorescent CMV pp65495-503-loaded HLA-A*02+ 

dextramer324. 

Figure 3.5. Re-expansion of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells across multiple donors. 
CMV-reactive HLA-A*02+ PBMCs were cultured in 1 µM of the indicated compounds 
for seven days. The frequency of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells was determined by flow 
cytometry. (A) Gating strategy to identify CMV dextramer-positive (CMV+) CD8+ T 
cells. Following selection of CD3+ cells, CMV+ cells were defined using an HLA-A*0201 
binding CMV pp65495-503 dextramer (Immudex, Copenhagen). Histograms compare 
expression of activation marker CD137 on dextramer-negative (CMV-) and CMV+ CD8+ 
T cells in cell cultures incubated with the indicated treatments. (B-E) Comparison of 
mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of CD137 expression on CMV- and CMV+ CD8+ T cells 
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in PBMC cultures from 8 donors incubated with the indicated treatments. **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001; paired student’s T test. (F) Frequency of CD137+ CMV+ CD8+ T cells across 
the 8 donors. Treatments were administered in triplicate, with the triplicate wells 
pooled for flow cytometry. 

 

After seven days in culture, expression of the activation marker CD137 (4-1BB) was 

assessed on both CMV- and CMV+ CD8+ T cells. Culture with ABP alone had no effect 

on CD137 expression on either population of CD8+ T cells (Figure 3.5B). Increased 

CD137 expression was observed on CMV+ cells in cultures treated with either 

CMVCD8 peptide alone, admixture of ABP and CMVCD8 peptide, or ABP-L-

CMVCD8(Figure 3.5B-E). Furthermore, in all cultures, CMV- cells displayed no 

changes in CD137 expression. This indicated that T cell activation was peptide-

specific, and not due to non-specific T cell activation by a component of the 

conjugate.  

 

In all donors, an increase in CD137-expressing CMV+ CD8+ T cells was observed 

following incubation with ABP-L-CMVCD8, admixed components, or the CMVCD8 

peptide alone (Figure 3.5F). Across donors, the extent of expansion was on average 

greater in cultures treated with ABP-L-CMVCD8, suggesting more CMV+ CD8+ T cells 

were expressing CD137 in these cultures. These results suggest that the 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine may induce a more activated T cell response than co-

administration of ABP and peptide.  

 

 

To determine if the activity of ABP-L-CMVCD8 in human PBMCs was dependent on 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity, all Vδ2+ T cells were immunomagnetically depleted as 

detailed in section 2.4.1. As a control, another innate immune cell population, NKT 

cells, which were hypothesised to have no involvement in the efficacy of this vaccine, 
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were also depleted. Confirmation of Vγ9Vδ2 and NKT cell depletion was performed 

via flow cytometry (Figure 3.6A). 

 

Following incubation with ABP-L-CMVCD8 for seven days, a similar frequency of 

CMV+ CD8+ T cells was observed in mock-depleted cultures compared to Vδ2-

depleted cultures, indicating depletion of Vδ2+ T cells did not impair CMV-specific 

CD8+ T cell expansion in response to ABP-L-CMVCD8 (Figure 3.6B). In addition, the 

depletion of Vα24-Jα19+ NKT cells had no effect on expansion, suggesting the 

depletion beads did not non-specifically activate CMV+ CD8+ T cells during the 

depletion steps. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in expression of 

CD137 on CMV+ CD8+ T cells between mock-depleted and Vδ2-depleted cultures, 

suggesting Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are not critical for ABP-peptide vaccine activity (Figure 

3.6C).  
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Figure 3.6. Depletion of Vδ2 T cells does not impair activation of CMV-specific 
CD8+ T cells by ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine. (A) CMV-reactive HLA-A*02+ PBMCs were 
depleted of Vδ2+ cells or NKT cells by immunomagnetic beads. Additional PBMCs 
were mock-depleted to control for the loss of cells following three rounds of depletion. 
Depicted here are typical flow cytometry plots showing the frequency of Vδ2+ or Vα24-
Jα19+ NKT cells in mock or depleted cultures. (B) Frequency of CMV+ CD8+ T cells and 
(C) CD137 expression on these cells in cultures incubated with ABP-L-CMVCD8 for 
seven days. Results from two separate donors from two separate experiments are 
shown. (D, E, F) The effect of mevastatin (10 µM) pre-treatment on CMV+ CD8+ T cell 
expansion was assessed in CMV-reactive HLA-A*02+ PBMCs incubated with ABP-L-
CMVCD8 (1 µM) for seven days. In addition, the MFI of CD137 on CMV+ CD8+ T cells 
and Vγ9+ T cells in the cultures was evaluated. Control wells included media only 
(control) and mevastatin only treated cells. Results represent 8 pooled wells for each 
treatment in two separate donors from two separate experiments. 

  

These data suggested ABP-peptide vaccines could enhance immune responses in a 

Vγ9Vδ2-independent manner. Therefore, I next investigated whether the activity of 
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the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine was reliant on inhibition of the mevalonate pathway. The 

mevastatin assay optimised earlier (section 3.2.2) was employed to assess the 

capacity of the vaccine to elicit CD8+ T cell proliferation in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cell activation. CMV-reactive HLA-A*02+ donor PBMCs were incubated with 

mevastatin for 2 hrs prior to the addition of ABP-L-CMVCD8 and the T cell response 

observed via flow cytometry seven days later.  

 

Cultured PBMCs treated with mevastatin and ABP-L-CMVCD8 displayed diminished 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in comparison to ABP-L-CMVCD8 only treated cells 

(Figure 3.6D). However, the frequency of CMV+ CD8+ T cells was enhanced in 

cultures treated with both mevastatin and ABP-L-CMVCD8 as opposed to vaccine only 

treated cultures (Figure 3.6E). Furthermore, greater expression of CD137 was 

observed on CMV+ CD8+ T cells in the cultures treated with both mevastatin and 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 (Figure 3.6F). In conjunction with the prior observations, these results 

suggest that the expansion of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells by the ABP-peptide 

vaccine does not require Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. However, as the peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 

response was enhanced following increased suppression of the mevalonate pathway 

with mevastatin, it suggested inhibition of the mevalonate pathway was crucial to 

the adjuvant activity of the ABP-peptide vaccine.  

 

 

The preceding results indicated that conjugation of a peptide to ABP enhances 

human T cell responses in a manner independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, but which 

involves the mevalonate pathway. To further explore the activity of these vaccines I 

moved into an in vivo model in mice, which lack Vγ9Vδ2 T cells entirely. Equimolar 

concentrations of ABP and the antigenic peptide OVACD4/ CD8 — a long peptide 

including a H-2 I-Ab-binding CD4+ T cell epitope and a H-2Kb-binding CD8+ T cell 
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epitope were intravenously administered to C57BL/6J mice. A control group of mice 

were administered an equimolar dose of OVACD4/CD8 peptide alone. The generation of 

cytotoxic T cells specific to the CD8+ T cell epitope of this peptide was assessed in a 

VITAL assay as described by Hermans and colleagues317. In this assay, syngeneic 

splenocytes that had been concomitantly pulsed with the fluorescent dye CFSE and 

the OVA H-2Kb-binding peptide (OVA257-264), the CD8+ T cell epitope of the 

OVACD4/CD8 peptide, were intravenously administered to mice seven days after 

immunisation. Using flow cytometry, the lysis of these cells in the peripheral blood 

was compared to the lysis of naïve splenocytes pulsed exclusively with the 

fluorescent CTO dye.  

 

In comparison to administration of peptide alone, mice immunised with an 

equimolar concentration of admixture (ABP and OVACD4/CD8) exhibited significantly 

greater lysis of target cells (Figure 3.7A). This confirmed that ABPs can enhance 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cells responses in vivo (and independently of Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cells), which is consistent with prior observations297.  

 

The specific lysis of OVA-pulsed splenocytes induced by admixture of ABP and 

OVACD4/CD8 was not 100 %, suggesting a suboptimal immune response, or the dose 

was too low. It was conceivable that, when given as an admixture, the ABP and 

peptide are taken up by different APC populations as ABPs are not metabolised, and 

either home to the bone, where they bind to hydroxyapatite, or are excreted via the 

kidneys272,304. In comparison, peptides spread to all organs, until they are degraded or 

taken up by APCs325. Therefore, a vaccine (ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8) consisting of ABP 

chemically conjugated to the OVACD4/CD8 peptide was synthesised (Figure 3.7B) to 

investigate if conjugation of the two compounds could enhance the magnitude of the 

immune response in vivo. 
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The peptide sequence KISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRESIINFEKLTEWT (OVACD4/CD8) 

was conjugated to ABP using the same PABC linker and synthesis workflow 

described in Figure 3.3. The sequence FFRK was added to the N-terminus of the 

peptide to promote proteolytic release of the minimal MHC-binding peptide326 and 

encourage endosomal-processing as opposed to proteasomal327. Unfortunately, the 

optimised analytical conditions for the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine did not translate to 

the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccines or other ABP vaccines made hereafter. The ABP-

L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine was poorly resolved and was only slightly improved by 

decreasing the pH of the eluent, to improve the chromatography of the peptide. Due 

to the difficulty in detecting these conjugates by HPLC, the conjugates were supplied 

as crude DMSO solutions for biological evaluation.  

 

To mitigate the inability to purify the ABP-peptide vaccines, additional chemical 

controls were developed. A notable concern of the vaccine constructs was the large, 

unnatural hydrophobic cyclooctatriazole moiety, that is the product of the SPAAC 

reaction between the azido-peptide and ABP-L. To investigate the immunogenicity 

of this moiety, a cyclooctatriazole linker with a propylamine molecule, as opposed to 

an ABP molecule, was synthesised and conjugated with the OVACD4/CD8 sequence to 

give L-OVACD4/CD8 (Figure 3.7C). This control compound was designed to undergo 

cellular processing in a similar manner to ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, but release benign 

propylamine instead of ABP (synthesis described in appendix 4). Both L-OVACD4/CD8 

and ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 had endotoxin levels that were below the 0.1 EU/mL 

threshold, which classifies endotoxin as very low to absent. 

 

The ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine was capable of expanding Vγ9Vδ2 T cells ex vivo in 

human PBMCs (Figure 3.7D), confirming this vaccine could inhibit the mevalonate 

pathway. In comparison, the chemical control vaccine, L-OVACD4/CD8, which lacks an 

ABP adjuvant group, failed to expand Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, suggesting the 
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cyclooctatriazole linker was not responsible for the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8-induced 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activation. 

 

To determine the required concentration of the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine to induce 

an immune response in vivo, a dose titration was performed and the capacity to lyse 

peptide-pulsed splenocytes in a VITAL assay assessed seven days later. The activity 

induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 was compared to L-OVACD4/CD8, to control for any 

activity induced by attaching the cathepsin-cleavable linker to the synthetic long 

OVACD4/CD8 peptide. At high concentrations, peptide-specific lysis was similar in mice 

treated with either ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8(Figure 3.7E). The activity of 

L-OVACD4/CD8 dramatically decreased at 5 pmol to 30 % lysis, whereas 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 retained ~95 % peptide-specific lysis at this dose. These results 

suggested that the addition of the ABP moiety increased the immunogenicity of the 

vaccine over that provided by the attachment of the linker alone. 

 

Using the concentration (5 pmol) where the different activities of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

and L-OVACD4/CD8 were observed, it was assessed if co-administration of ABP with 

L-OVACD4/CD8 could enhance the cytotoxic response to the levels observed with ABP-

L-OVACD4/CD8 alone. Interestingly, at this concentration co-administration of the 

unconjugated components, ABP and L-OVACD4/CD8, had no benefit over 

administration of L-OVACD4/CD8 alone and was significantly lower than that induced 

by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (Figure 3.7F). This highlighted that conjugation of ABP and 

peptide was essential for the enhanced activity of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, suggesting 

delivery of both adjuvant and peptide to the same cell is essential. 
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Figure 3.7. ABP-conjugate vaccines enhance peptide-specific T cell responses in 
vivo. (A) Assessment of cytotoxic response against OVA257-264 peptide-loaded 
splenocytes in the peripheral blood seven days after I.V. administration of equimolar 
concentrations of the indicated groups (9 nmol/mouse). Each dot represents analysis 
from a separate mouse with mean ± SEM shown for each treatment group. **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 
Chemical structure of (B) ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and (C) L-OVACD4/CD8. (D) Frequency of 
Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in PBMC cultures incubated with varying concentrations of ABP alone, 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8 for seven days. IL-2 (50 U/mL) was added on days 
three and five. Dotted line represents frequency in untreated PBMC cultures. (E) 
Cytotoxic response against peptide-pulsed splenocytes seven days after mice were 
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immunised with increasing concentrations of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8 (n = 
5). Dotted line represents lysis observed in control mice. (F) Specific lysis of peptide-
pulsed splenocytes seven days after mice were administered 5 pmol of the indicated 
groups. Results are representative of three independent experiments. 

 

 

To further confirm that the vaccine induced clonal expansion of peptide-specific 

CD8+ T cells, the frequency of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells could be determined using a 

fluorescent H-2Kb/OVA257–264 pentamer (ProImmune, Oxford, UK). This pentamer 

binds CD8+ T cells with a TCR specific for the OVA257–264 peptide. At day seven 

following immunisation, OVA-pentamer staining revealed that ~1.7% of the CD8+ T 

cells in the peripheral blood of mice vaccinated with the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine 

were OVA+ CD8+ T cells, exceeding that observed in L-OVACD4/CD8 and control groups 

(Figure 3.8A). These results suggest that the addition of the ABP moiety provided 

additional immunostimulatory activity, above that induced by the addition of the 

linker alone. The frequency of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells was also assessed in the 

spleen, bone marrow and liver at day seven following vaccination (Figure 3.8B). An 

accumulation of OVA+ CD8+ T cells was present in all three organs at this time point, 

and, although less OVA+ CD8+ T cells were detected in the spleen, there was no 

significant difference between the organs.  

 

Next I assessed whether the T cell response induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 could 

protect mice from tumour outgrowth, when challenged subcutaneously with cells 

from the aggressive murine melanoma cell line, B16.OVA. First, the effect of 

prophylactic immunisation, where mice were administered ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, 

L-OVACD4/CD8 or vaccine control of PBS seven days prior to tumour challenge, was 

assessed. Tumours were first measured on day five following inoculation and then 

measured every two to three days. Tumour growth was significantly hindered in 
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mice administered either ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8 alone (Figure 3.8C & D). 

At the experimental endpoint of 42 days post-tumour inoculation, all mice in the 

control or L-OVACD4/CD8 groups had been sacrificed due to tumour growth exceeding 

200 mm2. Only two mice remained and these were both in the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

group, suggesting a trend towards longer survival in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccinated 

mice. In comparison, administering ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 to mice five days after tumour 

challenge when the tumours first become palpable, termed therapeutic vaccination, 

resulted in a minor tumour growth delay, but eventually all mice succumbed to the 

tumour regardless of treatment (Figure 3.8E & F).  
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Figure 3.8. ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine induces a greater frequency of OVA+ CD8+ T 
cells than L-OVACD4/CD8 and delays B16.OVA melanoma tumour growth. (A) 
Assessment of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in the blood seven days after vaccination 
(each treatment at 100 pmol). This was assessed by flow cytometry, using a H-
2Kb/OVA257–264 pentamer to gate peptide-specific cells from CD8+ T cells. *P<0.1, 
**P<0.01; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (B) Frequency of 
peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in the spleen, bone marrow and liver seven days after 
administration of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or Control. (C & D) Mice were challenged S.C. 
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with B16.OVA tumour cells seven days after immunisation with the indicated groups 
(100 pmol). Displayed is the average growth plots and Kaplan-Meier survival curves 
for each of the treatment groups (n = 5). Mice were euthanised when tumours reached 
the ethical maximum of 200 mm2. Growth curves for each treatment were terminated 
when the first animal of that group was sacrificed. Data represents 5 mice per groups 
with means ± SEM shown. ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test. (E & F) Mice were I.V. administered the indicated groups five days 
after S.C challenge with B16.OVA tumour cells (n = 5). Growth curves and survival 
plots were plotted with the method described in (C & D). Results are representative of 
three independent experiments. 

 

 

Mevalonate pathway blockade can have pleotropic effects on the immune response, 

including enhancement of B cell responses or induction of apoptotic cell death297,328,329. 

Therefore, I wished to determine whether CD8+ T cells were required for the anti-

tumour response induced by ABP-peptide vaccines. All CD8+ cell subsets can be 

depleted in vivo by the administration of CD8α-reacting mAB clone 2.43 (BioXCell, 

New Hampshire). The depleting antibody was administered on day five and six 

following immunisation with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccines. This timing was selected 

to block the effector phase of the response, while avoiding impacting antigen 

presentation, as cDC1s express CD8 and would also be depleted.  

 

Confirmation of CD8+ cell depletion was established by staining cells in peripheral 

blood with a fluorochrome-labelled CD8α antibody of an alternative clone, thereby 

preventing any effect the CD8 mAB may have had on fluorochrome-labelled 

antibody binding. CD8+ T cells were undetectable in the blood on day seven 

following immunisation (Figure 3.9B). At this time point, mice were challenged with 

OVA257–264 peptide-pulsed splenocytes and the specific lysis of these determined in 

the blood the following day.  
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Of the mice vaccinated with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, those depleted of CD8+ cells 

displayed diminished cytotoxicity against OVA257–264 -pulsed splenocytes in 

comparison to those that received IgG control (Figure 3.9C). This confirmed the 

cytotoxic activity against OVACD4/CD8-pulsed splenocytes was CD8-dependent. To 

determine if the depletion of CD8+ cells also affected the anti-tumour response 

induced by the vaccine, these same mice were challenged one week later with 

B16.OVA tumour cells. During tumour challenge, an additional group was added, 

where naïve, previously untreated animals were challenged with tumour cells. This 

controlled for any immune response initiated or enhanced by the administration of 

OVA257–264 -pulsed splenocytes.  

 

As anticipated, delayed tumour growth was observed in mice that had been 

vaccinated with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and treated with IgG control (Figure 3.9D and E). 

However, anti-tumour activity was reduced in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccinated mice 

depleted of CD8+ cells. A difference in growth was observed between naïve animals 

and PBS/isotype control treated animals, indicating that the administration of 

OVA257-264-pulsed splenocytes at day seven post-vaccination evoked CD8+ T cell 

responses in PBS treated mice. Together these experiments indicate that CD8+ T cells 

are required for the anti-tumour efficacy of the ABP-peptide vaccines, as opposed to 

a mechanism reliant on an anti-OVA antibody response. 
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Figure 3.9. CD8+ T cell depletion abrogates vaccine-induced cytotoxic T cell response 
and anti-tumour activity. (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. Mice were treated 
with 200 µg of anti-CD8 depleting antibody (clone 2.43) or IgG antibody control I.P. 
on day five and six after I.V. immunisation with 100 pmol ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or control 
(n = 7). Cytotoxic T cell response against OVA257–264 peptide-pulsed target cells was 
assessed on day seven and eight. At day 15 post-immunisation, mice were challenged 
S.C. with 500,000 B16.OVA cells and tumour growth monitored over time. (B) 
Depletion of CD8+ cells was assessed in the peripheral blood on day seven post-
immunisation. (C) Percentage of specific lysis of peptide-pulsed splenocytes in the 
peripheral blood. (D) Average growth plots of B16.OVA tumours in each of the 
treatment groups. Naïve (n = 7). (E) Survival plots of mice challenged with B16.OVA 
tumours. Mice were euthanised when tumours reached the ethical maximum of 200 
mm2. Results are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Widely used in immunology research, OVA is a model antigen of limited relevance 

to clinical vaccination. Therefore, a clinically relevant vaccine against a tumour-

associated viral epitope was examined. Human papillomavirus (HPV) is an 

etiological risk factor for several cancers including cervical, and head and neck 

cancers330. The ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine was designed that targets the H-2Db-restricted 

peptide, RAHYNIVTF, from the HPV16-E7 protein (Figure 3.10A). Again, FFRK was 

added to the N-terminus of the viral sequence to promote proteolytic release of the 

minimal MHC-binding peptide. The same chemical synthesis procedure as ABP-

L-OVACD4/CD8 was followed, with the exception that non-volatile EDTA was required 

in the ion-pairing elute to detect the ABP-L-HPVCD8 during HPLC analysis. A 

peptide-linker control, L-HPVCD8 was also synthesised (refer to Appendix 4 for 

synthetic procedures). Both ABP-L-HPVCD8 and L-HPVCD8 had endotoxin levels that 

were below the 0.1 EU/mL threshold. 

 

First, the capacity of the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine to induce a population of HPV 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cells was assessed. Equimolar concentrations of 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 or the control L-HPVCD8 were I.V. administered to mice and the 

frequency of HPV+ CD8+ T cells determined in the blood seven days later, using a H-

2Db/HPV16-E7 pentamer. A statistically significant increase in HPV+ CD8+ T cells was 

evident in the blood of mice administered ABP-L-HPVCD8, while administration of 

L-HPVCD8 failed to induce expansion of peptide-specific T cells (Figure 3.10B).  

 

The functionality of the response induced by the vaccine was assessed by challenging 

mice with TC-1 tumour cells, a murine lung carcinoma cell line that expresses the 

HPV16-E6 and -E7 proteins. Mice were challenged S.C. on day seven after 

vaccination and tumour growth tracked. Mice immunised with ABP-L-HPVCD8 

vaccine failed to develop tumours over the 47 days of observation (Figure 3.10C). In 
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comparison, control PBS or L-HPVCD8 treated mice displayed rapid tumour 

outgrowth (Figure 3.10C).  

 

The antigen-specific memory response induced by the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine was 

assessed by challenging mice with S.C. tumours on day 83 post-immunisation 

(Figure 3.10D). Significant tumour growth delay was observed in ABP-L-HPVCD8 

vaccinated mice in comparison to L-HPVCD8 vaccinated mice. However, this response 

failed to completely control tumour growth, as tumours eventually grew out in all 

animals.  

 

In light of the activity in a prophylactic setting, the capacity to control tumour 

growth of an already established tumour was assessed. On day five after TC-1 

tumour cell challenge, when the tumours first became palpable, the mice were 

randomly assigned to the following treatments: ABP-L-HPVCD8, admixture of the 

unconjugated components (L-HPVCD8 and ABP), L-HPVCD8, ABP or PBS control. 

Immunisation with ABP-L-HPVCD8 provided a modest but statistically significant 

survival advantage in comparison to all other treatment groups at day 21 post 

tumour challenge (Figure 3.10E & F). However, all mice eventually succumbed to 

their tumour and had to be sacrificed. In comparison, mice administered the 

unconjugated components alone or in admixture displayed no significant delay in 

tumour growth in comparison to PBS treated mice. Thus, the enhanced activity of the 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine in comparison to the other treatment groups, appeared to be 

dependent on the ABP moiety and conjugation of the adjuvant and antigen. 
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Figure 3.10. ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine initates a strong peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 
reponse that hinders therapeutic tumour outgrowth. (A) Chemical structure of 
ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine. (B) Frequency of HPV+ CD8+ T cells in the blood seven days 
after I.V. immunisation with equimolar concentrations of ABP-L-HPVCD8 (n = 5), 
L-HPVCD8 (n = 5) or Control (PBS) (n = 7) at 5 nmol. This was assessed by flow 
cytometry, using a H-2Db/HPV16-E7 pentamer to identify HPV+ cells. *P<0.1, **P<0.01; 
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (C) Mice were challenged 
S.C. with 100,000 TC-1 cells seven days after immunisation with equimolar 
concentrations of ABP-L-HPVCD8, L-HPVCD8 or control (5 nmol; n = 5). Tumour growth 
was monitored and animals sacrificed once tumours reached 200 mm2. *P<0.1, 
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***P<0.001 and indicate the statistical difference of indicated treatment group to 
ABP-L-HPVCD8 at the same time point; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test. (D) Tumour growth plots of TC-1 tumour cells implanted 83 days 
after mice were immunised with the indicated groups (5 nmol each; n = 5). **P<0.01 
represent statistical difference to the ABP-L-HPVCD8 group; one-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (E) Growth curves for TC-1 tumours in mice 
immunised with control, ABP, L-HPVCD8, admix (ABP and L-HPVCD8) or 
ABP-L-HPVCD8 five days after tumour cell challenge (n = 4). At day 21 **P<0.01 
represented difference of ABP-L-HPVCD8 to all treatments and at day 23 **P<0.01 
represents difference to Control and L-HPVCD8 groups using one-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (F) Kaplan-Meier survival plots for these mice. 
Results are representative of two independent experiments. 

 

I next wanted to assess the T cell phenotype in the tumours at the time point when 

the tumours regressed in response to vaccination with ABP-L-HPVCD8. In a 

preliminary assessment, equimolar concentrations of L-HPVCD8, ABP-L-HPVCD8 or 

control were administered on day five after tumour challenge with TC-1 cells. The 

tumours were harvested on day 15, when a significant difference in tumour growth 

was observed between ABP-L-HPVCD8 treated animals and untreated control mice 

(Figure 3.11A). Tumours harvested from ABP-L-HPVCD8 mice were significantly 

lighter than those in the other treatment groups (Figure 3.11B). The relative 

proportion of HPV pentamer-positive CD8+ T cells (HPV+ CD8+), pentamer-negative 

CD8+ T cells (HPV- CD8+), TREG cells (CD4+ FoxP3+), CD4+ T cells (CD4+ FoxP3-) of all 

CD45+ cells in the tumour was then determined via flow cytometry. Only tumours 

from mice administered ABP-L-HPVCD8 displayed a population of HPV pentamer-

positive CD8+ T cells. These tumours also had greater infiltration of pentamer-

negative CD8+ T cells. A minor decrease in TREGs and all other CD4+ T cells was also 

observed in the tumours of ABP-L-HPVCD8 tumours. There were no statistical 

differences in frequencies of these four T cell populations between tumours treated 

with PBS control or L-HPVCD8. 
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Figure 3.11. Immune cell phenotype in TC-1 tumours. Mice were challenged with 
100,000 TC-1 tumour cells in the left flank. Equimolar concentrations of L-HPVCD8, 
ABP-L-HPVCD8 or control (PBS) were administered to mice on day five when the 
tumour first became palpable (500 pmol; n = 4). (A) Depicts average growth curves for 
each treatment group. Mice were culled on day 15 post-tumour challenge and tumour 
collected. *P<0.1, indicates the statistical difference in tumour size between ABP-L-
HPVCD8 treated and PBS treated mice at the same time point; one-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (B) Tumour weight on day 15. (C) Analysis of 
tumour immune cell composition (all CD45+ cells) as assessed by flow cytometry. 
Graphs depicts the average of 4 mice per treatment group. *P<0.1, P**<0.01, 
****P<0.0001, indicates the statistical difference between ABP-L-HPVCD8 treated and 
both L-HPVCD8 and PBS treated mice, except * on CD4+ FoxP3+ is the difference between 
ABP-L-HPVCD8 and L-HPVCD8 only; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test. 
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3.3 Discussion 

This chapter characterises the activity of a new class of ABP-peptide vaccines. 

Synthetic vaccines were designed that consisted of the ABP pamidronate, chemically 

conjugated to antigenic peptides. In human PBMC cultures, these vaccines activated 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells to the same extent as free ABP. However, analysis of the response 

induced by the human vaccine, ABP-L-CMVCD8, revealed activation of CMV+ CD8+ T 

cells was not impaired by depletion of Vδ2 T cells. Furthermore, vaccine activity was 

observed in vivo, despite the complete absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in mice. These data 

prompted the generation of hypotheses surrounding ABP-mediated immune effects 

that are explored in further chapters.  

 

 

A seven-day Vγ9Vδ2 T cell assay was designed to assess the effect of each vaccine on 

the mevalonate pathway. Inhibition of FPP synthase activity by ABPs results in the 

accumulation of isoprenoids IPP and DMAPP, which in turn induces Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activation and proliferation. Therefore, expansion of Vγ9Vδ2 T cell following 

incubation with the ABP-peptide vaccines would suggest that the vaccines inhibited 

the mevalonate pathway. This biological assay is not expected to distinguish between 

ABP released by intracellular processing of the vaccine, residual ABP from the 

manufacturing process, or ABP released due to spontaneous degradation of the 

product overtime. Whilst, the conditions used for the conjugation of the purified 

ABP-L to the azido-peptide were optimised so that both compounds remained stable, 

the long term stability of the vaccine was not known.  

 

All ABP-peptide vaccines activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, suggesting they sufficiently 

inhibited the mevalonate pathway. In comparison, the L-OVACD4/CD8 control, which 

does not have an ABP moiety, failed to activate and expand Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, 

suggesting the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines in this assay was dependent on 
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the ABP moiety. To further examine the role of the mevalonate pathway in the 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, cultures were treated with ABP-L-CMVCD8 in the 

presence or absence of mevastatin. Mevastatin inhibits ABP-induced IPP 

accumulation by specifically inhibiting HMG-CoA reductase, a rate limiting enzyme 

of the mevalonate pathway acting upstream of FPPS331. Indeed, Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activation induced by the ABP-peptide vaccine was diminished when co-cultured 

with mevastatin. Combined, these results suggest that the ABP-peptide vaccines 

inhibit the mevalonate pathway, in an ABP-dependent manner, to induce Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cell activation. 

 

I found that high doses of the ABP-peptide vaccine resulted in reduced Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cell proliferation. This was consistent with prior reports that ABPs are toxic at higher 

concentrations in vitro332,333. Mevalonate pathway inhibition could be responsible for 

the increased level of cells apoptosis, through inhibition of isoprenoid biosynthesis334-

336,337. Alternatively, an accumulation of endogenous IPP and altered BTN3A1 

expression on APCs may result in Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-mediated APC killing338. As Vγ9Vδ2 

T cells also express BTN3A1, fratricide may also be involved339,340. This could be 

determined by treating PBMC cultures depleted of Vδ2 cells with the same 

concentration of ABP and determining if the toxicity remained. 

 

In comparison to admixture of unconjugated components or peptide alone, the ABP-

L-CMVCD8 vaccine induced greater expression of CD137 on CMV+ CD8+ T cells in all 

donors. Enhanced CD137 expression was TCR-specific, as free ABP had no effect on 

the activation status of these cells, and CMV+ CD8+ T cells but not CMV- CD8+ T cells 

displayed enhanced CD137 expression in response to ABP-L-CMVCD8. While 

enhanced T cell responses following incubation of PBMCs with ABP and peptide has 

previously been reported, this is the first time the activity of an ABP-peptide 

conjugate vaccine had been assessed38,255,256. 
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Interestingly, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells neither enhanced nor inhibited the peptide-specific 

CD8+ T cell response induced by the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine. Responses in the 

mevastatin treated PBMCs and Vδ2-depleted PBMC cultures revealed that the CD8+ 

T cell response to ABP-L-CMVCD8 remained intact in the absence of activated Vγ9Vδ2 

T cells. This was in contrast to a previous study that found Vγ9Vδ2 cells were crucial 

for increased expansion of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in a culture of lymphocytes 

and immature DCs co-pulsed with antigen and aminobisphosphonate38. More 

specifically, it has been suggested Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are essential for the activation of 

APCs following ABP administration. For example, an increased expression of CD86 

and MHC-I was only observed when pamidronate-treated immature DCs were 

co-cultured with purified γδ T cells or PBMCs containing Vδ2+ T cells39. While 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells may be required for optimal activation of APCs, ABPs may induce 

activity that enhances peptide-presentation independent of APC activation. Indeed, 

it has been reported that unprenylated Rab5B increases the length of antigen 

presentation by delaying endosome recycling297. It is possible the narrow dose range 

of ABPs, due to their toxicity and induction of apoptosis, limited other research 

groups from observing the Vγ9Vδ2-independent adjuvant activity of ABPs328,329. 

Alternatively, the ABP-peptide vaccines may have a unique activity that is not 

observed with admixture of the unconjugated components. For instance, the 

requirement for lysosomal cathepsin cleavage to release the peptide and ABP likely 

encourages processing through the vacuolar pathway341-343.  

 

Licensing of APCs by helper T cells involves CD40:CD40L signalling and the release 

of IFN-γ344,345,39. Future experiments should determine what role CD40L signalling 

has in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines in vitro. If vaccine activity is lost in 

Vδ2-depleted PBMC cultures treated with an antagonist CD40L antibody, it would 

suggest an additional cell population is activated and involved in licensing APCs.  
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As the ABP-peptide vaccines could not be purified, controls were used to ensure the 

vaccines had the intended known activities, and therefore the adjuvant effects of the 

ABP moiety could be accurately assessed. Low levels of contaminating endotoxins 

can significantly affect the immunogenicity of compounds, therefore all vaccine 

batches were endotoxin tested before experimental use, to ensure levels were below 

the limit of detection in the LAL assay. Furthermore, all ABP-peptide vaccines and 

batches were analysed in the Vγ9Vδ2 T cell assay to ensure each vaccine could be 

sufficiently cleaved in vitro to allow ABP-mediated activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. In 

addition, peptide-linker chemical controls were developed (L-OVACD4/CD8 and 

L-HPVCD8). These controls enabled the immunogenicity of the PABC linker to be 

assessed, therefore, allowing greater analysis of the adjuvant activity provided by the 

additional attachment of the ABP.  

 

 

I found that ABPs could adjuvant cytotoxic peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses in 

vivo without the requirement for additional stimulating factors. These responses 

were most apparent when ABP was chemically conjugated to peptide, with the 

beneficial effect of unconjugated components only observed when a high dose was 

administered. These results were consistent with the findings by Xia and colleagues, 

who demonstrated high concentrations of zoledronate or pamidronate moderately 

enhanced anti-OVA IgG titres when co-administered OVA peptide297. A trend 

towards an increased titre was also observed with other ABPs alendronate, 

neridronate and olpadronate. In comparison, simvastatin and OVA peptide induced 

an anti-OVA IgG titre five times the magnitude of pamidronate and OVA. The 

adjuvant activity of the statins was dependent on their lipophilic potential, with the 

substitution for a highly polar statin resulting in a significantly lower anti-OVA IgG 

titre, that was similar to ABP and OVA.  
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Both ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccines induced a significant population 

of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood at day seven after I.V. 

vaccination. T cell priming can occur in many secondary lymphoid structures, 

including the bone marrow, liver and spleen137. Assessment of the T cell response in 

these organs on day seven did not indicate a significant bias towards T cell priming 

in a particular organ. It is possible a different result may have been seen at other 

timepoints post-vaccination. For instance, if the peak was to occur earlier in a 

particular organ then by day seven the T cells may have entered circulation and 

started filtering through the different lymphoid structures.  

 

It is reasonable to hypothesise that the different pharmacokinetics of the ABP and 

peptide when administered as an admixture, limited the in vivo response. Polar ABP 

molecules rapidly accumulate in the bone following I.V. administration in vivo, 

whereas peptides spread to all organs until they are degraded or taken up by 

APCs272,325. Thus it is unlikely they will encounter the same APC when administered 

unconjugated in vivo, especially at low concentrations, and could explain why 

conjugation enhanced the immune response, as the adjuvant activity of the ABP was 

directed onto the cell presenting the peptide antigen.  

 

 

One of the key findings of this chapter is that ABP-peptide vaccines elicit anti-

tumour responses in vivo in mice. Both ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and ABP-L-HPVCD8 

delayed growth of tumours expressing their targeted antigens. Furthermore, this 

response was dependent on peptide-specific CD8+ cells, indicating it was not 

dependent on an antibody-mediated response or non-specific activation of innate 

cells such as cytotoxic NK cells. Extensive in vitro studies have demonstrated ABPs 

can have direct effects on tumour cells by inducing apoptosis and inhibiting cell 

proliferation, adhesion and migration346-349. However, free ABP (at the concentrations 
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used in this chapter) had no effect on tumour growth in vivo, in both a prophylactic 

or therapeutic setting. This suggested that the concentration of ABP that 

accumulated in the tumour was insufficient to effect tumour growth.  

 

Assessment of the T cell infiltrate in TC-1 tumours following therapeutic vaccination 

with ABP-L-HPVCD8 revealed a significant population of HPV pentamer-positive 

CD8+ T cells in the tumours. Furthermore, an increased frequency of pentamer-

negative CD8+ T cells was also observed in these tumours. This could be the result of 

TCR downregulation on HPV-specific CD8+ T cells, or, a result of epitope spreading, 

whereby the immune response expands to epitopes that were not a part of the 

original vaccine350.  

 

The tumour T cell infiltrate in mice vaccinated with L-HPVCD8 was no different to 

that observed in PBS mice, suggesting this control molecule had little 

immunogenicity and no effect on either CD4+ or CD8+ T cells. In comparison to PBS 

and L-HPVCD8 treated mice, a minor decrease in TREGS (CD4+ FoxP3+ cells) and CD4+ 

FoxP3- cells was observed in ABP-L-HPVCD8 treated mice, suggesting the ABP-L-

HPVCD8 vaccine may shift the balance of tumour-infiltrating T cells towards a 

cytotoxic CD8+ T cell phenotype.  

 

Tumours utilise many mechanisms to escape immune detection, such as expressing 

immunosuppressive ligands like PD-L1, MHC down-regulation and recruitment of 

immunosuppressive cell types. It would be interesting to assess the impact of the 

dynamic tumour microenvironment on tumour immune evasion when the tumours 

started to regrow (~ day 20), and as they reached the ethical end point size. First, it 

should be assessed what frequency of tumour cells still display HPV antigens, or if 

this was lost to avoid detection by the HPV-peptide specific CD8+ T cells. Down-

regulation of MHC-I and β2-M is a well-established mechanism of tumour evasion of 

immune responses in the clinic351,352. If MHC-I expression is intact, we would 
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determine if the frequency of CD8+ T cells in these tumours changes following 

relapse. For instance, are CD8+ T cells excluded from the tumour, or are markers of 

exhaustion and dysfunction, such as PD-1, significantly upregulated on these cells? 

Furthermore, assessment of innate cell populations in the tumour may provide 

greater insight. For instance, increases in MDSCs, and repolarisation of macrophages 

towards an “alternatively activated M2” phenotype are associated with a pro-

tumourigenic, immunosuppressive phenotype, and poor prognosis353-355. Further 

investigation could assess combinations of immunotherapies that target immune 

escape mechanisms with ABP-L-HPVCD8, for example immune checkpoint inhibitors 

anti-PD1 and anti-CTLA4 or phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors, which have shown to 

reduce the levels and activity of MDSCs in the tumour356,357. 

 

 

The peptide-specific cytotoxic activity induced by the ABP-peptide vaccine was 

found to be dependent on CD8+ T cells in vivo. This was determined by administering 

an anti-CD8 mAB on day five and six to mice, before the effector response induced 

by the vaccine was measured on day seven in a VITAL assay. This dosing schedule 

ensured that any observed response was not due the depletion of CD8+ APCs, such 

as cDC1s, during the priming phase. Seven days after the VITAL assay these mice 

were challenged with tumours, with the mice depleted of CD8+ cells failing to control 

tumour outgrowth regardless of whether they were administered with ABP-L-

OVACD4/CD8 or not. Because of the depletion kinetics, these results suggested vaccine 

activity was dependent on CD8+ T cells activity. 

 

Whilst it was confirmed in vitro that all ABP-peptide vaccines induced Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activation in human PBMCs, I was not able to confirm that the mevalonate pathway 

was inhibited in vivo. Furthermore, it was not established if the ABP-peptide vaccines 

retained strong homing to the bone. In the ABP-peptide vaccines, the PABC linker 
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was attached to the ABP via the alkyl amine moiety. This is a common attachment 

site for other ABP-prodrugs, including those that incorporate a fluorescent marker or 

radioisotope to allow tracking of the molecule. These studies have revealed ABP-

prodrugs retain strong accumulation in the bone, with some accumulation in the 

liver358,359. Whether ABP-peptide vaccines generate T cell responses at both of these 

sites is examined further in chapter 4. 

 

In addition to enhancing intracellular IPP levels, ABP-mediated inhibition of the 

mevalonate pathway also disrupts multiple other cellular processes that rely on the 

mevalonate pathway, including cholesterol biosynthesis, N-glycosylation and post-

translational prenylation of proteins260. Disruption to these downstream pathways 

has a significant effect on the cell and it is worth considering how these pathways 

could be involved in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccine in the absence of 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells.  

 

Sustained inhibition of the mevalonate pathway, and subsequent accumulation of 

unprenylated proteins, results in activation of the inflammasome and cleavage of 

pro-caspase 1 into the biologically active form360-363. Activated caspase-1 in turn 

cleaves pro-IL-1β and IL-18 into their active forms. Consequently, co-administration 

of ABPs with TLR ligands, which induce transcription of pro-IL-1β and pro-IL18, has 

been shown to enhance active IL-18 and IL-1β concentrations in vitro360,364,365. IL-1β 

and IL-18 have a plethora of effects, including induction of IFN-γ, promoting Th2-

mediated diseases, such as atopic dermatitis, and enhancing CD4+ T cell responses366-

368. In turn, many other adjuvant molecules, including alum have been shown to 

activate the NLRP3-inflammasome369, suggesting this multiprotein intracellular 

complex may have a role in the immune response generated by the ABP-peptide 

vaccines. Furthermore, it has been reported that ABP can potentiate MyD88-

signalling in vivo in the absence of exogenous TLR ligands, suggesting the ABP-
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peptide vaccines could still enhance CD8+ T cell response through this mechanism 

even though they contained no detectable amounts of endotoxin296.  

 

However, it was recently shown that the adjuvant activity of lipophilic statins on 

antigen-specific B cell and T cell responses is independent of the inflammasome297. 

Instead, it was demonstrated that disruption to prenylation of small signalling 

proteins in the cell, such as the key GTPases Rho, Rab and Rac may enhance the 

immune response. For example, increased unprenylated Rab5B following statin 

administration was associated with delayed endosome recycling, and enhanced 

antigen presentation. These results suggest the ABP-peptide vaccines could enhance 

antigen-presentation independently of the inflammasome and TLR signalling. 

Therefore, the role of the inflammasome is explored further in chapter 4.  

 

 

The potential immune stimulating activity of the linker molecule used in the ABP-

peptide vaccines was controlled for by including the chemical controls L-OVACD4/CD8 

and L-HPVCD8. An increased OVA-specific CD8+ T cell response was observed 

following L-OVACD4/CD8 administration. These results suggested the linker may have 

intrinsic immune stimulating activity that induces maturation of APCs or affects 

peptide processing and presentation to result in enhanced cross-priming of CD8+ T 

cells. For instance, the requirement for cathepsin cleavage to release the peptide may 

have facilitated greater uptake in lymphoid organs by ensuring peptide stability in 

the serum370,371. Interestingly, the L-HPVCD8 control did not induce an HPV-specific 

CD8+ T cell response. The different activities of these controls could suggest that 

secondary structural elements of the peptide affect the capacity of the linker to 

enhance the CD8+ T cell response. The effect of both compounds on APC activity is 

addressed further in chapter 4. 
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The Val-Cit PABC linker was chosen for the vaccine design because it is considered 

to have high plasma stability as it requires lysosomal cathepsins for cleavage372. 

However, it was demonstrated by Doronina and colleagues when assessing their 

antibody drug conjugate that incorporated the same Val-Cit PABC linker, that this 

linker is substantially less stable in mouse serum, with a projected half-life of 

~30 days in mouse serum compared to ~230 days in human plasma371. In addition, the 

hydrolysis of this linker has been shown to be even higher in vivo373. Indeed this 

instability in mouse serum was found to be a result of sensitivity to the 

carboxylesterase 1C (Ces1C) enzyme produced by mice374. The susceptibility of the 

linker to Ces1C can be removed by modifying the chemical moiety immediately 

preceding the valine residue to sterically hinder this enzyme374. As initial immune 

responses to the ABP-peptide vaccines were very rapid, with effector T cell functions 

observed at day seven, this stability profile is unlikely to have had a significant effect 

on the immune responses observed. However, future vaccines should consider 

incorporating this modified linker to achieve better stability in preclinical mouse 

studies, and prevent the effect premature cleavage of the vaccine could have on the 

interpretation of the results.  

 

In summary, these data have shown that ABP-peptide vaccines exert an adjuvant 

effect on the immune system that enhances peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses. 

The strength of this response was sufficient to prevent tumour growth of the TC-1 

HPV-expressing tumour cell line, and delay growth of aggressive B16.OVA tumours. 

These responses were independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells but required conjugation of the 

peptide and ABP to achieve maximal results. How ABP-peptide vaccines enhance 

immune responses in vivo, in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, is investigated in further 

chapters.  
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4 Assessing the mechanism of 

aminobisphosphonate-peptide 

vaccines   
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4.1 Introduction  

In Chapter 3, I showed that ABP-peptide vaccines are capable of driving T cell 

responses in human PBMC cultures depleted of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Furthermore, 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses with anti-tumour activity were observed in 

mice, which completely lack Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, suggesting a functional cytotoxic T cell 

population was generated by these vaccines in vivo. Combined, these results 

suggested that ABP-peptide vaccines have immunomodulatory effects that are 

independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells.  

 

Following intravenous administration, ~50-75 % of an ABP dose will bind to exposed 

bone surfaces, with uptake 10-20 fold higher in bony metastases than normal healthy 

bone375. Furthermore, ABP-prodrugs, for example the 188Re(CO)3-dipicolyalmine-

alendronate conjugate, have been shown to accumulate in areas of metabolically 

active bone, with minimal uptake in soft tissues376. These findings suggest ABP-

peptide vaccines will also accumulate in the bone, with minimal accumulation in 

other organs. As ABPs strongly attach to bone hydroxyapatite, I propose that unique 

bone marrow-resident APC populations may be involved in acquiring, and 

processing the vaccine274.  

 

As discussed in section 3.3.5, ABPs have been shown to activate the inflammasome 

and potentiate TLR responses to result in greater pro-inflammatory cytokine 

production in vitro360,364,365. In turn, ABPs have been shown to enhance anti-tumour 

responses in vivo in a MyD88-dependent manner, suggesting they may also 

potentiate PRR-signalling or IL-1 cytokine responses in vivo295,296. In contrast to these 

results, lipophilic statins have recently been shown to enhance CD8+ T cell anti-

tumour responses independently of the inflammasome, by disrupting the activity of 

prenylated proteins involved in endosomal trafficking297. Whether ABPs can also 

enhance CD8+ T cell responses in this same way is unknown.  
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I hypothesised that APCs present in the bone marrow microenvironment were 

responsible for peptide processing and presentation of the ABP-peptide vaccines. 

Furthermore, I proposed that the ABP-peptide vaccines activate the inflammasome 

but do not require signalling through this complex to activate APCs. To address 

these hypotheses, cellular responses following administration of ABP-peptide 

vaccines were examined in mice. 

 

This research sought to determine how administration of ABPs with peptides can 

enhance peptide-specific immune responses. 

More specifically: 

- To define the location and phenotype of the critical APCs involved in the 

immune response induced by ABP-peptide vaccines. 

- To determine the role of inflammasome activation in the adjuvant activity. 

4.2 Results 

 

To gain further insight into which murine APC population was important in the 

uptake and processing of ABP-peptide vaccines, multiple models of APC depletion 

were used. As many key phagocytic bone-marrow derived mononuclear cells 

express the integrin CD11c+, the role of these cells was examined using CD11c-DTR 

chimera mice, where DT treatment depletes all CD11c+ hematopoietic cells377, as 

described in section 2.5.4.1 (Figure 4.1A). 

 

Chimeric mice were generated by whole body irradiation of naïve C57BL/6J mice to 

deplete the bone marrow population, followed by I.V. administration of bone 

marrow from CD11c-DTReGFP homozygous mice one day later (Figure 4.1B). 

Control mice were reconstituted with bone marrow from wildtype C57BL/6J mice. 

Bone marrow engraftment was assessed by comparing the frequency of immune cells 
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in peripheral blood 6 weeks after the bone marrow transfer. In both CD11c-DTR 

chimeras and C57BL/6J chimera control mice, the majority of CD45+ cells were B220+, 

however significantly more B cells were observed in C57BL/6J chimeras, and greater 

frequencies of macrophage-like cells (F480+CD11b+) in CD11c-DTR chimera mice 

(Figure 4.1C). Both had similar levels of CD3+ cells and no difference in the frequency 

of CD4+ or CD8+ T cells.  

 

DT was administered twice before immunisation with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (Figure 

4.1B). Depletion of splenic CD11c+ cells was assessed two days after the first DT 

treatment (Figure 4.1D). As can been seen on the flow cytometry plots, the 

population of CD11c+ cells was diminished following DT treatment, with the 

CD11chigh CD11bhigh population substantially depleted. On day seven after 

immunisation, the cytotoxic T cell response against peptide-pulsed splenocytes was 

assessed. Peptide-specific lysis was severely impeded in mice depleted of CD11c+ 

cells compared to CD11c-DTR chimera mice that did not receive DT (Figure 4.1E). 

Importantly, DT treatment alone had no off-target effects on the VITAL assay, as 

lysis was equal between vaccinated C57BL/6J mice treated with or without DT.  

 

To confirm the importance of CD11c+ cells for the anti-tumour efficacy of the 

vaccines, the same mice were challenged with B16.OVA melanoma tumour cells and 

tumour growth followed over time (Figure 4.1B). In mice depleted of CD11c+ cells, 

immunisation with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine failed to protect mice from B16.OVA 

tumour growth, with tumours showing a similar growth pattern to naïve, 

unvaccinated mice (Figure 4.1G, H). In comparison, administration of 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 to CD11c-DTR mice that did not receive DT, resulted in a 

significant delay in tumour growth. Together, these data demonstrate that CD11c+ 

cells are crucial for ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 induced CD8+ T cell responses and anti-

tumour activity. 
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Figure 4.1. ABP-peptide vaccine requires CD11c+ cells for efficacy. (A) Graphic 
displaying APC subtypes depleted using the CD11c-DTR chimera model. (B) 
Schematic representing the experimental protocol. CD11c-DTR chimera mice were 
administered DT (15 ng/g) once before immunisation of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (100 pmol) 
or Control (PBS) and once afterwards (n = 10-12 per group). On day seven, a VITAL 
assay was performed and peptide-specific cytotoxicity determined in the peripheral 
blood via flow cytometry on day eight. One week later mice were challenged with 
500,000 B16.OVA melanoma cells S.C. (C) Peripheral blood was taken 6 weeks after 
irradiated mice were reconstituted with bone marrow from CD11c-DTR mice. The 
frequency of CD45+ cells that were B220+ (B cells), CD3+, CD4+ or CD8+ T cells or 
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macrophages was compared between the two strains; ****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA 
with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (D) Typical flow cytometry plots showing 
splenic CD11c+ cells in CD11c-DTR mice treated with either PBS or DT. Spleens were 
collected on day 0. (E) Peptide-specific cytotoxic response in mice vaccinated with 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8.****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison 
test. (F & G) Growth curves and survival plots for mice challenged with B16.OVA 
melanoma. Vax denotes ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and Ctrl denotes PBS treated animals. 
Growth curves represent the average growth rate, with values displayed until the first 
animal of the group reached tumour endpoint of 200 mm2 ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001; 
one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test at day 14, where tumour 
growth in each group was compared to DT-treated CD11c-DTR mice vaccinated with 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. Results are representative of two independent experiments.  

 

I next investigated what subtype of CD11c+ cells was crucial for the immune response 

initiated by ABP-peptide vaccines. As summarised in Figure 1.1, the grouping of 

CD11c+ cells incorporates cDC1, cDC2, pDCs, some macrophages, Langerhans cells, 

monocytes, NK cells86,87,89,90,112,378. Whilst many of these cells can cross-present antigens 

to CD8+ T cells, cDC1s are the most effective and play a key role in generating CD8+ T 

cell responses to exogenous antigens110,379,380. The cDC1 cells express XCR1 and are 

typically classified as CD8α+ DCs in the lymph node and spleen and CD103+ DCs 

resident in the epithelium381. Both of these cDC1 subsets express Clec9a and can be 

depleted using a Clec9a-DTR mouse model. As pDCs express low levels of Clec9a 

they will also be depleted in this model, however cDC2s, LCs, and macrophage 

populations will remain intact (Figure 4.2A)382. As ABP-peptide vaccines incorporate 

exogenous peptide antigens, I hypothesised that cDC1 cells would be crucial for 

vaccine activity. 

 

Following two doses of DT or PBS control, mice were immunised with 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and challenged in a VITAL assay seven days later (Figure 4.2B). 

The peptide-specific lysis of the target splenocytes was determined the following day 

in the peripheral blood (Figure 4.2B). Mice were later challenged with B16.OVA 

tumours to confirm the functionality of peptide-specific T cells.  
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Administration of DT successfully depleted cDC1 cells (Figure 4.2C). When 

interrogating the response observed in the Clec9a-DTR chimera mice, depletion of 

Clec9a+ cells with DT had no effect on the peptide-specific cytotoxicity induced by 

vaccination with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (Figure 4.2D). Furthermore, when the 

functionality of the immune response was assessed by B16.OVA tumour cell 

challenge, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccinated mice depleted of Clec9a+ cells showed a 

trend towards greater tumour control than those with a retained Clec9a+ population 

(Figure 4.2E). Together, these results suggested Clec9a+ cells were not essential for 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine-induced protection.  

 

Figure 4.2. Clec9a+ cells are not required for vaccine efficacy. (A) Graphic outlining 
the APC subtypes depleted in the Clec9a-DTR model. (B) Schematic of experimental 
protocol. Mice received DT (15 ng/g) twice before immunisation with 100 pmol of 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, L-OVACD4/CD8 or control (n = 4). On day seven, a VITAL assay was 
performed and peptide-specific cytotoxicity determined in the peripheral blood via 
flow cytometry on day eight. One week later, mice were challenged with 500,000 
B16.OVA melanoma cells S.C. (C) Frequency of splenic cDC1 cells two days after DT 
treatment. Unpaired student T test. (D) Specific lysis of peptide-pulsed splenocytes in 
Clec9a-DTR mice treated with DT or PBS and vaccinated with either control or 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. ****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison 
test. (E) Tumour growth curves for Clec9a-DTR mice challenged with B16.OVA 
melanoma cells. Animals were sacrificed when tumours reached a size of 200 mm2. 
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Plots represent the average growth rate of 4 mice per group, with values displayed 
until the first animal of the group was sacrificed. Results are representative of three 
independent experiments.  

 

 

To further probe which CD11c+ APC subset was involved, the role of cDC2 cells was 

assessed. These cells are CD11b+ CD11c+ and can be depleted using a CD11b-DTR 

model. However, application of this model is challenging as CD11b is expressed on 

many haematopoietic and non-haematopoietic cells, resulting in the depletion of 

various cell types upon DT administration and making dependence on cDC2s hard 

to decipher. In addition, in a preliminary experiment, CD11b-DTR mice became very 

sick five days after a second dose of DT (1 µg/mouse), and the experiment had to be 

terminated early for ethical reasons. Based on these findings, we concluded we 

would not be able to assess the role of cDC2 cells using this model, and sought a 

different approach.  

 

The role of phagocytic cells, of which many are CD11b+ CD11c+, could be assessed 

using clodronate liposomes. This is a solution of liposomes ranging from 150 nm to 

3 µm, encapsulating the bisphosphonate clodronate or PBS as a control. Following 

phagocytosis of the liposome, clodronate is converted into a non-hydrolysable ATP 

analog that inhibits mitochondrial oxidation, leading to the induction of apoptosis, 

and subsequent cell death383.  

 

As ABP-peptide vaccines are administered I.V. in this thesis, clodronate liposomes 

were also delivered via this route so that phagocytic cells that might encounter the 

vaccine would be depleted. To test the efficacy of phagocytic cell depletion by 

clodronate- or PBS-encapsulated liposomes livers, spleens and bone marrow were 

collected from C57BL/6J mice on day two and four following administration (Figure 
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4.3A). Macrophage-like cells (CD11c-CD11b+ cells) were significantly depleted in the 

liver at day 2 in clodronate-liposome administered mice compared to PBS-liposome 

administered mice (Figure 4.3A). There was a trend towards decreased macrophages 

in the spleen at day 2. Of CD11c+ cells, a significant depletion of cDC1 and cDC2 cells 

was observed in the spleen of clodronate-liposome treated mice at day 2. Both the 

liver and bone marrow displayed relatively smaller frequencies of cDC1 and cDC2 

cells compared to the spleen. No significant effect on the frequency of cDC1 cells in 

the liver and bone marrow was observed following clodronate-liposome 

administration. However, a trend towards increased cDC2 cell frequency was 

observed in both of these organs, with a significant increase in cDC2 observed in the 

liver 4 days after clodronate-liposome administration in comparison to PBS-liposome 

administration. 

 

Those populations of cells specifically depleted by the clodronate liposomes started 

to reappear by day 4 post-depletion treatment. Therefore, I decided to administer 

liposomes one day prior to, and one, and four days following vaccination, to ensure 

depletion was maintained over the course of the experiment (Figure 4.3B). Mice were 

vaccinated with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or an alternative vaccine, α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8, 

which enhances APC activation via NKT cell help. The percentage of OVA-specific 

CD8+ T cells was affected following administration of liposomes, regardless of 

vaccination with either ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, or α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8. The PBS- and 

clodronate-liposomes exerted a similar effect on the α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 induced 

T cell frequency, suggesting administration of liposomes in general, had an effect on 

the immune response elicited by this glycolipid-peptide vaccine (Figure 4.3C). In 

comparison, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccinated mice treated with clodronate-liposomes, 

displayed no T cell response in comparison to those administered PBS-liposomes. 

Furthermore, the cytotoxic response against peptide-pulsed splenocytes was 

abrogated in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 mice that received clodronate-liposomes (Figure 

4.3D). Combined with previous data, these results suggested a bone marrow-
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derived, phagocytic CD11c+ cell type was necessary for ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine 

activity in vivo. 

 

Figure 4.3. ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 relies on phagocytic cells to induce a peptide-specific 
CD8+ T cell response. (A) Depletion kinetics of macrophage-type (CD11c- CD11b+), 
cDC1 (CD11c+ CD8+ MHC-II+) and cDC2(CD11c+ CD11b+ MHC-II+) cells in the liver, 
spleen and bone marrow at day two and four post-depletion treatment. Liposomes 
were administered I.V. at 200 µL/mouse. n = 3-4 mice per treatment group. (B) 
Schematic of experimental protocol. Liposomes were administered on the day before 
vaccination and day one and four after vaccination. Equimolar concentrations (100 
pmol) of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 was administered I.V. on day 0. 
(C) Percentage of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in peripheral blood at day seven post-
immunisation. (D) Specific lysis of OVA peptide-pulsed splenocytes at day nine post-
immunisation.*P<0.1, **P<0.01,***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Results are representative of two independent 
experiments.  
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The data presented in section 4.2.3 demonstrated that administration of clodronate 

liposomes significantly abrogated the activity of the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine. 

Depletion analysis of these mice revealed significant depletion of both cDC1 and 

cDC2 cells in the spleen (Figure 4.3A). To determine if splenic APCs were required 

for T cell priming, or were merely activated bystanders in the response, mice 

underwent a splenectomy before immunisation with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 seven days 

later (Figure 4.4A). The immune response generated by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 in 

splenectomised mice was compared to mice that received a sham surgery. 

Splenectomised ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 mice maintained a cytotoxic response against 

peptide-pulsed splenocytes, whereas a significant decrease in the response was 

observed in L-OVACD4/CD8 treated splenectomised mice (Figure 4.4B). Furthermore, 

splenectomised L-OVACD4/CD8 mice had a trend towards worse tumour rejection 

(Figure 4.4C). In comparison, a significant anti-tumour response was observed in 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice when challenged with B16.OVA melanoma cells 

seven days later (Figure 4.4D), with a trend towards better tumour rejection in 

splenectomised mice. These data suggested the spleen was not an essential site for T 

cell priming by APCs that have taken up the ABP-peptide vaccines, but may be 

involved in the activity induced by L-OVACD4/CD8.  
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Figure 4.4. Vaccine efficacy is maintained in splenectomised animals. (A) Schematic 
of experimental protocol. Male, C57BL/6J mice were anaesthetised with Ketamine and 
Xylazine before undergoing surgery to remove the spleen. An additional group 
received sham surgeries, where a small incision was made in the peritoneum but the 
spleen was not removed. At day seven following immunisation with 10 pmol of 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8,  the cytotoxic T cell response was assessed via a 
VITAL assay and peptide-specific lysis determined the following day (n = 4/5 mice per 
treatment group). One week later, mice were challenged S.C. with 500,000 B16.OVA 
melanoma cells. (B) Percentage of peptide-specific cell lysis following challenge with 
peptide-pulsed splenocytes.****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test. (C & D) Tumour growth curves for (C) L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice and 
(D) ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 mice challenged with B16.OVA melanoma tumour cells. 
Animals were sacrificed when tumours reached a size of 200 mm2. Plots represent the 
average growth rate of 5 mice per group, with values displayed until the first animal 
of the group reached tumour endpoint of 200 mm2. Results are representative of two 
independent experiments. 

 

 

ABP-peptide vaccines and relevant controls were administered I.V. to mice in all 

experiments. This route ensured reliable delivery of the desired concentration into 
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systemic circulation and permitted access to a range of APC subsets as well as assess 

to the spleen, which has been demonstrated to be an important site for generation of 

anti-tumour immune responses384,385.  

 

Traditional adjuvants, such a TLR ligands, result in the activation of APCs, leading to 

increased cytokine production and expression of co-stimulatory molecules by these 

cells179,180. To evaluate if ABP-peptide vaccines induce their immunostimulatory effect 

in a similar manner, expression of the activation markers CD80 and CD86 was 

assessed on splenic APCs 18 hr following vaccination. Mice were vaccinated with 

equimolar concentrations of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, admixture of the unconjugated 

components (ABP and L-OVACD4/CD8), ABP or L-OVACD4/CD8 alone, or control (PBS). As 

noted in chapter 3 the endotoxin levels for all vaccines and controls used in this 

experiment were below the 0.1 EU/mL threshold, which classifies endotoxin as very 

low to absent, suggesting any APC activation was not a result of TLR stimulation by 

endotoxin. 

 

Compared to other treatment groups, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccination significantly 

increased the expression of CD86 and CD80 on the surface of splenic CD11c+ APCs 

(Figure 4.5B & C). At this dose, ABP alone did not enhance CD86 expression on 

CD11c+ cells. In comparison, L-OVACD4/CD8 resulted in a modest increase in expression 

compared to control, with the co-administration of ABP and L-OVACD4/CD8, providing 

no further stimulation. These results suggested that at the concentration used in this 

experiment, an adjuvant effect of the ABP moiety was only observed when 

conjugated to peptide. As evidenced in the histograms (Figure 4.5B), a more distinct 

shift was observed in CD86 expression compared to CD80, and in future experiments 

only this marker was used. 
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Figure 4.5. ABP-peptide vaccines activate cDCs in the spleen and bone marrow. (A) 
Schematic of experimental timeline. In this activation assay, organs are harvested 18 hr 
following administration of equimolar concentrations (100 pmol) of control (PBS), 
ABP, L-OVACD4/CD8, admix (ABP and L-OVACD4/CD8) and ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (n = 4/5 
mice per treatment group). Following processing and staining, samples were analysed 
by flow cytometry. (B) Typical flow cytometry profiles of the expression of activation 
markers CD86 and CD80 on splenic CD11c+ APCs, defined as CD45+ B220- CD11c+ cells. 
Grey histograms represent control treated animals and the solid black lines represent 
the response to the treatment indicated on the left of the graph. (C) Graphed data of 
the MFI values for CD86 and CD80. Each treatment was administered at 100 pmol. 
*P<0.1, **P<0.01, ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison 
test. The **** above ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 on the CD86 graph indicates the P value 
compared to all other groups. (D) MFI of CD86 on DCs in the spleen and bone marrow 
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18 hr after treatment with equimolar concentrations of control (PBS), ABP, L-HPVCD8, 
admix (ABP and L-HPVCD8) and ABP-L-HPVCD8 (500 pmol). The gating strategy 
indicates how cDC1 and cDC2 subclasses were defined. *P<0.1, **P<0.01, ****P<0.0001; 
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Results are representative 
of three independent experiments.  

 

As ABPs have a high affinity for hydroxyapatite, a major constituent of the bone, I 

wished to investigate if ABP-peptide vaccines induced activation of bone marrow 

resident APCs386. In contrast to the previous experiment, mice were immunised with 

the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine, or relevant controls groups, to confirm activation of 

APCs was dependent on the ABP molecule, and not due to the cathepsin-cleavable 

linker, or choice of peptide. In addition, CD11c+ cells were further classified into two 

the subsets of cDCs, cDC1 and cDC2 cells, which were differentiated based on their 

expression of CD8α and CD11b, respectively.  

 

Both cDC subsets upregulated expression of CD86 in the spleen and bone marrow 

following vaccination with ABP-L-HPVCD8 (Figure 4.5D), suggesting no preferential 

activation of a particular subtype. In contrast, equimolar concentrations of ABP or 

L-HPVCD8 alone failed to enhance CD86 expression in the bone marrow or spleen. 

Furthermore, co-administration of ABP with L-HPVCD8 (admix group) had no effect 

on CD86 expression, suggesting conjugation of the two moieties was essential for 

APC activation.  

 

 

To further explore how inhibition of the mevalonate pathway modulates immune 

responses, I investigated whether ABPs directly affected APC activation in vitro. 

Fresh murine BMDCs were stimulated with ABP alone or in combination with the 

TLR2-L Pam3Cys, an activator of BMDCs via the MyD88 signalling pathway387. 
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These BMDCs resemble CD11c+ CD11b+ DC and are generated by culturing fresh 

bone marrow with medium containing GM-CSF for seven days (explained in section 

2.6.4). At 18 hrs, cells were harvested and CD86 expression assessed by flow 

cytometry. As anticipated, treatment with TLR2-L induced a significant increase in 

CD86 expression compared to untreated cells (Figure 4.6A). In comparison, 

treatment with ABP alone failed to enhance the expression of CD86 on BMDCs, 

suggesting ABPs cannot directly activate APCs but can potentiate responses induced 

by TLR2-L.  

 

As mentioned earlier, activation of the inflammasome, by inhibitors of the 

mevalonate pathway, sensitises BMDCs to the IL-1 inducing activities of TLR 

ligands360,363. Given these observations, I examined whether ABP-peptide vaccines 

sufficiently inhibited the mevalonate pathway to activate the inflammasome and 

enhance IL-1β production. To investigate this, an in vitro cell culture assay was 

established, where fresh BMDCs were treated with either ABP, TLR2-L or admixture 

of the two, and IL-1β levels assessed in the supernatant at 48 or 72 hrs by IL-1β 

ELISA. 

 

Treatment with ABP alone did not induce IL-1β release but potentiated the IL-1β 

levels produced by the TLR2-L in a time-dependent manner (Figure 4.6B). Moreover, 

amplified IL-1β production could be prevented by co-incubating cells with an 

inhibitor of capase-1. An increase in IL-1β levels was observed in cultures treated 

with TLR2-L and 257 pmol of ABP-L-CMVCD8 (Figure 4.6C). As cell viability was not 

significantly affected at this concentration, these results were consistent with 

inflammasome activation of the conjugate (Figure 4.6D). However, at higher 

concentrations of the vaccine the IL-1β levels dropped, and this was associated with 

a loss of BMDC viability (Figure 4.6D).  
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Figure 4.6. Increased IL-1β production by ABP-L-CMVCD8 treated BMDCs. (A) 
Expression of activation marker CD86 on BMDCs 18 hr after treatment with ABP, 
TLR2-L, admixture of the two or control (media only). (B) IL-1β concentration in the 
supernatant of BMDCs after exposure to 60 nmol ABP and TRL2-L (40 pmol) for 42 hr. 
An additional group of cells was pre-treated with 15 nmol of caspase-1 inhibitor, Z-
YVAD-FMK, for 2 hr before the addition of ABP. IL-1β concentration in the 
supernatant was determined by IL-1β ELISA. (C) IL-1β concentrations in cell 
supernatant after incubation with increasing concentrations of ABP-L-CMVCD8 with or 
without TLR2-L for 72 hr. (D) Number of live BMDCs following incubation with ABP-
L-CMVCD8 with or without TLR2-L (6 pmol) for 72 hr. Live cell count was normalised 
against the cell count from medium-only treated cells. (C & D) Represent one replicate 
for each concentration, experiment was performed twice.  

 

 

I next wanted to assess if IL-1β or other inflammatory cytokines increased in the 

serum of mice following ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 administration. An exploratory 

experiment was performed, where serum was taken 3 and 24 hr after administration 

of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, α-GalCer or control. The α-GalCer group was included as a 

positive control as the cytokine profile of this molecule has been well 

characterised388,389. Serum was analysed using a 23-plex cytokine bead array, which 
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measures the levels of 23 different cytokines/chemokines simultaneously in the one 

sample. No significant serum cytokine response was seen at 3 hrs post-vaccination 

(data not shown). The expression of all 23 cytokines at 24 hrs post-administration of 

the varying concentrations of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 is shown in the heat map (Figure 

4.7A). A dose dependent increase in serum IFN-γ, IL-12(p40) and RANTES was 

observed, with serum concentrations displayed in Figure 4.7B. No other serum 

cytokines were detected above background.  
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Figure 4.7. Cytokine profile in the serum of mice 24 hrs after administration. (A) 
Serum cytokines levels 24 hr after administration of increasing concentrations of ABP-
L-OVACD4/CD8 (5-fold dilution from 2 nmol - 3.2 pmol), α-GalCer (0.52 nmol) and control 
(PBS). Two mice were administered in each treatment group and the experiment was 
performed once. Samples were normalised to the cytokine concentration observed in 
control (PBS) treated animals. (B-D) Serum levels of IL-12(p40), IFN-γ and RANTES at 
24 hr after vaccine.**P<0.01; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test.  
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While no IL-1 was detectable in the serum of mice at 3 or 24 hrs, it was plausible that 

IL-1 was produced at a local site, such as the bone, at concentrations that were 

sufficient to drive an immune response but insufficient to increase serum 

concentrations. To rule out the involvement of inflammasome-induced IL-1, the 

soluble IL-1 receptor Anakinra was administered at a dose previously reported to 

inhibit inflammasome activation390. This was administered before immunisation with 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 to allow systemic accumulation, and was then administered every 

day thereafter until B16.OVA tumour cell challenge on day seven. Unvaccinated 

mice treated with anakinra rapidly succumbed to their tumours at the same rate as 

untreated mice (Figure 4.8A). However, administration of anakinra with ABP-

L-OVACD4/CD8 had no effect on the anti-tumour response induced by the vaccine, 

suggesting IL-1 was not critical for the anti-tumour activity (Figure 4.8A). 

 

Enzymatic cleavage of the PABC linker to release the peptide results in exposure of 

the amine group of the linker. This in itself is self-reactive under physiological 

conditions, resulting in the end products of CO2, azaquinone methides and the 

ABP391. Despite being labelled as a “traceless” linker392, azaquinone methides are 

electrophilic and can react with nucleophiles, such as DNA, inducing DNA damage 

and activation of stress response pathways393-395. Toxic quinone methide species are 

generally reduced by cellular glutathione (GSH), a thiol antioxidant that maintains 

liver homeostasis by detoxifying oxygen-derived free radicals396,397. Following 

depletion of GSH stocks, hepatoxicity occurs, resulting in increased ALT levels in the 

serum398. I hypothesised that the azaquinone methides may act directly as immune 

stimulants or induce hepatotoxicity and the release of endogenous DAMPs to 

enhance APC activation. Administration of N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a precursor of 

GSH, enhances GSH levels and prevents liver toxicity. I hypothesised that co-

administration of NAC and ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, or L-OVACD4/CD8 would allow 

assessment of whether reactive azaquinone methides were involved in activating 
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APCs. Mice were administered NAC intraperitoneally at 300 mg/kg of body weight, 

an effective dose previously reported in multiple studies399,400. At the dose used in 

this experiment, L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice only displayed a minor shift in ALT levels 

compared to control mice, and there was no change with NAC co-administration 

(Figure 4.8B). In comparison to control, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 mice exhibited increased 

serum ALT levels at 18 hr post-vaccination, with co-administration of NAC resulting 

in a trend towards less ALT production (Figure 4.8B). No difference in CD86 

expression was observed on splenic CD11c+ APCs in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 treated 

groups, regardless of NAC treatment. Furthermore, both of these groups displayed 

significantly greater expression of CD86 than control, or L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice 

(Figure 4.8C). These results suggested that reduced azaquinone methide reactivity 

had no effect on the activity induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccines. 

 

Figure 4.8. Blockade of IL-1 signalling and glutathione repletion has no effect on 
vaccine efficacy. (A) B16.OVA tumour growth rate in mice immunised with ABP-L-
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OVACD4/CD8 (100 pmol) with or without the soluble IL-1 receptor, Anakinra 
administered I.P. at 100 µg/g of body weight. Mice received anakinra every day 
starting from two days before immunisation up until tumour challenge with B16.OVA 
tumour cells on day seven. Growth curves represent the average growth rate of 4 mice 
per group, with values displayed until the first animal of the group reached tumour 
endpoint of 200 mm2. Results representative of two independent experiments. (B) 
Assessment of ALT levels in serum after administration of L-OVACD4/CD8, ABP-
L-OVACD4/CD8 and control (PBS) (n = 3). (C) Expression of CD86 on splenic cDCs 18 hr 
after administration of L-OVACD4/CD8, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or control (PBS) in 
combination with control (PBS) or NAC (0.3 mg/g). ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; two-way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

Adjuvant activity of ABP in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells is a new concept that does 

not feature prominently in the literature. This chapter aimed to determine how ABPs 

may enhance the immunogenicity of peptides when conjugated together to form 

ABP-peptide vaccines. The effect of the ABP on the distribution of the vaccine to 

certain APCs subsets for processing was assessed. Multiple APC subsets were 

activated in both the spleen and bone marrow following vaccine administration, with 

vaccine activity found to be dependent on CD11c+ phagocytic cells. Interestingly, 

depletion of Clec9a+ cells did not to abrogate the CD8+ T cell response induced by 

ABP-peptide vaccines, indicating classical cross-presenting cDC1s were not essential. 

Despite previous publications that ABPs activate the inflammasome, the ABP-

peptide vaccines did not strongly activate the inflammasome at the concentration 

used and activity was not dependent on inflammasome-induced cytokine signalling. 

 

Through the use of various depletion models and strains, the APC subsets involved 

in processing the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine were assessed. A summary of these 

results is presented in Figure 4.9. Efficacy was reduced in bone marrow chimeric 

CD11c-DTR mice depleted of CD11c+ cells. In these mice, only CD11c+ cells derived 
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from the transplanted CD11c-DTR bone marrow are depleted following DT treated. 

Therefore, these results suggest a CD11c+ bone marrow-derived cell was crucial for 

vaccine activity. Activity was also reduced in mice depleted of phagocytic cells using 

clodronate liposomes. However, vaccine efficacy was retained in Clec9a-depleted 

animals. These results suggested cDC1s and pDCs were not involved in vaccine 

activity and neither were CD11c- APCs, such as B cells or CD11c+ NK cells that are 

lowly phagocytic. Instead, it suggested a macrophage-like CD11c+ cell or cDC2 

subset was required for vaccine efficacy. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Summary of APCs involved in vaccine processing. The red cross marks 
cell types that were found to be unnecessary for vaccine activity using various 
depletion models.  

 

Of all CD11c+ APCs, Clec9a+ cDC1s are the most efficient cross-presenting cells110,379,401 

and have been shown to have a vital role in spontaneous anti-tumour responses402 or 

viral-induced CD8+ T cell responses403,404. Consequently, many vaccine products 

specifically target cDC1 cells382,405. However, the activity of the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

vaccine was retained in the absence of cDC1s in Clec9a-DTR mice, suggesting a 

unique APC population could be involved in vaccine processing. Several other 

Should LC have 

a cross 
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immunotherapies have been shown to be effective in Clec9a-knockout animals. 

Responses adjuvanted by the TLR ligand poly I:C were just as effective in mice 

lacking Clec9a+ cells as they were in wildtype animals406. In these mice, poly I:C 

induced multiple DC subtypes, in particular cDC2s, to take up antigen and cross-

present to CD8+ T cells, thereby making cDC1 activity redundant. If a similar 

redundancy was occurring with the ABP-peptide vaccines it would be expected that 

vaccine efficacy would be retained in cDC2 knockout mice as cDC1 cells or other 

APCs would acquire and process the vaccine instead.  

 

Targeted depletion of cDC2s proved difficult. Although cDC2 cells can be depleted 

using CD11b-DTR mice this depletion is not specific to cDC2 cells, as CD11b+ 

macrophages and monocytes are also depleted when these mice are treated with DT. 

Furthermore, these mice became sick following multiple DTR treatments. An 

alternative model was to use clodronate liposomes to assess the role of phagocytic 

cells. Clodronate liposomes have been reported to deplete cDC2s and immature DCs, 

but not cDC1 and mature DCs407. Abrogation of ABP-peptide vaccine activity 

following clodronate liposome administration suggested a phagocytic cell type was 

involved in the response. Interestingly, in comparison to previous reports, I observed 

clodronate liposomes depleted both cDC1 and cDC2 cells in the spleen. However, 

these were unlikely to be essential for the vaccine induced T cell response as removal 

of the spleen, which as indicated by the clodronate liposome depletion data is a 

major reservoir of cDC2s, had no effect on the immune response induced by 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine.  

 

Clodronate liposomes have been reported by others to effectively deplete 

macrophage-like Kupffer cells in the liver408, marginal zone and red pulp 

macrophages in the spleen409 and macrophages in the bone marrow410,411. Therefore, 

whilst identifying a phagocytic CD11c+ Clec9a- bone marrow-derived cell type that 

was not solely located in the spleen was essential for vaccine activity, I was unable to 
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further define the required population using the models available in our facility. 

Despite these shortcomings, the clodronate liposome model was sufficient to observe 

a difference between the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccines, 

with the T cell response retained in α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 administered mice 

depleted of phagocytes. These results suggested the ABP moiety of the vaccine 

specifically directed the vaccine to a particular phagocytic APC population, whereas 

the α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine activity was not reliant on these cells. Recent data 

obtained in our laboratory showed that the α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine activity 

was dependent on Clec9a+ cells (Anna Mooney, unpublished data). Combined these 

data could suggest that pDCs, which also express Clec9a, but have been suggested to 

not be depleted following clodronate liposomes, could be responsible for processing 

the α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine412. 

 

Since ABPs display rapid accumulation in the bone, it was worth considering what 

population of bone marrow CD11c+ APC could be involved in processing the ABP-

peptide vaccines272,304. When given the appropriate activation signals from M-CSF 

and RANKL, osteoclasts can derive from CD11c+ DCs413. However, there is no 

evidence mature osteoclasts retain CD11c+ expression, suggesting they are not 

involved in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccine. Accumulating evidence indicates 

that non-osteoclastic cells, including macrophages can be affected by ABPs. Through 

the use of a fluorescently-tagged ABP molecule, Coxon and colleagues demonstrated 

that ABPs released during bone resorption in vivo can be taken up by nearby 

macrophages414. Furthermore, osteonecrosis of the jaw, which is common condition 

observed in patients on ABP therapy, is thought to occur as a result of ABP activity 

on epithelial cells and surrounding macrophages in the jaw415,416. In vitro studies have 

also shown non-bone cells are capable of phagocytosing ABPs bound to a bone 

surface417. When presented together, these data contradict conventional views that 

only osteoclasts are affected by ABPs in vivo and further support how a CD11c+ cell-
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type in the bone microenvironment, such as CD11c+ osteal macrophages, could be 

involved in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines.  

 

Further investigation of bone marrow T cell priming following ABP-peptide 

vaccination is warranted. Bone marrow-resident CD11c+ APCs have been 

demonstrated to drive T cell responses, despite not often being considered a 

traditional site of T cell priming137. Accumulation of the vaccine to the bone could be 

further analysed by removing the femur bones from mice shortly after 

administration of ABP-peptide vaccines and culturing these with human PBMCs 

containing Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. If the Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are activated when cultured with 

bones from ABP-peptide treated animals, and not in bone cultures from untreated 

animals, it would suggest vaccine accumulation in the bone.  

 

The majority of literature discussing ABP activity in mice has focussed on their 

effects on the bone and osteoclasts. However, a handful of publications have shown 

that ABPs also accumulate in other organs following administration418. For instance, 

the ABP pamidronate accumulated in the bone, liver and spleen as early as two 

hours following I.V. administration and remained at detectable levels for at least 

seven days419. In comparison, in the same experiment the bisphosphonates clodronate 

and etidronate accumulated only in the bone. These bisphosphonates could be 

encouraged to gather in the spleen if they were administered in an aqueous solution 

as opposed to a physiological saline solution, suggesting the solution the drug is 

administered in influences the activity. In turn, clodronate is taken up by splenic and 

hepatic macrophages in vivo when it is complexed with iron, with the formation of 

these complexes highly dependent on the solution osmolarity and ionic strength419. 

As mentioned in chapter 3, ABPs can form complexes with divalent metal ions Ca2+ 

and Mg2+ and with transition state metals Cu2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ and Fe2+ 420. The ability to 

form complexes in physiologically saline conditions may explain why ABPs can 

accumulate in the liver and spleen and non-aminobisphosphonates do not. Based on 
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these data it is plausible the ABP-peptide vaccines also accumulate in the liver and 

spleen, possibly by the formation of complexes with metal ions or a complex with the 

large lipophilic peptide attached to the ABP. While the retained anti-tumour activity 

of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 in splenectomised mice suggested the spleen was not essential 

for vaccine activity, the role of phagocytic cells in the liver, for instance CD11c+ 

Kupffer cells was not investigated in this thesis. As a hepatectomy cannot be 

performed, gadolinium chloride, which specifically depletes Kupffer cells421, could be 

utilised in future experiments to assess the role of the liver in vaccine activity. 

Furthermore, the presence of liver TRM cells could be assessed at day 30 to give an 

indication of whether T cell priming occurred at this site. 

 

Classically, three signals are required for strong peptide-specific cytotoxic CD8+ T cell 

responses: peptide presentation by MHC-I to T cells (signal 1), co-stimulatory signals 

from the APC (signal 2) and cytokine signalling (signal 3)422. Activation of APCs is 

essential to enhance the expression of co-stimulatory ligands and production of 

cytokines423. The data presented in this chapter identified that ABP-peptide vaccines 

induce systemic activation of CD11c+ APCs in vivo, with an increase in activation 

marker CD86 observed on APCs in the spleen and bone marrow. Furthermore, this 

response was observed in both cDC1 and cDC2 subsets. Considering the low dose of 

vaccine used for the experiments in this chapter, it is unlikely the systemic activation 

of APCs was a result of the ABP moiety, as mice administered an equimolar 

concentration of ABP alone displayed no activation in either organ, and BMDCs 

cultured in vitro with ABP failed to show an increase in CD86 expression. These 

findings support previous reports that ABP or statin treatment alone does not 

activate BMDCs in vitro, and suggests the adjuvant activity of mevalonate pathway 

inhibition is distinct from more conventional PAMP-driven adjuvant effects that 

directly activate APCs297,424.  
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It could be speculated that the systemic activation of APCs induced by the ABP-

peptide vaccine was a result of the vaccine accumulating at numerous organ sites 

following administration. Although previous ABP-prodrugs that incorporate 

chemotherapeutic drugs or antibiotics have been shown to retain a strong homing to 

the bone, the addition of the large lipophilic linker and peptide to the ABP could 

change the pharmacokinetics of the vaccine376. Alternatively, as mentioned in section 

4.3.1 the complexation of the ABP-peptide vaccines with metal ions could alter the 

distribution of the molecules. Without a method for labelling our vaccines, as 

attachment of a fluorescent molecule could further change the kinetics and 

experiments with radioactive isotypes cannot be performed at our facility, there was 

no way to determine this. Alternatively, the activation at numerous sites could be 

explained by a contaminating factor in the vaccine mix that is immune stimulating 

but too small to be detected by HPLC analysis of the vaccines.  

 

There have been numerous reports of enhanced inflammatory responses following 

inhibition of the mevalonate pathway at multiple steps. For instance, patients often 

experience flu-like symptoms after their first dose of ABPs, with an increase in pro-

inflammatory cytokines observed425,426. Furthermore, the pathogenesis of mevalonate 

kinase deficiency is reported to be driven by pyrin inflammasome activation, with 

patients displaying enhanced TLR-induced cytokine production427,428. The extent of 

inflammasome activation and the involvement of this pathway in the immune 

response induced by the ABP-peptide vaccines was assessed. Co-administration of 

ABP with TLR2-L resulted in a significant increase in CD86 expression and IL-1β 

production by BMDCs in vitro. However, replicating this experiment with 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 was difficult, as increasing concentrations of ABP-L-CMVCD8 resulted 

in increased death of the BMDCs in culture. This prevented concentrations similar to 

that used with ABP alone (40 nmol) to be reached. Despite this, a limited IL-1β signal 

was observed following co-treatment with ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and TLR2-L. As there 
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was concern that the toxicity of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 in vitro prevented an observable 

IL-1β signal, the concentration of IL-1β was determined in the serum of mice 24 hr 

after vaccination. However, no detectable IL-1β signal was observed and blockade of 

IL-1 signalling in vivo, via administration of soluble IL-1R, had no effect on the 

vaccine-induced response. Combined these results suggested the inflammasome was 

weakly activated by the ABP-peptide vaccine but was not essential for T cell priming 

by the vaccine. These results support the findings from Xia and colleagues297, where 

disruption to inflammasome signalling, via numerous inflammasome knockout 

mouse strains (ASC-/-, Caspase 1-/-/11-/-, Mefv-/-, Myd88-/- and Triflps2/lps2), had no effect on 

statin-enhanced OVA-specific IgG titres. As statins also strongly disrupt mevalonate 

pathway signalling, the inflammasome independent activity of ABP-peptide vaccines 

is consistent with the phenomenon that inhibition of the mevalonate pathway 

enhances adaptive immune responses in an inflammasome-independent mechanism. 

 

The self-immolating PABC linker used in the vaccines was chosen because it has high 

stability in plasma but is susceptible to intracellular enzymolysis to allow release of 

linked products in the cells372. Cleavage of the linker by cathepsin reveals the amine 

of the PABC, which in turn is self-reactive under physiological conditions, resulting 

in the end products of CO2, azaquinone methides and the ABP391. Quinone methides 

have been shown to form covalent adducts with cellular nucleophiles and alkylate 

GSH, proteins and DNA and induce hepatotoxicity393-395. In turn, these interactions 

have been shown to result in activation of stress response pathways and induce 

synthesis of proteins, including heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) which has been 

described to activate MyD88 pathway signalling via TLR2 and TLR4429,430. Therefore, I 

hypothesised that azaquinone methides, as by-products of vaccine cleavage, might 

be responsible for both TLR signalling (leading to APC activation in conjunction with 

ABP activity), and for liver toxicity due to GSH depletion. By administering excess 

NAC, which is converted intracellularly to GSH, I could assess this hypothesis by 
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trapping the azaquinone methides and preventing their alternative actions. The 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine increased serum ALT levels at 18 hr after administration, 

indicating liver toxicity. An increase in serum ALT was also observed in 

L-OVACD4/CD8 treated animals, suggesting the toxicity may indeed be related to the 

linker molecule, or components of this that are released following cathepsin-

mediated cleavage. Co-administration of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and NAC, to replenish 

glutathione levels, reduced serum ALT levels, suggesting azaquinone methide-

induced liver damage. However, NAC had no effect on the activation of APCs 

induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. This suggested any toxicity related to the 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine, in particular the azaquinone methide end-product, was 

not essential for vaccine-induced APC activation. 

 

It has previously been shown that treatment with NKT cell-activating glycolipids 

results in a transient increase in serum ALT as a result of cytokines, in particular 

TNF-α, released by NKT cells431. Treatment with NAC has also been shown to 

prevent ROS-induced activation of NKT cells432. Since mevalonate pathway 

inhibition is associated with increased ROS363, it could also be concluded from these 

results that the liver toxicity was not a result of ABP-induced ROS signalling. 

However, this did not indicate if NKT cells were activated in a ROS-independent 

manner by the vaccines. A potential role of NKT cells in the immune response 

induced by the vaccines is explored in chapter 5.  

 

Limited analysis of ABP-induced cytokines has been reported for murine cells. In 

vitro analysis revealed ABPs and statins have no effect on cytokine production by 

murine BMDCs when administered alone297,427. However, when combined with TLR 

ligands, ABP treatment increased IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-12 signalling in 

comparison to TLR-L alone427. Suppressed expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines 

IL-10, IFN-γ and RANTES and chemotactic cytokines MCP-1, MIP1-β, MIP1-α was 
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also observed in this study. In comparison, analysis of the serum cytokines induced 

by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 in vivo did not reveal a strong cytokine signature, with only 

three of the twenty-three cytokines analysed displaying a dose titration response at 

24 hr: RANTES, IL-12p40 and IFN-γ. These cytokines were indicative of a Th1 

immune response. RANTES has been shown to be involved in guiding spatial 

organisation of immune cells, with CD8+ T cells in RANTES-/- mice showing 

decreased cytotoxic capacity and higher levels of exhaustion markers433. IL-12p40 

refers to the p40 subunit of IL-12 that is expressed by activated APCs. IL-12p70 is 

commonly considered the biologically functional form of IL-12 and represents a 70-

kDa heterodimer consisting of the IL-12 p40 and p35 subunits linked via a 

disulphide-bond. However, IL-12p40 alone also modulates immune responses, by 

antagonising IL-12p70 and IL-23 activity as well as activating and recruiting APCs to 

the tumour site195. Interestingly, the concentration of IL-12p40 appears to determine 

whether it enhances or diminishes CD8+ T cell proliferation in response to antigens, 

with low doses providing a beneficial response and high doses suppressing 

proliferation434. As IFN-γ and IL-12p40 positively regulate each other, it was 

unsurprising that an increase in IFN-γ was also observed435. IFN-γ is a classical Th1 

cytokine that has been shown to activate macrophages, act directly on T cells to 

enhance peptide-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell memory436, and increase T cell 

migratory capacity to the site of antigen437. 

 

It has been reported that IL-1 is essential for CD4+ T cell responses but not CD8+ T cell 

expansion and development into cytotoxic cells, which instead relies more heavily on 

IL-12 signalling368. The detectable IL-12(p40) signal and limited IL-1 signal combined 

with a significant CD8+ T cell response induced following ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine 

administration supports this observation. This thesis has not extensively investigated 

CD4+ T cell responses after administration of ABP-peptide vaccines but based on the 

cytokines expressed it could be speculated that a suboptimal CD4+ T cell response 

would be induced. 
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It is possible the absence of detectable cytokines was a result of the time point chosen 

for serum collection and so the detection of one cytokine came at the expense of 

missing the peak of another. The IL-1β signal detected by ELISA was measured at 

48 hrs after BMDC treatment in vitro and may have been missed with the 24 hr time 

point for the serum analysis. Additionally, IL-12p70 has been shown to peak at 6 hr 

after the administration of APC activating ligands such as TLR ligands, 

staphylococcal enterotoxin B and glycolipids226,438 and may have been missed at 24 hr. 

Furthermore, as it was anticipated the ABP-peptide vaccines accumulated in the 

bone, most of the cytokines produced there may have been taken up by cells in the 

bone environment, preventing detectable levels to be achieved in circulation. The 

local production of cytokines could be assessed by intracellular cytokine staining and 

flow cytometric analysis of APCs in the bone marrow, or other organs of interest, 

shortly after administration of ABP-peptide vaccines. This could also assess which 

cells are producing the IFN-γ, IL-12(p40) and RANTES. 

 

ABPs induce a plethora of effects. Targeted uptake of a high concentration of ABP 

results in cell death, due to decreased prenylation of multiple proteins crucial for 

cellular function334-336,337. Indeed, toxicity was observed in BMDC cultures treated 

with a high concentration of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. However, it has recently been 

reported that increased levels of unprenylated Rab5B, following administration of 

relatively moderate concentrations of polar statins, increases antigen presentation 

and the adaptive immune response297. Furthermore, this thesis demonstrated that 

low doses of ABP-peptide vaccines were capable of adjuvanting antigen-specific 

immune responses. Together these results suggest the effect of ABPs on cells is dose 

dependent, with high concentrations significantly impairing APC cell functioning 

and resulting in cell death, whereas weak, or short-term inhibition of the mevalonate 
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pathway results in an adjuvant effect on the APC, resulting in greater adaptive 

immune responses.  

 

Unfortunately, the effect of statins on endosome trafficking via accumulation of 

unprenylated Rab5B was published towards the end of my PhD and I did not have 

sufficient time to assess the effect of the ABP-peptide vaccines on the duration of 

peptide presentation and correlated Rab5B levels. This would be an interesting 

aspect to examine in the future.  

 

In this chapter I have shown that a bone marrow-derived phagocytic CD11c+ 

population was necessary for the efficacy of ABP-peptide vaccines in vivo in mice. 

Specialist cross-presenting cDC1s were not required for the generation of cytotoxic 

CD8+ T cells by the ABP-peptide vaccine. Furthermore, the spleen was not an 

essential site for vaccine uptake and T cell priming, suggesting the ABP moiety 

targets the vaccine to an unconventional cross-presenting APC subset. 

 

ABP-peptide vaccines activated APCs in the spleen and bone marrow. The 

L-OVACD4/CD8 compound also significantly increased the expression of CD86 on 

splenic APCs in comparison to control treated animals. This suggested a unique 

activity of L-OVACD4/CD8 that is examined more in chapter 5.  

 

Examination of inflammasome signalling following ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

administration revealed a weak IL-1β signal induced in vitro, no IL-1β detectable in 

the serum of mice in vivo and retention of vaccine activity in vivo following anakinra 

administration. These results strongly supported an inflammasome-independent 

activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines. Furthermore, repletion of glutathione levels to 

prevent vaccine-induced liver toxicity or potential ROS accumulation, and 
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subsequent activation of NKT cells, also failed to significantly change the immune 

response.  

 

Combined, the results in this chapter suggest the ABP moiety directs the vaccine to a 

bone-marrow-derived phagocytic CD11c+ population that is necessary for the 

activation, and proliferation of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells. The cause of the 

systemic APC activation following ABP-peptide vaccine requires further 

investigation.  
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5 Role of NKT cells in ABP-peptide 

vaccine activity 
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5.1 Introduction  

NKT cells help to form the bridge between the innate and adaptive immune systems. 

Like Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, they exist in a semi-activated state, and become rapidly 

activated following recognition of non-peptide ligands presented on the MHC-like 

molecule, CD1d204. Activated NKT cell can provide universal T cell help, and our 

laboratory has previously shown that this can be harnessed to stimulate CD8+ T cell 

responses against model and viral peptide antigens, and induce anti-tumour activity 

in models of melanoma and lung cancer227,228.  

 

A large focus of the synthetic vaccine group at the Ferrier Institute is the synthesis of 

the potent CD1d glycolipid, α-GalCer, and derivatisation into α-GalCer-peptide 

conjugate vaccines. α-GalCer can stimulate NKT cells at a concentration as low as 

2 ng439. Our laboratory has previously published that these α-GalCer-peptide 

vaccines activate APCs and NKT cells, resulting in enhanced peptide-specific CD8+ T 

cell responses in vivo in mice. The activity of these α-GalCer-peptide vaccines is lost 

in CD1-/- mice that lack NKT cells440. These compounds are synthesised, purified and 

formulated in the same laboratory where the ABP-L prodrugs, peptide-linker 

controls, and ABP-peptide vaccines were manufactured. I often included 

α-GalCer-peptide vaccines in my experiments, as positive controls for the assays. As 

NKT cells are present at a very high frequency in C57BL/6J mice441, it was plausible 

they could be indirectly activated by the ABP-peptide vaccines but it was 

hypothesised that the ABP-peptide vaccines would function in a very different 

mechanism to the α-GalCer-peptide vaccines, and have no dependence on NKT cells.  

 

The NKT cell response to glycolipid antigens such as α-GalCer is well characterised, 

however, NKT cells can also be activated via “stress-inducible” ligands of the 

NKG2D receptor and TCR-independent activation via the cytokines IL-12 and 

IL-18442,218,443-445. Activated NKT cells release a multitude of cytokines including IFN-γ 

and IL-4 which are involved in promoting Th1 and Th2 immune responses, 
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respectively446. They can also act as helper cells to enhance B cell responses and 

activate APCs to enhance T cell responses447-449. 

 

Activated murine NKT cells display a unique expression pattern of their TCR and 

activation markers. Activation via the invariant Vα14 TCR triggers rapid down-

regulation of the TCR, with expression remaining low until 72 hrs following 

stimulation, after which TCR positive NKT cells reappear at expanded numbers450,451. 

These kinetics occur in the spleen, liver, peripheral blood and bone marrow451. 

Expression of NK1.1 ( also termed NKR-P1C or CD161c), a C-lectin type NK receptor 

in C57BL/6J mice452, is also progressively downregulated following stimulation, such 

that levels remain significantly suppressed seven days after α-GalCer injection451. 

Despite decreased expression of the TCR, the effector function of these cells remains 

intact, with significant IL-12, IFN-γ and IL-4 production and upregulation of markers 

associated with function such as PD-1 and the IL-2 receptor, CD25450,453,454. In 

addition, activated NKT cells upregulate surface expression of CD40L, which can 

interact with CD40 on DCs and help drive DC maturation223. Increased expression of 

the type II C-type lectin CD69 is observed on any activated leukocyte, including NKT 

cells455. On NKT cells CD69 peaks in expression at 18 hr after stimulation and returns 

to levels below baseline by 72 hr. A summary of the expression of these markers in 

C57BL/6J mice post-stimulation with α-GalCer is provided in Table 5.1. Since mice 

do not have group 1 CD1 molecules, such as CD1a, the role of NKT cells can be 

assessed through the use of CD1-/- mice456. In these mice deletion of both CD1d1 and 

CD1d2 genes prevents positive selection for both type I and type II NKT cells in the 

thymus, and thus generates mice devoid of NKT cells457,458.  
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Table 5.1. Expression parameters of activated NKT cells. 

Time post-
stimulation 

Freq of 
Tetramer+ 

NK1.1 CD69 CD25 PD-1 

3 hr Baseline Baseline ↑ ? ? 

18 hr Reduced ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

72 hr Expanded ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ 

seven days Expanded ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ 

Expression in comparison to that on naïve NKT cells447,450,451,459. 

 

Specifically, this chapter aims to: 

1. Assess if CD1d is essential for ABP-peptide vaccine efficacy in C57BL/6J mice. 

2. Determine if NKT cells are activated by ABP-peptide vaccines, intermediate 

products or linker-peptide control vaccines. 

5.2 Results 

 

The activity of ABP-peptide vaccines was assessed in CD1-/- animals. Equimolar 

concentrations of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, L-OVACD4/CD8 or the positive control vaccine 

α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 were administered to C57BL/6J or CD1-/- mice on a C57BL/6J 

background. Seven days later, mice were challenged with OVA257-264-pulsed 

splenocytes and the cytotoxic response assessed the following day (Figure 5.1A). As 

anticipated, the α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine displayed a strong cytotoxic response 

in C57BL/6J mice that was significantly reduced in CD1-/- animals (Figure 5.1B). 

Surprisingly, the cytotoxic response induced by L-OVACD4/CD8 was also reduced in 

CD1-/- animals. Moreover, the cytotoxic response induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 was 

significantly reduced by a magnitude of 5-fold in CD1-/- mice. Interestingly, 

approximately 20 % specific lysis remained in these mice, which was not observed in 
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CD1-/- mice immunised with L-OVACD4/CD8 or α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8, suggesting the 

ABP moiety may be responsible for the retained efficacy at this dose.  

 

Based on these results, I next wanted to determine if the NKT cell activity was 

required for the activation of APCs by ABP-peptide vaccines and controls. To 

determine if this was a feature of all ABP-peptide vaccines the ABP-L-HPVCD8 

vaccine was used for this analysis. Equimolar concentrations of ABP-L-HPVCD8 

vaccine or control L-HPVCD8 vaccine were administered to mice and the expression of 

CD86 on splenic cDC1 and cDC2 cells assessed 18 hr later (Figure 5.1C).  

 

While ABP-L-HPVCD8 resulted in a significant increase in CD86 expression on splenic 

cDC1 and cDC2 in C57BL/6J mice, this increase in expression was lost in CD1-/- mice 

(Figure 5.1D & E), indicating CD1 was required for vaccine-mediated cDC activation. 

In contrast, both cDC subsets were not activated in response to the L-HPVCD8 vaccine 

in either mouse strain, suggesting that at the dose administered any activity induced 

by L-HPVCD8 was insufficient to activate cDCs.  
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Figure 5.1. ABP-peptide vaccine efficacy is dependent on NKT cells. (A) Schematic 
outlining the experimental protocol. Equimolar concentrations of L-OVACD4/CD8, 
ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 were administered to C57BL/6 and 
CD1-/- mice. On day seven mice were challenged with OVA257-264 peptide-loaded 
splenocytes and peptide-specific lysis determined in the peripheral blood the 
following day. (B) Peptide-specific lysis in C57BL/6 and CD1-/- mice administered the 
indicated treatments. *P<0.1, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; two way ANOVA. (C) 
Schematic outlining the experimental protocol. Spleens were collected 18 hr after mice 
were challenged with 0.5 nmol of L-HPVCD8, ABP-L-HPVCD8. (D&E) Expression of 
CD86 on splenic (D) cDC1 and (E) cDC2 cells from C57BL/6J and CD1-/- animals. 
Results are representative of two independent experiments. 

 

As the cytotoxic immune response generated by the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine and 

the L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine was diminished in CD1-/- mice, I next wanted to assess if 

NKT cells were activated following administration of these vaccines. Throughout this 

chapter NKT cell activation was evaluated at 18 or 72 hr following stimulation using 

the parameters described in Table 5.1. The time point of 18 hr was chosen as it 
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enabled the activation status of APCs to be concurrently examined. In comparison 

the 72 hr time point permitted the expansion of NKT cells as well as the expression of 

activation markers on NKT cells to be assessed.  

 

Equimolar concentrations of L-OVACD4/CD8, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, α-GalCer or PBS 

control were administered to mice and the activation status of liver NKT cells 

assessed 72 hr later (Figure 5.2A). NKT cells were detected using the α-GalCer 

loaded-CD1d-binding fluorescent tetramer and CD3-positive staining (Figure 

5.2B)460,461. The expression of CD69 and NK1.1 on tetramer+ NKT cells was assessed.  

 

As expected, the positive control, α-GalCer, induced significant expansion of 

tetramer+ NKT cells (Figure 5.2C). In mice administered the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

vaccine, a moderate but significant increase of NKT cells was evident at 72 hrs post-

administration (Figure 5.2C). In comparison, administration of equimolar 

concentrations of L-OVACD4/CD8 did not induce NKT cell expansion in the liver. The 

expression of NK1.1 was decreased on NKT cells following administration of either 

α-GalCer and ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 (Figure 5.2D), which was consistent with an 

activated phenotype. Although not as pronounced, a reduction was also observed 

with L-OVACD4/CD8, suggesting NKT cells were weakly activated by this vaccine but 

the signal was insufficient to induce expansion. While CD69 expression was 

downregulated on NKT cells from α-GalCer administered mice, there was no change 

in expression in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice and a minor increase in the 

L-OVACD4/CD8 group (Figure 5.2E). Combined, these results suggested NKT cells were 

weakly activated by both ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and L-OVACD4/CD8, with expansion of 

NKT cells evident in ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice.  
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Figure 5.2. ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and L-OVACD4/CD8 activate NKT cells. (A) Schematic 
outlining the experimental protocol. Livers were collected 72 hr after mice were 
challenged with 520 pmol of L-OVACD4/CD8, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 or α-GalCer (n = 4). (B) 
NKT cells were identified using an α-GalCer-loaded CD1d tetramer and were gated 
as CD45+ Β220- CD3+ Tetramer+. The MFI of CD69 and NK1.1 on NKT cells was then 
determined. (C) Frequency of NKT cells following immunisation with the indicated 
groups. (D) Mean expression of CD69 and NK1.1 on NKT cells. *P<0.1, **P<0.01, 
****P<0.0001; one way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Results are 
representative of two independent experiments. 

 

 

Having established that NKT cells were essential for the immune response induced 

by ABP-peptide vaccines, experiments were performed to determine if NKT cell 

activation was a result of ABP activity, or a unique feature of the vaccine construct. I 

had observed in the experiments presented in chapter 4, that low doses of ABP alone 

had no effect on the activation status of cDCs in the spleen or bone marrow. 

Therefore, I decided to inject a high concentration of ABP, equivalent to half the 
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reported LD50 for Pamidronate in mice (10.15 mg/kg, 903 nmol/per mouse assuming 

25 g mouse) and assess whether this induced activation of APCs or NKT cells. This 

concentration was obtained from the booklet published in 2014 by Novartis 

Pharmaceutical called “Adredia (pamidronate disodium for injection)”. 

 

This concentration of free ABP resulted in a moderate but significant increase in 

CD86 expression on the surface of both cDC1 and cDC2 splenic cells at 18 hr post-

administration (Figure 5.3A & B). However, there was no change in the frequency of 

splenic tetramer+ NKT cells in mice administered free ABP in comparison to positive 

control α-GalCer treated mice (Figure 5.3C). In support of this, there was no change 

in the expression of activation markers NK1.1, CD25, PD-1, and CD69 on the surface 

of NKT cells in ABP administered animals (Figure 5.3D).  

 

To determine if APC activation at this concentration was dependent on NKT cell, the 

same concentration of ABP was administered to CD1-/- animals. Indeed, splenic cDC2 

cells in CD1-/- animals retained increased expression of CD86 following ABP 

administration (Figure 5.3F). Interestingly, the expression of CD86 on cDC1 cells in 

response to ABP was diminished in CD1-/- mice (Figure 5.3E). The enhanced 

expression of the costimulatory maker CD86 on cDC2s in the absence of NKT cells 

suggested ABP-induced immune responses act directly on the APC or activate other 

helper T cell populations. In turn, these results suggest the activation of NKT cells by 

the ABP-peptide vaccines is not driven by the ABP moiety, as even at very high 

levels of ABP no NKT cell activation was observed. 
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Figure 5.3. Free ABP activates cDC1 and cDC2 cells but not NKT cells. Mice were 
I.V. administered 903 nmol ABP (n = 4), 0.5 nmol α-GalCer (n = 3), or control (PBS) (n 
= 3). Mice were culled 18 hrs later and spleens harvested, processed and stained for 
flow cytometric analysis of cDC1, cDC2 and NKT cells. (A & B) Expression of CD86 on 
cDC1 and cDC2 splenic cells in each of the treatment groups. *P<0.1; Unpaired 
Students T-test. (C) Frequency of tetramer+ NKT cells in the spleen. (D) MFI of NK1.1, 
CD25, PD-1 and CD69 on NKT cells in the spleens of mice treated with the indicated 
groups. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
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comparison test.(E & F) Expression of CD86 on splenic cDC1 and cDC2 cells in CD1-/- 

mice 18 hr after administration of ABP (903 nmol), α-GalCer (0.5 nmol) or control (n = 
3). *P<0.1; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Results are 
representative of two independent experiments. 

 

One hypothesis for the observed NKT cell activity was that mice acquired glycolipids 

from the faecal matter of α-GalCer administered mice. I interrogated my 

experimental records to assess the effect co-housing with an α-GalCer treated mouse 

had on the immune response generated in other mice. When co-housed with 

α-GalCer treated mice, PBS treated animals did not display activated NKT cells or 

APCs (Table 5.2). Furthermore, in the absence of an α-GalCer treated mouse, NKT 

cell and APC activation was retained in mice administered ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. Thus, 

the NKT cell activating-ligands were not obtained from other mice that had been 

treated with α-GalCer. 

 
Table 5.2. Analysis of co-housing effect on the immune response.  

Treatment Housing conditions 

NKT cell 

activation 

APC 

activation 

PBS control 
Housed individually ╳ ╳ 

Co-housed with α-GalCer ╳ ╳ 

ABP-

L-OVACD4/CD8 

Housed individually ✓ ✓ 

Co-housed with α-GalCer ✓ ✓ 

ABP 
Housed individually ╳ ╳ 

Co-housed with α-GalCer ╳ ╳ 

L-OVACD4/CD8  
Housed individually ✓ ✓ 

Co-housed with α-GalCer ✓ ✓ 
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Up until this point, the research presented in this thesis utilised an initial batch of the 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine (termed batch 1). When stock became low, ABP-L-HPVCD8 

batch 2 was synthesised using the exact same chemical process. 

 

Batch 2 of the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine was found to expand Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in a dose-

dependent manner (Figure 5.4A). Furthermore, the expansion induced by batch 2 

was moderately higher than that observed in response to batch 1 (Figure 5.4A). Thus, 

these data suggested that batch 2 of the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine sufficiently inhibited 

the mevalonate pathway to the same extent or slightly greater than the previous 

batch.  

 

In previous experiments, ABP-L-HPVCD8 Batch 1 at a concentration of 0.5 nmol per 

mouse, was sufficient to induce an HPV+ CD8+ T cell response and prevent tumour 

growth in a prophylactic model (section 3.2.8). However, upon testing the new batch 

of the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine (batch 2) administration of 0.5 nmol failed to induce a 

cytotoxic response against peptide-pulsed splenocytes (Figure 5.4B). This suggested 

there was something inherently different between the two batches.  

 

Unfortunately, there was very little remaining stock of ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 1 to 

allow multiple comparisons to batch 2. However, interrogation of records revealed 

that the two batches were synthesised using different batches of the ABP-linker 

(ABP-L) intermediate, consisting of ABP linked to the self-reactive PABC linker 

(synthesis was described in section 3.2.1). In addition, these two batches of ABP-L 

were also made at different times by different people. I hypothesised that a 

difference between these two batches of ABP-L intermediate could explain the 

inconsistencies between the ABP-L-HPVCD8 batches.  
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At 18 hr after administration, ABP-L batch 1 induced greater TCR downregulation on 

NKT cells than batch 2 (Figure 5.4C). In mice administered ABP-L batch 1, a greater 

proportion of splenic tetramer+ NKT cells were positive for PD-1 and concomitantly 

displayed lower NK1.1 expression in comparison to PBS treated mice, indicating 

NKT cell activation (Figure 5.4D & E). Conversely, ABP-L Batch 2 failed to promote 

activation-induced TCR down-regulation on splenic NKT cells or promote the 

downregulation of NK1.1 or upregulation of PD-1 (Figure 5.6B & C). Furthermore, 

the level of NKT cell activation induced by the ABP-L batches correlated with the 

level of APC activation. ABP-L Batch 1 induced a significant increase in CD86 

expression, whereas ABP-L Batch 2 failed to activate APCs (Figure 5.4F & G).  

 

Together these experiments indicated that the two batches of ABP-L prodrug 

differed in their capacity to activate NKT cells and, consequently activate APCs. 

These differences likely resulted in the different activities of the ABP-L-HPVCD8 

vaccine batches that were synthesised from these. 
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Figure 5.4. Inconsistent NKT cells activation between vaccine batches. (A) 
Frequency of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in PBMC cultures after incubation with the indicated 
doses of ABP, ABP-L-HPV batch 1 and 2 for seven days. IL-2 was added on days 2 and 
5. Results represent 3 pooled wells for each concentration. (B) Specific lysis of HPV49-57 
peptide-pulsed splenocytes in mice. Mice were challenged with splenocytes on day 
seven after administration of either ABP-L-HPVCD8 Batch 1 or 2 (0.5 nmol) or control. 
The specific lysis was determined the following day in peripheral blood. (C-G) Mice 
were administered 5 nmol of either ABP-L Batch 1 or 2, α-GalCer or control (PBS). 
Livers and spleens were harvested 18 hr later and the activation status of NKT cells 
and cDCs assessed. (C) Frequency of tetramer+ NKT cells in the liver. At this time point 
activated NKT cells down regulate the α-Galcer-CD1d-specific TCR resulting in less 
tetramer+ cells than control mice. (D & E) Expression of activation markers PD-1 and 
NK1.1 on liver NKT cells. (F & G) Representative histograms and graphs showing 
expression of activation marker CD86 on splenic cDCs. *P<0.1, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, 
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****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Results are 
representative of two independent experiments.  

 

 

The ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine and the L-OVACD4/CD8 control vaccine, but not ABP 

alone, specifically lead to NKT cell activation. One possibly was that impurities in the 

vaccines were contributing to NKT cell activation. Vaccines were routinely tested for 

endotoxin using the LAL assay in our laboratory, and assayed by HPLC at the Ferrier 

Institute. However, these steps do not exclude all contaminants. Both in clinical 

practice and in the laboratory, contaminants frequently take the form of 

particulates462, which may not be fully assessed by using HPLC or LAL assays. 

Therefore, I sought to exclude the possibility that particulate contaminants were 

mediating the NKT-cell stimulatory activity of the vaccines. 

 

To determine the importance of any particles in the vaccine mix, filtration of the 

vaccine was performed using 0.1 µm filter microcentrifuge tubes (MerckMillipore, 

Germany). I assessed the effect filtration had on the activation of splenic APCs and 

NKT cells at 18 hr post-administration of by ABP-L. Activation of splenic cDCs was 

significantly decreased in mice administered filtered ABP-L (Figure 5.5A). A trend 

towards a greater frequency of NKT tetramer+ cells in the spleen was observed in 

mice administered filtered ABP-L in comparison to unfiltered ABP-L. This suggested 

the filtered ABP-L provided less NKT activation signals, resulting in less TCR 

downregulation (Figure 5.5B). In line with this, there was lower expression of 

activation markers PD-1 and CD69 on splenic NKTs in filtered ABP-L administered 

mice (Figure 5.5D & E). Combined these two experiments suggested the activation of 

NKT cells was specific to the presence of the linker and the presence of a compound 

incapable of passing through the 0.1 µm filters.  
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I next investigated whether the contaminant removed by filtration was continued 

throughout the synthesis process. I analysed the effect filtration had on a batch of 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine that was synthesised using ABP-L batch 1. There was only 

sufficient volume of the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine remaining to generate a 5 µM 

stock concentration, again filtering half of this through a 0.1 µm filter. I also 

compared the effect filtration had on the of batch L-OVACD4/CD8 that was used for all 

experiments in this thesis. For this vaccine there was sufficient stock to generate a 

25 µM stock concentration in PBS. Following filtration, the unfiltered and filtered 

stocks were immediately administered I.V. at 200 µL per animal. At 18 hr following 

administration, spleens were harvested from the animals and the NKT cell and APC 

activation status analysed by flow cytometry and compared to mice administered 

control (PBS). 

 

The dose of unfiltered ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 used for this experiment was not sufficient 

to activate APCs and NKT cells, making comparisons between the unfiltered and 

filtered stocks difficult (Figure 5.5F-H). However, there was a trend towards fewer 

activated NKT cells in mice administered filtered ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 , especially 

when comparing the expression of CD25 and CD69, providing some suggestion that 

filtration had an effect on the immune response generated by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. In 

comparison, filtration had numerous effects on the immune response generated by 

the 25 µM concentration of L-OVACD4/CD8 . In comparison to unfiltered stock, filtered 

L-OVACD4/CD8 failed to increase the expression of CD86 on both cDC1 and cDC2 

splenic populations (Figure 5.5F-G). Furthermore, there was significantly more NKT 

tetramer+ cells in the spleen following administration of filtered L-OVACD4/CD8, 

indicating less activation-induced TCR downregulation (Figure 5.5H). Splenic NKT 

cells also exhibited a less activated phenotype following administration of filtered 

L-OVACD4/CD8, with greater expression of NK1.1 and decreased expression of CD25 

and CD69 on the NKT cells in comparison to unfiltered L-OVACD4/CD8 mice. 
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Combined, these responses strongly suggested a molecule or contaminant incapable 

of penetrating the 0.1 µm filter was responsible for the splenic NKT cell and APC 

activation induced by L-OVACD4/CD8.  

 

Figure 5.5. Filtering vaccines through a 0.1 µm filter reduces NKT cell stimulatory 
activity. Conjugates were diluted in PBS to the appropriate concentration (5 or 25 µM), 
filtered using centrifugal filter units and 200 µL administered to mice. Spleens were 
harvested 18 hr after administration and activation status of cDCs and NKT cells 
assessed. (A) Expression of CD86 on splenic cDCs 18 hr following administration of 
filtered or unfiltered ABP-L (5 nmol/mouse). On all graphs the dotted line indicates 
the expression in PBS control treated animals. (B) Frequency of splenic NKT cells. (C-
E) Expression of activation markers NK1.1, CD69 and CD25 on NKT cells following 
the different treatments. (F-G) Expression of CD86 on splenic cDC1 and cDC2 cells. 
(H) Frequency of splenic NKT cells. (I-K) Expression of activation markers NK1.1, 
CD69 and CD25 on NKT cells following the different treatments. *P<0.1, **P<0.01, 
****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 
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I hypothesised that the lack of in vivo activity by both ABP-L Batch 2 and 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 2 was because they lacked the contaminating NKT cell 

activating factor that was present in the original batches. I assessed this by co-

administering ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 2 with α-GalCer to determine if the presence of 

an NKT cell activating glycolipid restored the peptide-specific cytotoxic response. 

Interestingly, co-administration of 0.5 nmol of ABP-L-HPVCD8 with varying doses of 

α-GalCer failed to generate a cytotoxic T cell response capable of lysing peptide-

pulsed splenocytes in a VITAL assay (Figure 5.6A). This suggested it was not the 

absence of an NKT cell activating ligand that was responsible for the abrogated 

activity of this batch. 

 

All vaccines used in the experiments presented in this thesis had undetectable 

endotoxin levels when assessed in the LAL endotoxin assay. However, as NKT cells 

can be activated following PRR-signalling, I hypothesised that contamination with a 

different TLR ligand was responsible for the NKT cell activation induced by ABP-L 

batch 1. Therefore, I assessed the activity of ABP-L batch 1 and 2 in the HEK-mTLR 

assay (described in section 2.11.7). In this assay, the vaccines were cultured with 

HEK293 cells transfected with murine TLRs for either TLR4, TLR2, and TLR9 in 

HEKBLUE detection medium. Activation of SEAP following TLR-induced NF-κB 

activity results in hydrolysis of the detection medium into a purple product that is 

measurable by absorbance at 620 nm. As HEK293 cells also have endogenous 

expression of human TLR1, 3, 5 ,6 and 9 the response in the transfected cells is 

compared to untransfected (null) cells to ensure it is specific to the mTLR of interest. 

Both batch 1 and batch 2 of ABP-L displayed no colour change when incubated with 

cells transfected for TLR4, TLR7 or TLR9 (appendix 3). However, ABP-L batch 2 

induced a significant colour change when incubated with HEK-mTLR2 cells (Figure 

5.6B). Furthermore, this effect was dose-dependent and unique to this batch, as no 
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signal was observed for ABP-L batch 1 (Figure 5.6B). To determine if this 

contaminating factor was carried through the synthesis, I assessed ABP-L-HPVCD8 

batch 2 in this assay. This was also positive for TLR2-L activity (Figure 5.6C), 

suggesting the ligand was introduced during the synthesis or preparative HPLC of 

ABP-L batch 2.  

Figure 5.6. Different batches of ABP-L induce different levels of NKT and DC 
activation. (A) Mice were administered 0.5 nmol ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 2 co-
administered with varying concentrations of α-GalCer. Additional mice were 
administered PBS control or 0.5 nmol of ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 1. The peptide-specific 
cytotoxic response induced by these treatments was assessed in a VITAL assay at day 
seven. **P<0.0001 compared with the result for the PBS negative control; one way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. (B) HEK-mTLR2 cells (5 x 105/mL) 
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and HEK-null cells (5 x 105/mL) were incubated overnight with PBS, the indicated 
concentrations of ABP, ABP-L batch 1 or batch 2, or TLR2-L (Pam3Cys) in the presence 
of the HEKBLUE detection medium to measure NF-κB activity. This activity was 
quantified by reading the optical density at 620 nm. ****P<0.0001 represents statistical 
difference compared to HEK-null cells treated with the same compound; two-way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

5.3 Discussion  

The results presented in this chapter have attempted to understand how the vaccines 

used in this thesis activate NKT cells. It was determined that NKT cells were 

required for both the activation of APCs and the generation of peptide-specific T cell 

responses by L-OVACD4/CD8, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and ABP-L-HPVCD8 in vivo. Given ABP 

alone did not activate NKT cells, even at high doses, this suggested that the physical 

properties of the vaccine construct (such as aggregate formation, complexation to 

particles or a property of the linker) stimulated NKT cells, or that the vaccines were 

contaminated with an NKT cell-activating ligand. Filtration of these vaccines to 

remove large molecules or aggregates reduced the immunostimulatory activity of the 

vaccines in vivo. However, further analysis of an NKT cell-dependent mechanism 

was hindered by additional synthesised vaccines batches and intermediate products 

failing to induce in vivo activity. Through further investigations, the lack of activity in 

these batches was found to be correlated with the presence of a TLR2 stimulatory 

moiety in the new batch (batch 2) of the intermediate ABP-L. This appears to have 

been retained following purification and transferred to ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 2 when 

it was synthesised. Combined the two unexpected activities of separately synthesised 

ABP-peptide vaccines suggested the synthesis process of these vaccines and 

intermediate products is very sensitive to contamination.  

 

A summary of the activity of each compound assessed in this chapter is provided in 

Table 5.3. Each compound was assessed for the capacity to activate Vγ9Vδ2 T cell in 

vitro, APC and NKT cells in vivo, peptide-specific CD8+ T cells, anti-tumour responses 
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and tested for mTLR2 contamination. All vaccines used in previous chapters were 

synthesised with ABP-L batch 1, and consistently activated NKT cells and APCs in 

vivo, and induced a peptide-specific immune response. The activation of NKT cells 

was not the result of a direct adjuvant activity of ABP alone, as free ABP failed to 

activate NKT cells, even when administered at doses approaching half the reported 

LD50 for mice. However, this high concentration of free ABP moderately activated 

APCs in C57BL/6J mice in vivo. Furthermore, this dose of ABP activated cDC2s in 

CD1-/- animals, suggesting that ABPs may enhance APC maturation and activation in 

vivo if administered at large enough concentrations. This was in comparison to 

results observed in vitro in chapter 4, where CD86 expression on BMDCs was 

unaffected following incubation with a high concentration of ABP (Figure 4.6). This 

could reflect a potential adjuvant activity of ABPs at these high doses in vivo. For 

instance, cells may have displayed an increased expression of CD86 as a result of 

disrupted endosomal trafficking from inhibition of protein prenylation or may 

activate additional accessory cells that interact with APCs to facilitate their 

activation. Whether this response could be used to adjuvant peptide-specific 

responses or whether CD86 is only briefly upregulated before the cells undergo 

apoptotic cell death from mevalonate pathway inhibition requires further analysis.  

 

NKT cells make up ~21 % of hepatic lymphocytes in C57BL/6J mice, with both 

invariant type 1 NKT cells (NKT1) and type II NKT cells (NKTII) depleted in CD1-/- 

mice441. It was possible that the loss of vaccine activity in CD1-/- mice was a result of 

the absence of such a large proportion of the lymphocyte population, which could 

have a significant effect on an immune response regardless of whether NKT cells 

were truly required. Glycolipid-reactive NKT1 cells express Vα14Jα18 rearrangement 

and can be specifically depleted using Traj18-/- mice463. Investigation of the immune 

response induced by the ABP-peptide vaccines in Traj18-/- mice would determine 

whether glycolipid-reactive NKT1 cells are essential for the vaccine activity, or if the 
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loss of vaccine activity in CD1-/- mice was a result of general disruption to immune 

responses from depletion of all CD1-reactive cells in mice. 

 

Chemical controls were used throughout the experiments presented in the previous 

chapters in an attempt to examine the effect the ABP moiety had on the 

immunogenicity of the vaccine construct. These controls included L-OVACD4/CD8 and 

L-HPVCD8 which incorporated the PABC linker, with a propylamine attached instead 

of an ABP, conjugated to the indicated peptide. However, this chapter established 

that these control vaccines, in particular L-OVACD4/CD8, were not perfect, as they also 

unexpectedly activated NKT cells. Furthermore, the concentration of the NKT cell-

activating factor in either L-OVACD4/CD8 or ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 remains unknown. This 

confounds interpretation of the data, and creates uncertainty as to whether optimal 

doses were utilised to assess the adjuvant effect of the ABP.  
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Table 5.3. Summary of synthetic compound activity. 

 Vγ9Vδ2 

expansion 

in vitro 

APC 

activation 

in vivo 

NKT cell 

activation 

in vivo 

Peptide-

specific 

CD8+ T 

cells 

Anti-

tumour 

response 

TLR2 

ligand 

ABP ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ 

ABP-L Batch 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ 

ABP-L Batch 2 ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 

Batch 1* 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

ABP-L-HPVCD8 

Batch 2 # 
✓ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ 

ABP-L-

OVACD4/CD8* 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

L-OVACD4/CD8  ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

L-HPVCD8  ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ 

* represents batches made with ABP-L batch 1. # represents batches made with ABP-L 

batch 2 

 

 

Interestingly both ABP-L batch 2 and ABP-L-HPVCD8 batch 2 failed to activate APCs 

and NKT cells in vivo. Upon assessment in the HEK-mTLR assay these vaccines were 

found to induce a signal in HEK-mTLR2 cells. This assay is a read out of SEAP 

hydrolysis of the HEK-blue detection medium to give a purple/blue colour, with the 

intensity of the colour, as measured by absorbance, correlating to the SEAP activity. 

In this assay, TLR-mediated activation of NF-κB promotes activation of SEAP. 

Therefore, non-specific activation of NF-κB can also activate SEAP. However, as 
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batch 2 of both ABP-L and ABP-L-HPVCD8 did not induce a colour change in 

untransfected HEK293, or HEK-mTLR4, HEK-mTLR7 and HEK-mTLR9 cells it 

suggested these vaccines were specifically contaminated with a TLR2-L.  

 

It is possible that the TLR2 ligand that contaminated batch 2 of both ABP-L and ABP-

L-HPVCD8 affected the activity of these vaccines in vivo. TLR-activated APCs display 

decreased antigen uptake and processing capabilities464. Furthermore, our research 

group has previously published that administration of a TLR ligand before co-

administration of α-GalCer and antigenic peptide has a significant negative impact 

on the CD8+ T cell response465. While it was found in the same publication that co-

administration of TLR, peptide and α-GalCer had a beneficial effect on the T cell 

response, it is possible that the kinetics of the ABP-peptide vaccines in vivo meant 

that APCs were exposed to the TLR ligand before they encountered the vaccine 

compound, therefore vaccine uptake was prevented or reduced by the contaminating 

TLR2 ligand.  

 

I consistently observed that the L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine activated APCs and induced a 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cell response in vivo, whereas the L-HPVCD8 control vaccine 

did not. It is plausible that the difference in immunological activity between the 

L-HPVCD8 and L-OVACD4/CD8 control vaccines was because one activated NKT cells in 

vivo and the other does not. Following future investigation into the NKT cell-

activating stimulant in the vaccines, it would be interesting to determine if the 

presence or absence of this stimulant explains the difference between these two 

peptide control molecules activities. For instance, it may be that only L-OVACD4/CD8 is 

contaminated with an NKT cell ligand or that length of the peptide determines 

whether these vaccines aggregate. For instance, properties of the shorter peptide 

incorporated in the L-HPVCD8 vaccine may make this control less prone to 

aggregation than the L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine.  
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Analysis into what is present in the vaccines and that is removed by the filtration 

step to prevent NKT cell and APC activation is ongoing. There are currently two 

working hypotheses to explain the observed responses; the first is that an NKT-cell 

activating glycolipid has attached to the vaccine or is in the vaccine solution and the 

second is that the vaccine molecules are precipitating or forming particles in the 

vaccine solution administered to the mice.  

 

The control vaccine L-OVACD4/CD8 was purified by preparative reverse phase HPLC 

on a C18 column. This system was used routinely by the synthetic vaccine group to 

purify a large range of peptides, and peptide vaccines. It is possible that during the 

purification step of the vaccine, accumulated material in the system could have 

detached from the column and/or flow path and into the vaccine solution. ABP-L 

batches were purified using ion-pairing chromatography, where product containing 

fractions were concentrated on a rotary evaporator, and the resulting residue diluted 

with sterile water and lyophilised on a freeze-drier. It is difficult to pin-point exactly 

where the contaminates could be introduced into ABP-L, but this could include 

contaminated water, dirty glassware, air-borne contaminates introduced during the 

concentration and lyophilisation procedure, or poor aseptic techniques. The 

contaminates would then be transferred to future vaccines synthesised using this 

intermediate.  

 

Analysis of the products by Electrospray ionisation (ESI)-MS did not indicate any 

other products in the vaccine mix other than the expected vaccine components 

(appendix 4). However, these analyses were designed to specifically assess the ABP-

peptide vaccines and not to examine for trace levels of contaminants. It is possible 

that minute quantities of potent α-GalCer and/or derivates could be present and 

activate NKT cells in vivo. Indeed, α-GalCer concentrations as low as 2 ng have 

previously been shown to be effective in vivo439. However, free α-GalCer and/or α-
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GalCer-peptide vaccines are unlikely to be responsible for the activity, as it would 

have been expected that these molecules would pass through the filter, resulting in 

retained NKT cell activation in filtered samples. As this was not the case, it suggested 

something larger than 0.1 µm was responsible.  

 

The second hypothesis is that the vaccine is contaminated with particles or 

aggregates of vaccine molecules. Particle formation could arise from the aggregation 

of the intermediate ABP-L, L-peptide controls or ABP-peptide vaccines during 

storage, formulation or dilution. When preparing vaccine solutions for 

administration to mice, the DMSO stock solutions were allowed to thaw, and 

visually inspected to confirm the compound had not precipitated, if so, the stock was 

vortexed and sonicated before dilution into PBS. Despite the vaccines being 

kinetically soluble in the DMSO stock solution it is possible they precipitated if 

enough time was passed, and/or in response to freeze/thaw cycles466. For instance, 

Hepatitis B vaccines were found to be more likely to form aggregates of the adjuvant-

antigen particles following single or repeated freezing periods467. Furthermore, while 

the vaccines were initially soluble in DMSO, all formed colloidal suspensions to 

some extent when the concentrated solution of the compound was diluted into PBS. 

This suspension could generally be cleared to the naked eye by vortexing and 

sonicating the sample. However, this did not mean the sample was free of particles 

less than 50 µm in diameter and undetectable to the eye.  

 

It is unknown if these particles are aggregates of the vaccines molecules, or 

aggregates of glycolipids or inorganic materials introduced during synthesis. 

However, the presence of particles in vaccines is not a new issue. Indeed, the study 

by Gatti and Stefano demonstrated that many vaccines currently used in the clinic, 

including Gardasil® and Meningitec®, contain micro- and nano-sized particulate 

matter composed of inorganic elements that are not declared among the components 

of the vaccines, and whose presence was unexpected462. Furthermore, other particles, 
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such as ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWP) particles have been 

shown to induce NKT cell activation and expression of IFN-γ when co-cultured with 

DCs and NKT cells in vitro468. In comparison to α-GalCer-activated NKT cells, only 

IL-12 was produced by UHMWP particle-activated NKT cells, with no IL-4 signal. In 

the absence of exogenous glycolipids, IL-12 signalling has been shown to potentiate 

weak signals from endogenous ligands, such as isoglobotrihexosylceramide (iGb3), 

that are presented by APCs on CD1d to NKT cells469.  

 

Many adjuvants used in the clinic are indeed particulates470, and induce strong 

adaptive immune responses. It has been suggested that particles induce 

proinflammatory signals via MyD88 signalling by acting as ligands for PRRs, in 

particular TLRs on APCs471. This theory is hard to reconcile with the data presented 

in this thesis, as assessment of all the vaccines in HEK-TLR reporter cell lines for 

mTLR4, mTLR2 and mTLR7 demonstrated no TLR signal in the NKT cell activating 

batches. Instead, a TLR2 signal was only observed for both ABP-L batch 2 and ABP-

L-HPVCD8 batch 2, which failed to induce activity in vivo despite retaining strong 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in ex vivo PBMC cultures. It is possible that a spectrum 

of TLR activity existed in the conjugates, with the ABP-L batch 2 containing a very 

high level of contamination that induced strong TLR engagement with the HEK-

mTLR2 cells. However, in vivo this signal may have been too strong, resulting in 

reduced endocytosis of the vaccines, and reduced immune response. Alternatively, 

those batches that had a low level of TLR2-L could have produced no signal in the 

HEK-mTLR2 assay but may have provided just enough stimulation of the receptor in 

vivo to potentiate the immune response to the vaccine.  

 

In summary, following the unexpected observation of CD1 dependence, further 

investigation revealed variable degrees of NKT cell activation by the ABP-peptide 

vaccines and certain control compounds. This could be due to microaggregate 

formation or contaminating glycolipids. Meanwhile, a subsequent batch of 
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ABP-L-HPVCD8 and ABP-L, elicited no NKT cell activation, but exhibited TLR2 

activity in a cellular assay. This confounds interpretation of the activity and 

mechanism of the ABP-peptide vaccines. Technical issues regarding the manufacture 

and characterisation of ABP-peptide vaccines need to be addressed before these 

vaccines can be investigated further.  

 

 

The ABP-peptide vaccines are very complex to synthesise because of the propensity 

of ABPs to form complexes with metal ions, including Ca2+, Mg2+, Cu2+, Ni2+, Fe2+, and 

Na+ ions420. Indeed, pamidronate has been shown to form infinite linear polymeric 

chains when complexed with copper472. As discussed in appendix 4, our chemical 

collaborators made a number of alterations to the synthesis of the ABP-peptide 

vaccines in an attempt to reduce complexes with metal ions and increase vaccine 

reproducibility. This included synthesising in plastic vials, and sample purification 

in bio-inert HPLC column. A thorough assessment of the synthesis, purification and 

drying techniques used by our chemical collaborators was performed following the 

discovery that a possible NKT cell-activating contaminant may be in the vaccine mix. 

No obvious site of contamination with a glycolipid was found, however, some 

changes to the synthesis workflow have been implemented. 

 

To eliminate the potential that NKT cell activation by non-glycolipid materials is the 

result of contamination by minute concentrations of α-GalCer or α-GalCer-peptide 

vaccines, all future synthesis of intermediates and final products not destined for use 

with glycolipids will be performed in a new purpose-built laboratory, using 

glassware and equipment that has not been in contact with glycolipids. Further, the 

chemistry team will provide intermediates and final compounds for evaluation in the 

NKT cell assay and HEK-mTLR assay, so that compounds with NKT cell activity will 

not be used in down-stream processing, and to identify breaks in aseptic techniques.  
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Due to constraints of vaccine synthesis at the Ferrier Institute, as a result of a fire that 

occurred in the chemistry laboratory, further analysis of the NKT cell-stimulating 

ligands was limited in the time period of this thesis. The experiments that are most 

important to perform in the future are as follows. 

 

It is important to determine if the NKT cell-activating contaminant can be recovered 

from the filter unit used to filter the vaccines. This could be performed by pipetting 

sterile PBS onto the top of the filter to collect the remaining material. Injecting this 

solution into mice would determine whether the molecules remaining on the filter 

retain the ability to activate NKT cells. If this product from the filter also induces a 

peptide-specific immune response it would suggest that some of the vaccine 

molecules accumulate on the filter surface. As one vaccine molecule is expected to be 

small enough to pass through the 0.1 µm pores of the filter, the generation of a 

peptide-specific response would further suggest that the vaccine molecules are 

accumulating into large particle structures.  

 

Analysis by LCMS of the filtered and unfiltered ABP-peptide vaccines, as well as the 

molecules on top of the filter, could be performed to determine what mass the 

molecules present in these different fractions have and whether these correlate to the 

components anticipated to be in the vaccine. However, it is possible that the particles 

or aggregates of the vaccine may break down in the multiple wash steps of LCMS, 

and therefore will not be detected using this method.  

 

The presence or formation of organic and inorganic particles can have potential 

health risks for patients. To overcome this the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) has 

established procedures and standards, in particular the USP788 standard, to ensure 

minimal particles are present in injectable pharmaceutical products. The USP788 

guidelines provide two tests for detecting particles in injectable pharmaceutical 
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products: a light obscuration assay and a microscopic particle assay473. Normally 

samples are first tested by the light obscuration method which determines the size 

and number of particles using the principle of light blockade. If the sample cannot be 

assessed with this assay, because of reduced clarity or increased viscosity, the test 

should be carried out the with microscopic assay method which uses a binocular 

microscope to size and count particles on a filter473. While we do not have a 

microscopic particle counter, the presence of particles could be assessed by the flow 

cytometers at the Institute and the size of these compared to sizing beads from the 

Thermo Fisher size calibration kit. Furthermore, the presence of particles could be 

assessed via electron microscopy using the protocol described by Gatti and 

Montanari which enables the detection of inorganic, particulate contaminants and 

their chemical composition462. If particles are observed by this method, but are not 

composed of inorganic components it would suggest the particles are composed of 

aggregated vaccine molecules. 

 

It is worth exploring if the vaccines act as PRR ligands or induce the production of 

endogenous PRR ligands to promote a cascade of proinflammatory events, resulting 

in activation of NKT cells. This could be assessed by determining the vaccine-

induced immune response in mice deficient for the PRR-signalling adapters MyD88 

and TRIF. Reduced innate and/or adaptive immune responses following vaccination 

in one or both of these mouse models would suggest contamination with a TLR 

ligand or the release of an endogenous PRR ligand as a result of vaccine activity in 

vivo. In line with this, it would be interesting to investigate if CD1-/- mice retained 

high ALT levels following administration of the ABP-peptide vaccines or linker-

peptide controls. This would indicate whether the liver toxicity observed in Figure 

4.8 was the result of activated NKT cells or if it is from other toxic by-products 

generated by the vaccines. 
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I hypothesise that the NKT cell helper activity induced by the vaccines resulted in the 

use of concentrations of the ABP-peptide vaccine that would be suboptimal in the 

absence of the NKT cell-activating factor. Therefore, upon remanufacturing an ABP-

peptide vaccine that does not activate NKT cells, re-titration of the vaccine would 

have to be performed to establish the effective dose in vivo. I speculate the effective 

concentration will be higher than the doses used in this thesis, and likely to represent 

the concentrations used in the clinic or previously published for other ABP adjuvant 

experiments297. 

 

Many of the products synthesised in the synthetic vaccine laboratory activated NKT 

cells, despite no intended inclusion of glycolipids with a typical NKT cell activating 

structure. The presence of NKT cells was essential for the activation of APCs and 

peptide-specific cytotoxic responses induced by ABP-peptide vaccines, peptide 

controls or ABP prodrugs. We hypothesised that the formation of particles from the 

vaccine precipitating out of solution, or the attachment of low concentrations of 

α-GalCer to the vaccines to create aggregates, was responsible for the NKT cell 

activation.  

 

In summary, the results in this and the preceding chapter are consistent with a 

promising immunostimulatory effect of ABP-peptide vaccines, but chemical 

manufacturing challenges confounded result interpretation and precluded further 

assessment of these constructs. Therefore, my further experimental research focused 

on conjugate vaccines with which our chemistry collaborators had greater 

manufacturing experience.  
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6 Breast cancer HER2-targeting 

vaccines 
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6.1 Introduction 

It was demonstrated in the previous chapters that ABP-peptide vaccines can delay 

tumour growth of murine melanoma tumours expressing the model antigen OVA 

and TC-1 tumours expressing the viral antigen HPV. Similar results have also been 

published for α-GalCer-peptide vaccines227,228. Whilst providing proof of principle 

that these vaccine constructs can induce immune responses that prevent or clear 

tumours, these vaccines were directed against highly immunogenic murine and viral 

epitopes, and will not necessarily reflect activity against clinically-relevant non-viral 

tumour antigens. Following the difficulties with the synthesis of ABP-peptide 

vaccines, and the possible contamination with an NKT cell-activating factor, it was 

decided to optimise a model against a clinically relevant tumour antigen using 

α-GalCer as the adjuvant.  

 

A vaccine was designed that consisted of α-GalCer conjugated to the HER2 p63-71 

peptide. This peptide is unique in that it can be presented by both mouse H-2Kd and 

human HLA-A*2402 presenting molecules474. Thus, vaccines incorporating this 

peptide can be directly compared in human and mouse studies. The HER2 antigen is 

overexpressed in breast, gastric, ovarian, and lung cancer, with limited expression in 

normal tissues475-477. In New Zealand, approximately 385 people are diagnosed with 

HER2+ breast cancer each year478. Without targeted therapy, HER2 acts as an 

oncogene, increasing malignant transformation and invasiveness of cancer cells, and 

leading to worse patient prognosis479-481.  

 

Metastasis, the spread of tumour cells from the primary site to distant sites, is the 

leading cause of breast cancer-associated deaths482,483. Breast cancer metastases 

commonly establish in the brain, bone, lungs and liver483. Whether immunisation 

with α-GalCer-peptide vaccines can prevent the establishment of metastatic cells in 

all organs of interest or in particular organ sites remains to be determined. 
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Specifically, the aims of this chapter were: 

1. Determine if HER2-targeted vaccines have efficacy in the BALB/c mouse 

strain. 

2. Establish a metastatic model of HER2+ breast cancer. 

3. Determine if vaccine-induced HER2+ immune responses can prevent primary 

or metastatic tumour development and growth. 

 

6.2 Results 

 

The glycolipid-peptide conjugate vaccine α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8, consisted of a pro-

drug form of α-GalCer, which readily reverts to a more stable N-acyl form under 

physiological conditions227, linked via a cathepsin-B-cleavable linker to the HER2 

peptide sequence TYLPTNASL (here termed HER2CD8), which contains an H2-Kd and 

an HLA-A*2402 restricted epitope from human HER2 (detailed synthesis described 

in appendix 4). 

 

To ensure that the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine activated NKT cells as effectively as 

free α-GalCer I analysed the activation status of NKT cells 18 hr after in vivo 

administration of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 to BALB/c mice. As observed on the flow 

cytometry plots, mice immunised with either α-GalCer or the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine displayed a significant decrease in α-GalCer-loaded CD1d tetramer+ T cells 

in the spleen, in comparison to control mice (Figure 6.1B). This vaccine also activated 

NKT cells as effectively as free α-GalCer, as there was no significant difference in the 

frequency of splenic NKT cells between the two groups (Figure 6.1C). In 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 treated mice the remaining NKT cells expressed high levels of 
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activation markers PD-1 and CD25, consistent with NKT cell activation by the 

vaccine (Figure 6.1D & E).  

 

The adjuvant activity of α-GalCer has been shown to require cross-presenting 

dendritic cells198. To determine whether splenic APCs were activated by 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 the expression of co-stimulatory molecule CD86 was assessed 

18 hr after vaccination. As depicted in the histograms (Figure 6.1F) vaccination with 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 significantly increased the expression of CD86 on both subtypes 

of cDCs, as well as B cells. The activation induced by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine was similar to that produced by free α-GalCer (Figure 6.1G), suggesting 

efficient processing and cleaving of the conjugate in vivo. 

 

Next, we assessed the serum cytokine profile elicited by intravenously-administered 

HER2CD8 peptide, α-GalCer or the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine, using a 23-plex 

cytokine bead array. At the 6 hr time-point, HER2CD8 peptide treated animals 

displayed an increased production of IL-12(p70), TNF-α, RANTES and MIP-1β in 

comparison to PBS control treated mice (Figure 6.1H). These cytokines were also 

increased following administration of both free α-GalCer and α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine. In addition, both α-GalCer and α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 treated mice displayed 

increased production of IL-2, IL-13, G-CSF, GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-6, MCP-1, and 

KC. The similar cytokine profile produced by α-GalCer and α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

indicated that the glycolipid-peptide vaccine retained the broad immunostimulatory 

activity of α-GalCer. Assessment of the cytokines at the 24 hr time point also showed 

a limited cytokine expression in HER2CD8 peptide treated animals(Figure 6.1I). Mice 

treated with α-GalCer or α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine maintained increased 

expression of IFN-γ, G-CSF, MCP-1, RANTES and KC. In turn, IL-12(p70) expression 

remained high in α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 mice but not in α-GalCer treated mice. 
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Figure 6.1. The α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine induces APC and NKT cell activation 
Mice were administered 20 nmol of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8, ABP-L-HER2CD8 or control 
(PBS) and the activation status of NKT and cDCs cells was assessed 18 hr later in the 
liver or spleen, respectively. (A) Chemical structure of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8. (B) 
Typical flow cytometry plots depicting liver α-GalCer-loaded CD1d tetramer+ T cells 
following the indicated treatments. (C) Frequency of liver NKT cells, defined as 
α-GalCer-loaded CD1d tetramer+ CD3+ CD45+ B220- cells. (D) Frequency of PD-1+ NKT 
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cells and (E) the MFI of CD25 on NKT cells in the liver at 18 hr post-treatment. (F) 
Expression of CD86 on splenic cDC1, cDC2 and B cells, (F) depicts histogram plots and 
(G) MFI expression of CD86 on the three cell types. (H & I) Serum cytokines at 6 hr 
and 24 hr after immunisation, as determined by Bioplex. Samples were normalised to 
PBS treated animals. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

 

We next assessed the peptide-specific CD8+ T cell response generated by the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine in vivo. T cells specific to the CD8 epitope included in 

the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine were assessed through the use of an IFN-γ-specific 

ELISpot, where splenocytes from mice administered the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine 

were harvested and restimulated with the HER263-71 peptide. Only those cells with 

specific reactivity to the HER263-71 peptide produce IFN-γ, which is then captured by 

anti-IFN-γ antibodies coated on the ELISpot membrane and quantified as a spot on 

the membrane. To control for generic activation of all CD8+ T cells by the HER263-71 

peptide, a PBS control group and irrelevant vaccine treated group were included. 

This vaccine was the α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8 vaccine, which is targeted against the 

NY-ESO-1181-188 antigen, and includes an H2-Dd binding epitope that can be presented 

by BALB/c mice.  

 

A significant number of IFN-γ producing spots were observed following re-

stimulation of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 splenocytes with the HER263-71 peptide (Figure 

6.2A). In turn, no spots were observed when these splenocytes were re-stimulated 

with the NYESO-1181-188 peptide. In comparison, splenocytes from 

α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8 vaccine treated mice, only responded to the NYESO-1181-188 

peptide, and splenocytes from PBS treated animals responded to neither peptide 

(Figure 6.2A). These results suggested the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine induced a 

significant population of HER263-71 peptide-specific CD8+ T cells.  
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As the previous experiment indicated the generation of a population of HER2-

specific CD8+ T cells following administration of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine, we 

next examined the cytotoxic capacity of these cells in a VITAL assay. Mice were 

administered syngeneic HER263-71 peptide-pulsed splenocytes seven days after 

immunisation with the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. A strong cytotoxic response 

was observed against the HER263-71 peptide-pulsed splenocytes in the peripheral 

blood of mice immunised with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine (Figure 6.2B). In 

comparison, no lysis was observed in PBS control mice, suggesting HER2-specific 

cytotoxicity was induced by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine.  

 

Following the acquisition of an H-2Kd/HER263-71 tetramer, I assessed the frequency of 

HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood on day seven post-vaccination. To 

examine the impact of conjugation, the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was compared 

with equimolar concentrations of α-GalCer and HER2CD8 peptide administered either 

individually, or admixed. Only mice immunised with the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine displayed a significant population of HER2-tetramer+ CD8+ T cells (Figure 

6.2C & D). Combined with the above results, these findings suggested the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine is processed by BALB/c mice to expand a population of 

cytotoxic HER2-specific CD8+ T cells. 
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Figure 6.2. α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine enhances cytotoxic peptide-specific CD8+ T 
cells. (A) HER2- and NYESO1-specific IFN-γ producing splenocytes were quantified 
ex vivo using an ELISpot assay. Splenocytes were harvested from BALB/c mice 
vaccinated seven days prior with equimolar concentrations of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 or 
an irrelevant vaccine, α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8, which contains an H-2Dd-binding CD8+ 
epitope (NY-ESO-1181-188: RGPESRLL). The HER2 peptide refers to HER263-71, and the 
NYESO1 peptide refers to NYESO-1181-188. (B) BALB/c mice were immunised I.V. with 
20 nmol α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 or PBS control and challenged on day seven with 
HER263-71-pulsed syngeneic splenocytes in a VITAL assay. The cytotoxic T cell response 
against these was assessed the following day in the peripheral blood. (C) Typical flow 
cytometry plots displaying staining with HER2 p63-71 tetramer (NIH tetramer facility) 
in peripheral blood of mice immunised seven days earlier with 20 nmol of either 
α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8, α-GalCer or HER2CD8 peptide alone or as an admixture, or PBS 
control. (D) Frequency of HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in peripheral blood of mice.  
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Having established the vaccine induced a HER2-specific CD8+ T cell response, the 

capacity of this response to prevent the growth of tumours expressing human-HER2 

was investigated. In order to perform these experiments, I acquired the 4T1.2-HER2 

cell line from Professor Phillip Darcy’s laboratory. This cell line is derived from the 

mouse mammary carcinoma cell line, 4T1, and expresses human HER2 protein and 

GFP484. Cells can be implanted subcutaneously, intra-mammary (I.Mam.) or 

intravenously. 

 

To establish the growth pattern and HER2 expression of tumours, 4T1.2-HER2 

tumour cells were implanted S.C. into the left flank of naïve BALB/c mice and 

tumour growth monitored for 26 days (Figure 6.3A). Tumours were then harvested, 

fixed, embedded and sectioned onto slides for HER2 staining by our collaborator 

Stuart Johnson, a histopathologist at Wellington Southern Community Laboratories. 

Here, the Leica Bond OracleTM HER2 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) system was used 

to detect HER2+ cells. Images of the stained slides indicated that HER2 expression 

was not uniform across the tumours (Figure 6.3B). In addition, large necrotic areas 

were evident in the tumours and these non-specifically stained for HER2. 

Furthermore, flow cytometric analysis of 4T1.2-HER2 cells directly from culture 

revealed varied HER2 expression across the tumour (Figure 6.3C).  

 

To create a more homogenous population, a single cell clone, that displayed both 

high HER2 and GFP expression, was sorted into a 96-well plate and a cell line was 

generated from this. Analysis of the sorted cell line indicated these cells had high 

GFP and HER2 expression (Figure 6.3C). As MHC-I expression on the tumour is 

required for CD8+ T cell recognition of HER2+ tumours, I verified that the sorted 

4T1.2-HER2 cells were positive for MHC-I expression (Figure 6.3D). For all future 

HER2 tumour experiments the sorted 4T1.2-HER2 line was used.  
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Figure 6.3. Sorted 4T1.2-HER2 cells have high expression of HER2, GFP and MHC 
class I. (A) Mice were challenged with 500,000 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells S.C. and 
tumour curves followed over time. Mice were culled when tumours reached the 
ethical maximum of 200 mm2. (B) HER2 IHC on sections of 4T1.2-HER2 tumours. 
HER2 positive stain is detected as brown staining around the membrane of the cell. 
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Large brown areas represent necrotic parts of the tumour where the stain has bound 
non-specifically. Scale bar depicts 50 µm. (C) Flow cytometry profiles showing GFP 
and HER2 expression of 4T1 cells, 4T1.2-HER2 cells, and 4T1.2-HER2 cells sorted on a 
cell expressing high levels of both HER2 and GFP. (D) MFI of MHC-I on sorted 4T1.2-
HER2 cells. 

 

As mentioned, the 4T1.2-HER2 cell line can be implanted orthotopically into the 

mammary fat pad. To determine if vaccination with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 prevented 

tumour growth, mice were challenged with 10,000 4T1.2-HER2 cells in the 3rd 

mammary fat pad seven days after vaccination.  

 

Administration of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine, before tumour challenge, 

prevented tumour growth in 3 of 5 animals, in comparison to PBS control animals, 

where 1 of 5 mice remained tumour free (Figure 6.4A & B). As the tumours in the 

control group displayed slow tumour growth I was concerned a spontaneous 

immune response was occurring in these mice that was rejecting the tumours. 

Indeed, in repeat experiments all control mice displayed delayed tumour growth, 

with 4 of 7 regressing to undetectable (Figure 6.4C). Upon discussion with Professor 

Phil Darcy, who developed the 4T1.2-HER2 cell line, it was suggested this was likely 

a result of native HER2 immune responses occurring.  
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Figure 6.4. Regression of 4T1.2-HER2 tumour in control mice disrupts analysis of 
the anti-tumour activity induced by α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. (A & B) BALB/c 
mice were challenged with 10,000 4T1.2-HER2 cells in the mammary fat pad seven 
days after immunisation with (A) control (PBS) or (B) 20 nmol α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8. 
Tumour size was measured over time and mice sacrificed when tumours reached 120 
mm2 (n = 5). (C) Growth pattern of 4T1.2-HER2 tumours in the mammary fat pad of 
naïve BALB/c mice (n = 7).  

 

 

Personal communication with Professor Phillip Darcy suggested that protection 

against 4T1.2-HER2 tumours could be transferred via the serum, suggesting the 

regression I had observed may be produced by spontaneous generation of anti-HER2 

antibodies. Therefore, we reasoned that depletion of B cells might prevent this 

response and allow the T cell response generated by our vaccines to be analysed 

more thoroughly. B cell depletion can be achieved via the anti-mouse CD20 antibody 
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(Biogen, mouse IgG2a, 18B12 clone), which binds to the CD20 antigen expressed on 

the surface of most B cell subsets, resulting in B cell death via antibody-dependent-

cell-mediated cytotoxicity, direct induction of apoptosis or complement-dependent 

lysis485,486.  

 

B cells express the markers CD19 and CD20 and can be detected in the peripheral 

blood using fluorescently-labelled antibodies. As the depleting antibody was 

targeted against CD20, we assessed the frequency of B cells using the CD19 marker 

in order to eliminate any interference the CD20-depleting antibody could have on the 

binding of a CD20-fluorescent antibody. In our initial optimisation of this model, one 

dose of anti-CD20 resulted in B cell depletion in the blood for up to 28 days with 

normal frequencies returning by day 42 (data not shown). In comparison, 

administration of an IgG control antibody had no effect on B cell frequencies. This 

length of depletion was consistent with previous reports of 30 days or longer using 

anti-CD20 antibodies487,488. 

 

To determine the role of B cells in 4T1.2-HER2 tumour control, mice were 

administered one dose of anti-CD20 antibody I.V. two days prior to immunisation 

with control (PBS) or α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine (Figure 6.5A). After one week, 

mice were challenged S.C. with 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells. In comparison to the long-

term B cell depletion that was observed in naïve mice, peripheral B cell frequency 

rapidly increased in mice challenged with tumours nine days after anti-CD20 

treatment, returning to normal levels by day 30 (Figure 6.5B). Whilst a small 

difference in tumour growth was evident between IgG-treated α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

and IgG-treated control animals, this was not significant, and B cell depletion did not 

enhance this difference. Tumours in control mice treated with anti-CD20 initially 

grafted, however, tumour size plateaued at day 30, at the same time as control mice 

that received IgG (Figure 6.5C). In addition, mice immunised with the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine displayed similar growth patterns regardless of 
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whether they received anti-CD20 beforehand (Figure 6.5C). Thus, these results 

demonstrated that short term or initial B cell depletion failed to significantly affect 

4T1.2-HER2 tumour growth. 

 

Figure 6.5. B cell depletion with anti-CD20 antibody has no effect on S.C. 4T1.2-
HER2 tumour growth  (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. Mice were I.V. injected 
with 250 µg of anti-CD20 depleting antibody (Biolegend, clone SA271G2) two days 
before I.V. immunisation with 20 nmol of α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8. Mice were challenged 
seven days later with 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells S.C. and tumour size recorded over 
time. (B) The frequency of CD19+ CD45+ B cells was assessed in peripheral blood of 
mice over the course of the experiment. Mice were challenged on day nine post anti-
CD20 treatment. (C) Tumour growth curves for 4T1.2-HER2 S.C tumour challenge.  
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Lung and bone are the most common sites of metastasis in breast cancer patients483. 

As the primary 4T1.2-HER2 tumours regressed early, possibly before metastases 

could occur, I hypothesised a model of shorter duration, such as an experimental 

model of lung metastasis, would be an effective tool to assess the effect of the vaccine 

on metastatic-like disease489. In this model, following intravenous administration, 

tumour cells colonise the lung via hematogenous embolisation, modelling diffuse 

lung metastases.  

 

Initial experiments were conducted to identify if regression occurred when 

4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells were I.V. administered. Mice were challenged with 500,000 

4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells I.V. and lungs were collected on day 12 and 21 post-tumour 

cell challenge (Figure 6.6A). The number of colonies in the lung was determined via a 

colony forming assay490, where the lungs are processed into a single cell suspension, 

and cultured in medium containing the chemotherapeutic agent, 6-thioguanine for 14 

days (Figure 6.6B). As 4T1 cells, and derivative cell lines, are resistant to 

6-thioguanine491, any colony that forms on the plate over the incubation period 

represents one tumour cell, allowing quantification of metastatic cells down to sub-

microscopic levels. Mouse body weight was tracked over time, and animals were 

sacrificed if their body weight dropped by 10 %. 

 

As anticipated, no colonies were detected in the lungs of a naïve mouse, indicating 

that normal healthy cells cannot develop 6-thioguanine resistance over the 

incubation period, and, therefore, all colonies represent 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells 

(Figure 6.6B &C). A significant decrease in the number of colonies was detected in 

lungs harvested 21 days after tumour challenge in comparison to the day 12 

timepoint, suggesting that a native anti-HER2 immune response had established by 

day 21 (Figure 6.6C). A difference in the size of the colonies was observed between 
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day 12 and 21. This is a reflection of the cell number and the surface area available 

for growth, with more growth medium and surface area available when less cells 

were present at day 21, permitting greater cell division, and bigger cell colonies. 

Based on these results, it was concluded that the effect of the vaccine-induced 

immune response should be assessed no later than 12 days after I.V. 4T1.2-HER2 

tumour challenge.  

Figure 6.6. 4T1.2-HER2 lung metastases are detected in naïve mice at day 12 but start 
to spontaneously regress by day 21. (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. Mice 
were challenged with 500,000 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells I.V. and lungs were harvested 
on day 12 or 21. Digested lungs were cultured in medium containing 6-thioguanine 
for 14 days, after which plates were stained with methylene blue and the number of 
colonies counted. (B) Representative image of cell forming colonies from lungs 
harvested at day 12 or 21 after tumour cell challenge compared to a naïve mouse. 
Naïve dilution factor: 101; Day 12 dilution factor: 102; Day 21 dilution factor: 102. (C) 
The number of cell forming colonies per gram of lung tissue. Unpaired Student T-test 
between D12 and D21; *P<0.1. 
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I next investigated the capacity of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine to prevent the 

establishment of tumour colonies in the lungs. It was hypothesised that vaccination 

prior to tumour challenge would create a window of opportunity where the anti-

tumour effect of a vaccine-induced T cell response could be observed before the 

native anti-HER2 response developed. BALB/c mice were immunised seven days 

before I.V. challenge with 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells (Figure 6.7A). Lungs were 

harvested at day 12 after tumour challenge and the number of metastatic colonies 

determined via incubation in 6-thioguanine medium. The effect of the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was compared to mice immunised with an equimolar 

concentration of α-GalCer or control.  

 

No statistical difference was observed in the weight of the lungs between the groups 

at the time of harvest (Figure 6.7B). A significant difference was observed in tumour 

colonisation between control mice and α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine treated mice 

(Figure 6.7C & D). Visible tumour nodules were prominent in control mouse lungs, 

which was supported by the large number of colonies present on the plate after 

incubation in medium containing 6-thioguanine, despite the fact the lung sample was 

diluted 10,000-fold (Figure 6.7C). In contrast, nodules were not visible by eye in the 

lungs of α-GalCer treated animals, however, the sensitivity of the clonogenic assay 

enabled the detection of sub-microscopic metastatic cells in the lungs of these mice 

(Figure 6.7C). In comparison, no metastatic cells were detected in those lungs of mice 

pre-treated with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8. Quantification of the number of clonogenic 

metastatic colonies indicated α-GalCer alone had a significant effect on the 

development of tumour metastases compared to control mice (Figure 6.7D). 

However, complete tumour rejection was only observed in those animals that 

received the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine, suggesting the induction of HER2-specific 

CD8+ T cells had a significant effect on tumour cell survival and growth (Figure 
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6.7D). Indeed, the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine induced a minor but significant 

population of HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in the lung by day 18 post-administration 

(Figure 6.7E & F). 

Figure 6.7. α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 administration prevents the development of lung 
metastases. (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. Mice were immunised with 
20 nmol α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine or α-GalCer seven days before I.V. challenge 
with 500,000 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells (n = 5). Mice were sacrificed at day 12 after 
tumour challenge, and lungs were harvested, weighed and digested. Lung samples 
were diluted via 10-fold serial dilutions and cultured in medium containing 
6-thioguanine for 14 days, after which plates were fixed, stained with methylene blue 
and the number of colonies per plate counted. Results are representative of three 
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independent experiments. (B) Lung weight at day 12 after tumour challenge. (C) 
Representative images of lungs from animals in each of the three treatment groups 
and the corresponding plates after the 14 day incubation. Control dilution factor: 104; 
α-GalCer dilution factor: 101; α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 dilution factor: 101. (D) Graphical 
representation of the number of colonies per gram of lung tissue after accounting for 
the dilution factor. **P<0.01, ****P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test. (E) Representative flow cytometry plots of HER2 p63-71 tetramer 
staining in the lungs of animals 18 days after I.V. vaccination with 
α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 or control. (F) Frequency of HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in the 
lungs of mice. *P<0.1; student T test.  

 

To confirm that the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was generating a HER2-specific 

CD8+ T cell response, anti-CD8 depleting antibody was administered to deplete CD8+ 

cells. The cytotoxic response of mice immunised with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 and 

depleted of CD8+ T cells was then assessed in comparison to IgG treated animals. The 

anti-CD8 antibody clone 2.43 (BioXCell, New Hampshire) was administered I.P. on 

day five and six after immunisation with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 or control (Figure 

6.8A).  

 

Two doses of CD8-depleting antibody were sufficient to maintain CD8+ cell depletion 

throughout the length of the experiment, while administration of IgG had no effect 

on the frequency of CD8+ cells (Figure 6.8B). The role of vaccine-induced CD8+ T cells 

was assessed by administering HER263-71-pulsed splenocytes seven days after 

immunisation, and assessing the lysis of these the following day. As anticipated, the 

cytotoxic peptide-specific response induced by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was 

abrogated following CD8+ cell depletion (Figure 6.8C). This confirmed that activation 

and expansion of HER2-specific CD8+ T cells by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was 

essential for the lysis of HER263-71-pulsed splenocytes, and this cytotoxicity was not a 

result of NKT cells, NK cells, B cells or CD4+ T cells. 
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To assess the role of vaccine-induced HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in preventing lung 

colonisation by tumour cells, I injected 4T1.2-HER2 cells I.V. seven days after the 

VITAL assay. Lungs were then harvested 12 days after tumour challenge. Mice 

administered α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 displayed decreased lung weight in comparison 

to IgG treated control mice (Figure 6.8D). Furthermore, of the mice immunised with 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8, those that received IgG displayed significantly less colonies in 

comparison to control mice treated with either IgG or anti-CD8 depleting antibody 

(Figure 6.8E). Depletion of CD8+ cells increased the number of lung tumour colonies 

in α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 immunised mice in comparison to IgG treated mice, 

however, this was not significant. Furthermore, there was no significant difference 

between the two groups that received anti-CD8 depleting antibody. 

 

Figure 6.8. Depletion of CD8+ cells abrogates the cytotoxic response induced by the 
α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. BALB/c mice 
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were immunised with 20 nmol α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 or PBS control. Anti-CD8 
depleting antibody or IgG control antibody was administered I.P. at 200 µg/mouse on 
day five and six after immunisation. Mice were challenged with HER263-71-pulsed 
syngeneic splenocytes on day seven and the cytotoxic T cell response against these 
assessed the following day. On day 15 following immunisation, 500,000 4T1.2-HER2 
tumour cells were delivered I.V. and metastatic burden assessed in the lungs 12 days 
later. Lungs were incubated in medium containing 6-thioguanine for 14 days and the 
number of colony forming units counted. (B) CD8+ cell depletion was first determined 
in the peripheral blood one day after the final dose of anti-CD8 antibody and measured 
throughout the experiment. (C) Specific lysis of splenocytes pulsed with HER263-71 
peptide was determined in the peripheral blood. (D) Lung weight 12 days after I.V. 
challenge with 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells. (E) The total number of metastatic colonies 
in the lungs at day 12 after tumour challenge, as determined by clonogenic assay. n = 
5 mice per group; *P<0.1, **P<0.01, ****P<0.0001; two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 
multiple comparison test.  

 

6.3 Discussion  

This chapter demonstrates that the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine can generate 

functional CD8+ T cell responses against human HER2 antigen in BALB/c mice. In 

particular, the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine induced significant expansion of HER2-

specific CD8+ T cells, sufficiently lysed HER2-pulsed splenocytes, and prevented 

lung colonisation of tumour cells in an experimental model of breast cancer lung 

metastasis.  

 

The HER2 peptide incorporated in the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine contained an 

H-2Kd-binding CD8+ T cell epitope. As C57BL/6J mice do not have this presenting 

molecule, experiments with this vaccine had to be performed in BALB/c mice, which 

are H-2Kd positive. Significant activation of splenic DCs, as assessed by CD86 

expression, was evident 18 hr after immunisation with the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine. Furthermore, a significant decrease in splenic NKT tetramer+ cells was also 

observed in the spleen at 18 hr post-administration of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 
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vaccine, indicating activation of NKT cells. These results suggested the α-GalCer 

moiety was sufficiently released from the vaccine construct and presented to NKT 

cells via CD1d. Cross-activation of B cells by NKT cells has been extensively 

published and, consistent with this literature, both α-GalCer and the α-GalCer-L-

HER2CD8 vaccine induced B cell activation in BALB/c mice447,448,492. Combined, these 

results indicated that the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine activates NKT cells, and 

suggested the vaccine harnessed the helper activity to NKT cells to promote 

activation of APCs. 

 

Significant cytotoxic responses were observed against HER263-71-pulsed splenocytes 

in α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 treated mice, indicating the generation of functional HER2-

specific cytotoxic lymphocytes. A HER2-tetramer from the NIH provided the 

opportunity to visualise HER2-specific CD8+ T cells by flow cytometry. Mice 

immunised with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 exhibited a significant population of HER2-

tetramer+ CD8+ T cells in the blood at day 7. In comparison, those administered 

HER2CD8 peptide alone, or in combination with α-GalCer, failed to generate a HER2-

specific CD8+ T cell population. This suggested that conjugation of the HER2 peptide 

and α-GalCer conferred a distinct advantage over the immune response generated by 

admixture of the unconjugated components, consistent with our previous findings 

with glycolipid-peptide vaccines228,440. Together, these assays demonstrated that the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine induced the expansion of functional, cytotoxic HER2-

specific CD8+ T cells. 

 

This was the first time vaccine constructs of this design had been tested in BALB/c 

mice, which have a liver NKT cell frequency approximately two-fold lower than 

C57BL/6J mice441. Furthermore, previous reports characterising the NKT cell 

phenotype in BALB/c mice suggested these mice have a greater frequency of type 2 

NKT (NKT2) cells compared to type 1 NKT (NKT1) cells, which predominate in 

C57BL/6J mice493. NKT1 cells express an invariant TCRα chain, allowing recognition 
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of glycolipids such as α-GalCer. Following activation, these cells express high levels 

of IFN-γ but low IL-4494,495. In comparison, NKT2 cells express a more diverse TCR 

repertoire, and release greater amounts of IL-4 and low IFN-γ upon activation. 

Therefore, while NKT1 cells have been shown to be associated with the cytotoxic T 

cell functions, NKT2 cells induce more of a regulatory or inflammatory phenotype494. 

In light of these characteristics, the results of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine 

suggest the lower frequency of NKT1 cells in BALB/c mice does not substantially 

affect the capacity to harness NKT cells as universal helper cells. This suggests the 

frequency and/or characteristics of NKT cells in C57BL/6J mice are not limiting 

factors for the efficacy of glycolipid-peptide vaccines. A definitive conclusion that 

similar helper functions are attained in BALB/c mice could be achieved by comparing 

the magnitude of APC activation induced by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine in 

BALB/c mice to that observed in C57BL/6J mice. Nonetheless, as humans have an 

average circulating NKT cell frequency of 0.1 %, the responses observed in BALB/c 

mice furthers our understanding of whether these vaccines will have efficacy in 

humans230,496.  

 

Metastatic cancer is the area in greatest need of therapeutic improvement for HER2+ 

cancers. Unfortunately, current treatments display limited efficacy in preventing 

metastasis in high risk patients or providing long-term curative responses in patients 

with metastatic burden497. To investigate if HER2-targeting vaccines could induce an 

immune response that was sufficient to prevent or treat metastatic spread, we aimed 

to establish an animal model of breast cancer metastasis. 

 

The 4T1 murine breast cancer cell line is well recognised for its capacity to 

metastasise to different organs such as the lungs, liver, brain and bones491. 

Importantly, this metastatic pattern closely mimics that observed in human breast 

cancer patients. Moreover, in this model, metastasis is efficient and usually occurs 
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within 2-4 weeks after tumour implantation in the mammary fat pad498,499. Sub-clones 

have been developed from this cell line, such as 4T1.2, which was found to 

metastasise at a greater rate to the bone marrow500. While use of this model has been 

severely hindered by the lack of well-characterised tumour antigens, this has been 

overcome by the transfection of 4T1.2 cells with human HER2 cDNA to generate the 

4T1.2-HER2 cell line484. Using this line, we aimed to assess if our HER2 vaccines 

could prevent or delay tumour growth and the spread of cells to multiple distant 

organs. 

 

Unfortunately, tumours that developed after S.C. or I.M. challenge with 4T1.2-HER2 

cells spontaneously regressed in untreated animals. Despite the high homology 

between human and mouse HER2, this response implied the human HER2 peptide 

was recognised in mice as a foreign tumour antigen, inducing a native, spontaneous 

immune response. Similar responses were also observed by Rivera and colleagues 

when they injected their HER2-expressing 4T1 tumour cell line501. As HER2 is 

expressed on the surface of cells, this natural immune response could be mediated by 

B cells. Research from the laboratory of Professor Philip Darcy (Peter Mac, 

Melbourne) demonstrated that serum from mice that spontaneously resolve 4T1.2-

HER2 tumours can protect naïve, immunodeficient mice from developing tumours 

when challenged with 4T1.2-HER2 cells (Philip Darcy, unpublished personal 

communication). Therefore, we attempted to deplete B cells to determine if this could 

prevent the spontaneous tumour regression. Long-term B cell depletion was 

attempted by administering anti-CD20 before tumour challenge. An initial 

optimisation study demonstrated that one dose of anti-CD20 was sufficient to 

deplete B cells for 30 days or more in otherwise untreated mice. However, when mice 

were challenged with 4T1.2-HER2 cells nine days after anti-CD20 depletion, the B 

cell frequency rapidly increased back to baseline levels. This was possibly the result 

of a few remaining CD20+ B cells expanding, or the expansion of subsets that do not 

express high levels of CD20. Some studies have reported using this cell line in 
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immuno-deficient mice to overcome the spontaneous immune response484,501. 

However, this was not an option for our research as we were interested in generating 

an immune response with the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. The activity of anti-

HER2 antibody response by B cells could have been further investigated with 

additional doses of anti-CD20. However, in addition to the possible activity of B 

cells, Rivera and colleagues found that a natural induction of HER2-specific CD8+ T 

cells may also be contributing to spontaneous regression502. Thus, it was concluded 

that a long-term spontaneous metastasis model would be biased by the induction of 

native immune responses to the tumour that would prevent the vaccine-induced 

immune response being accurately assessed. 

 

One aim of this chapter was to assess the activity of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine 

against tumour metastases in multiple different organ sites. Unfortunately, due to 

the spontaneous regression of the 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cell line this was not possible. 

In attempt to examine the activity of the vaccine on tumour growth at a common site 

of breast cancer metastasis, an experimental model of lung metastasis was used. In 

comparison to spontaneous metastasis from the primary tumour, experimental 

metastasis directly administers cells into the circulation, resulting in significant lung 

metastases establishing before induction of the spontaneous immune response 

against HER2. Furthermore, this technique overcomes many of the obstacles that 

prevent cells from migrating from the primary tumour and becoming metastatic. 

Importantly, lung metastases that develop from I.V. injection of 4T1 cells are 

genetically similar to those that develop after orthotopic implantation503. 

 

Optimisation of the 4T1.2-HER2 cell line in this model revealed lung metastases also 

regressed if enough time was left to pass. Therefore, in a model of short duration, the 

anti-tumour response induced following prophylactic administration of the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was assessed. Interestingly, immunisation with α-
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GalCer alone decreased the number of tumour colonies in the lungs of mice at day 12 

after tumour challenge (Figure 6.7). Whilst NKT cells can aid in anti-tumour 

responses against CD1d-transformed tumours via direct cytolysis, this was unlikely 

in this setting, as 4T1 tumour cells do not express CD1d217,504,505. Alternatively, 

activation of NKT cells may have promoted the activity of other immune cells in the 

tumour microenvironment to enhance clearance. For instance, α-GalCer 

administration has been shown to increase the infiltration of CD8+ T cells, 

macrophages and NK cells into liver tumours and promote clearance506. Indeed, at a 

high concentration of α-GalCer, activated NKT cells may provide universal T cell 

help to drive activation of APCs, and enhance CD8+ T cell responses against native 

4T1.2-HER2 tumour antigens. Furthermore, the cytokines IFNγ, IL-12 and IL-2 

released by NKT cells have been shown to encourage the expansion and 

differentiation of NK cells into killer cells, expressing high levels of perforin, 

granzyme and Fas Ligand and these have been previously implicated in the control 

of 4T1 tumour growth507.  

 

Equimolar concentrations of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine provided greater 

control of tumour growth in the lungs compared to α-GalCer alone, suggesting the 

importance of a HER2-specific immune response. The HER263-71 peptide contains 

only a CD8+ T cell epitope, suggesting any HER2-specific activity was CD8+ T cell 

driven. In support of this, α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccinated animals depleted of CD8+ 

cells displayed abrogated cytotoxic activity in the VITAL assay, and an increased 

number of metastatic colonies in the lungs in comparison to IgG-treated animals. 

 

Interestingly, in the CD8 depletion experiment, α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccinated mice 

treated with IgG failed to completely prevent lung colonisation unlike previous 

experiments with this vaccine. It is possible that the greater time delay between 

vaccination and tumour treatment, 15 days verse seven days, was responsible. By 

day 15, activated NKT cells and trans-activated NK cells might have returned to 
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steady-state levels and any response against the tumour would more accurately 

reflect the activation and expansion of memory HER2-specific CD8+ T cells451,508. 

Therefore, future work should assess the memory response induced by the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. This would include challenging mice with tumours at 

least 30 days post-immunisation to determine how well the vaccine-induced HER2-

specific CD8+ T memory cells can protect from lung colonisation.  

 

One notable difference between the two models of lung metastasis is the way in 

which the metastatic cells appear in the lungs, with cells from the I.V. route 

colonising via hematogenous embolisation, leading to diffuse tumours in the lungs, 

whereas those that migrate from the primary tumour form discrete nodules that 

more accurately resemble the metastasis found in patients. It was anticipated this 

would have little effect on the activity induced by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine as 

the vaccine was not required to travel to the site of lung metastases to prime HER2-

specific CD8+ T cells. However, if this vaccine was to be explored in combination 

with treatments such as checkpoint molecule inhibitors or chemotherapeutics, which 

target the tumour cells specifically, then this model may not accurately depict what 

would occur in humans, where more discrete tumour nodules dominate503. 

 

We have recently obtained the 4T1-NYESO-1 cell line, which is the 4T1 cell line 

transfected with mouse NYESO-1 peptide. Our collaborators at the Weatherall 

Institute of Molecular Medicine (Oxford) have shown that this line retains the 

capacity to metastasise to multiple organs from both S.C. or I.Mam tumour injections 

and does not spontaneously regress in BALB/c mice (Matheswaran Kandasamy, 

unpublished results). Therefore, future experiments will assess the activity of the 

α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8 vaccine, which was included in this chapter as an irrelevant 

peptide control vaccine, on the establishment of tumour metastases in the lungs, liver 

and bone marrow from the primary tumour.  
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The HER2 antigen was identified as a clinically-relevant non-viral tumour antigen to 

assess the immune response generated by α-GalCer-peptide vaccines. HER2 

overexpression has been shown to increase cell invasiveness and tumourigenicity, 

leading to poor patient prognosis479,509,481. Importantly, there is great clinical need for 

improved HER2-targeting treatments, as nearly all patients eventually become 

resistant to monoclonal antibodies, including trastuzumab (HerceptinTM) and 

pertuzumab, and can develop resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors by signalling 

through alternative kinases510. 

 

It was advantageous to utilise the HER263-71 peptide in the a-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine, as it can be presented by both mouse H-2Kd and human HLA-A*2402 

presenting molecules474. Having established that this vaccine activates murine APCs, 

NKT cells and induces the expansion HER2-specific CD8+ T cells, the next step would 

be to assess if this vaccine activates human immune cells as well. It has been reported 

that some healthy human HLA-A*2402-positive donors have circulating CD8+ T cells 

reactive to the HER263-71 peptide511. With the assistance of Tara Pritchard, I performed 

an initial screen to determine whether a population of HER2-specific T cells could be 

detected in the peripheral blood of healthy donors following overnight stimulation 

with HER2 peptides that can be presented on both HLA-A*02 and HLA-A*24. 

However, no response was detected by IFN-γ ELISpot to the peptide in cultures from 

any of the 21 donors (data not shown). It is likely the number of circulating HER2+ T 

cell would be very low and could require a longer stimulation period (>week) to 

generate a population capable of producing a detectable IFN-γ response to the 

peptides. Following further optimisation in healthy donors, this experiment could be 

used to investigate HER2+ responses to the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccines in patients 

with HER2+ breast cancer. New Zealand has a registry of all breast cancer patients, 

which contains information on the type of breast cancer and HLA-status of the 

patient and could be used to find breast cancer patients to be included in this study. 
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Assessing the capacity of patients PBMCs to reactivate to the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine could provide an indication of the effectiveness of this vaccine in human 

patients. It is possible that HER2-specific T cells in patients will exhibit more of an 

exhausted phenotype with high PD-1 expression. Therefore, future pre-clinical 

experiments should assess the effect of co-administration of checkpoint molecule 

inhibitors and the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine32.  

 

Ultimately, triple negative breast cancer is the breast cancer subtype in greatest need 

of effective immunotherapies. These tumours are negative for the estrogen receptor, 

progesterone receptor and have normal expression levels of HER2512. Consequently, 

there is no targeted therapy for these patients and they are often limited to options 

such as chemotherapy, surgery or non-specific immunotherapies. The development 

of personalised vaccines for these patients that are targeted against neoantigens 

expressed by their tumours could have a large impact on current survival rates. The 

data presented in this chapter has shown a proof of principle that cytotoxic CD8+ T 

cell responses can be generated by glycolipid-peptide conjugate vaccines against a 

clinically relevant breast cancer-associated antigen. Progressing our synthetic vaccine 

capacities to incorporate neoantigens and possibly multiple antigens would enhance 

the range of patients these vaccines could be effective for.  

 

This chapter has shown that α-GalCer can be adjuvanted to peptides to enhance 

antigen-specific CD8+ T cell responses in BALB/c mice, where the frequency of NKT 

cells is substantially lower and the phenotype differs to that in C57BL/6J mice. This 

provides reassurance that the anti-tumour activity of these vaccines is not specific to 

C57BL/6J mice and may have some utility in humans where the frequency of NKT 

cells is even lower. Prophylactic vaccination with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 prevented 

tumour cell colonisation of the lung. As a result of a native immune responses 

against the human HER2 peptide the effect of the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine on 
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tumour metastases in multiple organs could not be assessed. Further development 

with the 4T1-NYESO1 cell line, and α-GalCer-L-NYESO1CD8 vaccine will enable these 

investigations.    
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7 General Discussion 

 

The initial aim of this thesis was to determine whether a new class of ABP-peptide 

vaccines could enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses. 

 

First, I demonstrated the ABP-peptide vaccines activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in human 

PBMC assays, consistent with retained ABP activity. Furthermore, incubation of 

human PBMCs with the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine increased peptide-specific CD8+ T 

cell activity, and this effect was retained even in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. The 

finding that mevastatin enhanced the CD8+ T cell response induced by the 

ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine was consistent with the notion that mevalonate pathway 

inhibition by the ABP moiety was involved in the response. Furthermore, 

ABP-peptide vaccines evoked strong peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses in mice, 

which completely lack Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Therefore, the activity of ABP-peptide 

vaccines was Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-independent.  

 

The ABP-peptide vaccines activated multiple subsets of APCs, in multiple organ 

sites. In contrast, only high concentrations of free ABP induced a minor increase in 

activation markers on APCs in vivo. Investigation of the vaccine activity in vivo 

revealed vaccine-induced CD8+ T cell responses were dependent on CD11c+ APCs. 

However, peptide-specific cytotoxicity induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 was retained in 

mice depleted of specialised cross-presenting cDC1s and following splenectomy. In 

contrast, depletion of phagocytic APCs, through the use of clodronate liposomes, 

abrogated ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine activity. This suggested the APC subsets 

involved in vaccine activity were CD11c+ APCs with phagocytic capacity, such as 

macrophages. 
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Unexpectedly, the ABP-peptide vaccines were found to activate NKT cells and 

cytotoxic activity induced by the ABP-peptide vaccines was dependent on CD1d. 

There were indications this activity could be reduced via filtration of the vaccine, 

suggesting either aggregates or contaminants of large molecular weight were 

involved in NKT cell activation.  

 

While I observed activity of ABP-peptide vaccines in melanoma and lung carcinoma 

models, this activity appeared to be NKT-cell dependent, obscuring the role of 

inhibiting the mevalonate pathway, and making further assessment of these vaccines 

difficult until the source of NKT cell stimulant could be determined. I therefore 

proceeded to conduct studies on a new series of vaccines designed specially to 

activate the “cellular adjuvant” activity of NKT cells. These vaccines were based on 

chemical conjugation of antigenic peptides to a prodrug version of the glycolipid 

α-GalCer. I concentrated on testing this vaccine design for the first time in a breast 

cancer model, using the 4T1 model on a BALB/c background. This mouse strain has a 

different NKT cell phenotype to C57BL/6J mice, with a skewing towards NKT2 cells, 

which do not respond to α-GalCer, and are more biased towards inflammatory and 

regulatory responses. The tumour cells were modified to express a human HER2, so 

that vaccines could be designed to target an antigen of translational relevance. I 

found that a vaccine incorporating an H-2Kd-binding epitope, from human HER2, 

which can also bind HLA-A*2402, could activate both APCs and NKT cells and 

induce a HER2-specific CD8+ T cell response in BALB/c mice. These responses were 

sufficient to prevent tumour cell colonisation of the lungs in the 4T1.2-HER2 tumour 

model.  
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Early work assessed whether ABP-peptide vaccines had the capacity to activate 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in human PBMC cultures and whether these vaccines could harness 

the helper function of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells to enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 

responses. 

 

In PBMC cultures from HLA-A*02-negative donors, all ABP-peptide vaccines 

activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. In turn, vaccine-induced activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells was 

inhibited by co-culturing PBMCs with mevastatin, suggesting Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activation required IPP accumulation, and not mevalonate pathway inhibition as 

such. It should be noted, however, that it was not determined if cleavage and release 

of ABP from the linker was required for inhibition of the mevalonate pathway and 

activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. This could be examined in future experiments by 

developing a cathepsin-resistant ABP-L intermediate through incorporation of a 

modified citrulline residue to make the Val-Cit cleavage site resistant to cathepsin343. 

 

Previous publications have shown that co-culturing ABPs with peptides can enhance 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses in human PBMCs38,255,256. Consistent with these 

studies, cultures of PBMCs incubated with the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine displayed 

increased frequencies of both Vγ9Vδ2 T cells and CMV-specific CD8+ T cells. In 

comparison to PBMC cultures treated with the CMVCD8 peptide alone, or admixture 

of ABP and CMVCD8 peptide, the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine induced a greater frequency 

of CD137+ CMV-specific CD8+ T cells following a seven day incubation assay. This 

suggested that conjugation of the ABP and peptide or, alternatively, the structure of 

the vaccine as a whole, altered the kinetics and/or the quality of peptide presentation. 

These findings are in line with previous observations with a glycolipid-peptide 

vaccine228.  
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Other accounts of ABP adjuvant activity in human studies have reported dependence 

on Vγ9Vδ2 T cells for enhanced CD8+ T cell responses38,255,513. However, depletion of 

Vγ9Vδ2 T cells from PBMC cultures had no effect on the frequency of CMV+ CD8+ T 

cells induced by the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine. Furthermore, while co-incubation with 

mevastatin prevented the activation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells by ABP-L-CMVCD8, CMV+ 

CD8+ T cell responses were enhanced in these cultures. Together, these data suggest 

that ABP-peptide vaccines can enhance CD8+ T cell responses in human PBMCs via a 

mechanism that is independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. This could be a result of altered 

processing of the vaccine in comparison to processing of co-pulsed peptide and 

ABP38,255. For instance, it has been suggested the cathepsin-sensitive PABC linker 

directs vaccine processing to the vacuolar pathway as opposed to the endosome-

cytosol pathway, as cathepsin activity requires an acidified environment, such as that 

found in lysosomes514. Furthermore, bisphosphonates have been observed inside 

vacuoles of osteoclasts following endocytosis, suggesting the mechanism of ABP 

uptake may also encourage vacuolar processing of the ABP-peptide vaccines272. 

Confirmation that the ABP-peptide vaccines are being processed through this 

pathway could be achieved by treating cells with either chloroquine, which inhibits 

processing through the pathway by blocking autophagosome fusion with lysosomes, 

or applying Bafilomycin A1, which inhibits vacuolar-ATPase, increasing lysosomal 

pH and suppressing lysosomal proteases and other degradative enzymes515,516.  

 

Mevalonate pathway inhibition prevents prenylation of key GTPases that are 

involved in trafficking and cytoskeletal organisation517-519. It is conceivable that the 

altered mode of peptide-loaded MHC-I molecules, following accumulation of 

unprenylated proteins, also contributed to the peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses 

observed. For example, a key study published during the course of my research, 

demonstrated that unprenylated Rab5B was associated with extended antigen 

presentation on the cell surface in vitro297. Therefore, to determine the Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 
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independent activities of these vaccines, I went on to investigate the immune 

response in mice, which lack ABP-reactive Vγ9Vδ2 T cells entirely. 

 

 

The ABP-peptide vaccines, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and ABP-L-HPVCD8, induced 

significant populations of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in the blood, spleen, liver and 

bone marrow in vivo. Furthermore, mice immunised with these vaccines displayed 

strong cytotoxic responses in vivo against splenocytes pulsed with the associated 

peptide. In comparison to the vaccine, peptide-specific cytotoxicity induced by 

co-administration of ABP and peptide only occurred at very high doses. This 

suggested conjugation of the moieties enhanced the magnitude of the immune 

response induced by the ABP, and facilitated strong cytotoxic immune responses 

even at picomolar concentrations.  

 

Both vaccines were found to activate APCs at 18 hr post-administration, suggesting 

the vaccines enhanced the capacity of APCs to cross-prime CD8+ T cells. Indeed, 

assessment of the cytokine profile at 24 hr after ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine 

administration, revealed expression of the Th1-type inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, 

RANTES, IL-12p(40). These cytokines are collectively involved in activation of innate 

cells, especially macrophages and DCs, recruitment of lymphocytes to sites of 

inflammation, and proliferation of CD8+ T cells126,195,433,520.  

 

Importantly, anti-tumour responses were observed following vaccination with both 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and ABP-L-HPVCD8. In a prophylactic setting, the 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine delayed tumour progression in the aggressive B16.OVA 

melanoma model. Furthermore, the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine prevented TC-1 tumour 

development in a prophylactic tumour setting and delayed tumour growth in a 
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therapeutic setting. Collectively, these results suggested, for the first time, that 

ABP-peptide conjugate vaccines can enhance CD8+ T cell responses and anti-tumour 

activity in vivo. Furthermore, these findings support those found in human assays, 

that Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are not required for ABP-peptide vaccine activity. 

 

There have been limited reports of adjuvant activity by ABPs in mice. Studies have 

indicated a role of MyD88-signalling in ABP adjuvant activity, suggesting ABPs 

potentiate signals from exogenous or endogenous PAMPs or DAMPs295,296. These 

results support the in vitro data presented in this thesis and previously reported by 

others, where ABP treatment of BMDCs potentiated TLR ligand signalling in vitro, 

resulting in greater activation of APCs and release of inflammasome-activated 

cytokines296,365. However, inhibition of IL-1 signalling in vivo, with soluble IL-1R, 

failed to abrogate the activity of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, suggesting inflammasome 

activation by the ABP-peptide vaccines was not crucial for the response. Indeed, a 

key study published during the course of my research investigated the adjuvant 

activity of statins, which inhibit the mevalonate pathway by binding to HMGCR, and 

found that statin-enhanced OVA-specific IgG titres were preserved in numerous 

inflammasome-signalling knockout mice297,521. Furthermore, the response was intact 

in both MyD88-/- mice and Trif -/- mice, suggesting TLR ligand signalling was not 

crucial. Instead, they reported that disruption to prenylation of key proteins involved 

in endosome recycling, such as Rab5B, increased the duration of antigen 

presentation.  

 

In support of their results, I found that the ABP-peptide vaccines, ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

and ABP-L-HPVCD8,  generated strong peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses and 

anti-tumour responses without a requirement for TLR-L co-administration. 

Furthermore, the ABP-peptide vaccine batches that generated CD8+ T cell responses 

did not contain detectable levels of TLR ligands, as determined by LAL endotoxin 

testing and HEKBlue TLR assays, suggesting the vaccines enhanced peptide-
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presentation in the absence of exogenous PRR signalling. However, a role for 

endogenous TLR ligands in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines cannot be 

excluded. Therefore, future studies could investigate this by assessing the conjugates 

in MyD88-/-or Trif-/- animals. If strong CD8+ T cells responses are maintained in these 

mice, it would suggest the ABP-peptide vaccines enhance immune responses 

independently of PRR-signalling, and encourage further investigation into the role of 

unprenylated proteins in the activity of the vaccine and other ABPs.  

 

7.1.2.1 Enhanced immunogenicity ABP-peptide vaccines  

The ABP-peptide vaccines resulted in enhanced peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 

responses in vivo, in comparison to an admixture of the unconjugated components. 

This may be due to different pharmacokinetics of the ABP and peptide in vivo. 

Conjugation of molecules via the PABC linker is proposed to enhance the stability of 

molecules in vivo, and theoretically ensure both peptide and ABP are biodistributed 

to the same organ and are taken up by the same APC for intracellular processing372. 

In comparison, when administered unconjugated, free ABP molecules could be 

expected to predominantly accumulate in the bone, as a result of their high affinity 

for hydroxyapatite, whereas peptides would remain in circulation until degraded or 

taken up by APCs386,325. In support of this theory, Xia and colleagues reported that 

ABPs modified to be more lipophilic, and therefore more likely to diffuse through 

multiple organs instead of rapidly accumulating in the bone, generated significantly 

greater anti-OVA IgG titres when co-administered with OVA peptide, as opposed to 

unmodified ABPs297. Together, these studies suggest unmodified free ABPs may not 

be endocytosed by the same APCs as free peptides, and that modification to the ABP 

structure can enhance their co-localisation. Direct conjugation of the two takes this 

one step further, to ensure the peptide and ABP have the same pharmacokinetics in 

vivo.  
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An alternative explanation for the enhanced activity of the vaccines compared to 

admixed components is that the PABC linker enhanced the immunogenicity of the 

molecules. Our laboratory has previously published that conjugated glycolipid-

peptide vaccines display more activity than co-administration of unconjugated 

components228,307,440. As mentioned in section 7.1.1, the cathepsin sensitive Val-Cit 

PABC linker used in the vaccine design may encourage vacuolar processing of the 

vaccines, and result in different vaccine kinetics compared to admixture. 

Alternatively, I assessed whether the products produced by the PABC linker 

following self-immolation, in particular azaquinone methides, were involved in the 

immune response. Administration of excess NAC to reduce activity by toxic quinone 

methides reduced liver toxicity as measured by decreased ALT levels at 18 hr post-

vaccination. However, NAC treatment had no effect on the activation of APCs 

induced by both ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 and L-OVACD4/CD8. This suggested that toxic free 

radicals induced by the vaccine were not responsible for vaccine activity. Future 

investigation of the effect of NAC treatment on NKT cell activity is required for a 

definitive conclusion. 

 

I was unable to determine whether ABP-peptide vaccines were indeed inhibiting the 

mevalonate pathway in vivo, largely because this would require sizable doses of 

vaccine, which were unavailable to me due to manufacturing constraints. Other 

groups have demonstrated ABP-mediated inhibition of the mevalonate pathway by 

measuring an increase in unprenylated proteins through the use of an antibody 

reported to be specific for unprenylated Rap1A522-524. However, the polyclonal goat 

antibody these groups used is no longer commercially available. An area for future 

research, once conjugate manufacturing issues have been resolved, could be 

application of an in vitro prenylation assay, which involves co-culturing GGTase I 

and RabGGTase enzymes with biotinylated isoprenoid lipids, and lysate from cells of 

interest525. Any unprenylated proteins in the cell lysate are prenylated with the 

biotinylated isoprenoids and can be assessed by Stable Isotope with Amino acids in 
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Cell Culture (SILIAC) mass spectrometry. The advantage of this assay is that it 

allows multiple prenylated proteins to be identified and quantified simultaneously, 

and it can be performed on cells treated in vitro, as well as cells harvested following 

in vivo administration of ABPs or statins.  

 

Combined, these results suggested ABP-peptide vaccines can enhance CD8+ T cell 

responses without a requirement for TLR co-administration, or signalling through 

the inflammasome. Furthermore, the ABP-peptide vaccines induced significantly 

greater cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses, suggesting the conjugation of the peptide 

and ABP altered the pharmacokinetics or intracellular processing pathways of these 

two moieties.  

 

Cross-presenting cDC1 cells are often considered the key DC population for CD8+ T 

cell priming402. Therefore, it was important to investigate their role in the immune 

responses generated by ABP-peptide conjugates. The requirement for CD11c+ APCs 

in ABP-peptide vaccine activity was determined using the established chimeric 

CD11c/DTR mouse model, where DT treatment specifically depleted CD11c+ cells310. 

The peptide-specific cytotoxic response induced by ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 was reduced 

in CD11c-depleted mice. In addition, the anti-tumour activity of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

against B16.OVA tumours, was abrogated in CD11c-depleted mice.  

 

Surprisingly, depletion of cDC1s and pDCs through the use of Clec9a-DTR mice, had 

no effect on the cytotoxic immune response generated following ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

administration. In turn, removal of the spleen, which is a major reservoir of cDC1 

and cDC2 cells, had no effect on the peptide-specific immune responses generated by 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8. In contrast, depletion of phagocytic cells with clodronate 

liposomes led to abrogation of peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses. In addition, the 
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activity of a glycolipid-peptide vaccine was retained in clodronate liposome 

administered mice, suggesting these two vaccines were processed by different APC 

subsets.  

 

As macrophages, in particular liver macrophages were significantly depleted 

following clodronate liposome administration, the likely candidates involved in 

processing the vaccine are CD11c+ macrophages. Indeed, macrophages have 

previously been shown to rapidly internalise ABPs by endocytosis, however, 

additional studies are needed to validate this hypothesis322,359,526-528. Further 

experiments should assess the role of cDC2 cells, which were also significantly 

reduced following clodronate liposome administration. Reduced cDC2 cells have 

been observed in both zDCCre+Notchc2fl/fl and zDCCre+IRF4fl/fl mouse strains. These 

mouse strains could be used in future experiments to determine the role of cDC2 

cells. Accumulating evidence suggests a small percentage of ABP molecules 

accumulate in the liver following intravenous administration358. Therefore, specific 

depletion of the liver macrophage cell type, Kupffer cells, could aid in determining if 

the ABP-peptide vaccines induced immune responses in the liver. This could be 

assessed through the use of gadolinium chloride421. 

 

It is important to note that it is not clear from these depletion models whether cDC1s 

process the ABP-peptide vaccines in wild type mice. If they are involved in the 

immune response, it would suggest redundancy in cross-presenting APC subtypes, 

where other populations of CD11c+ APCs process the vaccine in the absence of cDC1 

cells. The cDC1 and cDC2 populations were significantly depleted in the spleen 

following clodronate liposome administration, despite previous studies suggesting 

these subsets are unaffected407. However, the retained activity in splenectomised 

mice, which is a major reservoir of DCs, suggested priming did not occur in this 

organ and splenic DCs were not essential for vaccine activity. A similar phenomenon 

was observed with poly I:C immunotherapy, where depletion of cDC1 cells failed to 
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abrogate the immune response, suggesting multiple APC subsets may interact to 

generate the CD8+ T cell response406. Indeed, they observed multiple APC subsets 

engulfed the immunotherapy. Combined with the results observed in this thesis 

these findings highlight that cDC1 cells are not the only cells capable of cross-

priming CD8+ T cells. Instead, they support a more fluid model of APC activity, 

where cells derived from myeloid progenitors exist along a continuum of activities 

ranging from active antigen-presenters through to non-specific suppressors of T cell 

function, where the activity of these cells is dependent on the disease phenotype or 

the immunotherapy administered378.  

 

7.1.3.1 Potential model of ABP-peptide vaccine mechanism in vivo 

ABP molecules have been shown to rapidly accumulate in the bone and bind to 

hydroxyapatite272,304. Furthermore, it has been shown that ABP-prodrugs retain 

strong bone accumulation. In particular, the kinetics of a vaccine of similar design to 

those used in this thesis, with the prostaglandin EP4 receptor conjugated to 

alendronic acid via a cathepsin cleavable linker, have been extensively analysed 

following administration to rats358. Approximately 8 % of a single I.V. dose of this 

ABP pro-drug accumulated in the liver during the first 6 hr, compared to ~3 % in the 

bone. Levels in the liver significantly decreased by 24 hr, with minor but detectable 

levels still evident at 28 days post-administration. In comparison, the concentration 

in the bone remained at ~ 3 % for the first seven days, with decreased but substantial 

levels still present at day 28 (~ 1.59 %). Low levels were present in the spleen over the 

whole 28 days (from 0.35 % to 0.038 %), with minor levels detected in the kidney, 

heart, and brain for the first day, before becoming undetectable. This experiment 

suggested an initial accumulation in the liver before gradual decline, with continual 

accumulation in bone, and fits with the data observed with the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 

vaccine, where splenectomised mice displayed a retained peptide-specific immune 

response.  
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A potential mechanism for how the ABP-peptide vaccines could induce priming of 

peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in vivo is presented in Figure 7.1 and is based on the 

findings presented in this thesis and the current literature. Following I.V. 

administration, the ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 vaccine is anticipated to accumulate at 

significant levels in both the bone and liver. While some vaccine may accumulate in 

the spleen, the retained vaccine activity in splenectomised mice suggested this was 

not a crucial site for vaccine uptake and processing.  

 

ABP-peptide vaccine activity was abrogated in clodronate liposome administered 

mice, where a significant proportion of liver macrophages was depleted. Combined 

with the findings that ABP pro-drug molecules accumulate at significant levels in the 

liver, it is possible the immune response generated by the ABP-peptide vaccines 

occurs in the liver358. The liver is generally considered to maintain a tolerogenic 

microenvironment, with APCs in the liver, in particular Kupffer cells, classically 

promoting tolerance rather than cytotoxicity152,153. Administration of the ABP-peptide 

vaccine induced a population of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in the liver at day 7. If 

these cells were in fact primed in the liver this would contradict previous reports that 

liver-primed CTLs have impaired T cell function or are eliminated by liver 

APCs152,529. Furthermore, it would suggest the immunostimulatory activity of these 

vaccines overcomes the tolerogenic signals in the liver to enhance CD8+ T cell 

priming.  

 

Based on the numerous pharmacokinetics studies, which demonstrate accumulation 

of ABPs in the bone, it is highly likely a significant proportion of the ABP-peptide 

vaccine accumulates in the bone following I.V. administration. Hydroxyapatite-

bound ABPs are typically taken up by osteoclasts during bone resorption530. 

Therefore, osteoclasts could also be involved in the processing the ABP-peptide 

vaccine molecules, in particular enabling their release from hydroxyapatite, and 

permitting uptake by neighbouring CD11c+ cells such as cDC2 cells or potentially a 
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population of CD11c+ osteal macrophages. Alternatively, the bone microenvironment 

is bathed in extracellular cathepsins, notably cathepsin K, which is expressed at high 

levels by osteoclasts531,532. Our collaborators at the Ferrier Institute have shown that 

both cathepsin S and K are capable of cleaving the Val-Cit site of the PABC linker 

used in the ABP-peptide vaccines (Susanna Chan, Ferrier Institute, personal 

communication). Therefore, it is possible the peptide could be cleaved away from the 

hydroxyapatite-bound ABP moiety, and then taken up by CD11c+ APCs. If this were 

the case, the unique feature of the ABP moiety would be that it targets peptide 

processing and presentation to bone marrow APCs. As many memory T cells 

preferentially reside in the bone, this could provide an effective method to reactivate 

memory T cells and boost immunity533.  

 

Assessment of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells at day seven following ABP-peptide 

administration provided no further insight into where the vaccine accumulates and 

where CD8+ T cell priming occurs, with significant populations of peptide-specific 

CD8+ T cells in the bone marrow, liver and spleen. Further experiments are required 

to understand the CD8+ T cell responses in these multiple organs. This could include 

assessing the kinetics of the CD8+ T cell response in each organs to determine where 

the peptide-specific T cells first occur. Undertaking similar pharmacokinetic 

experiments to those published for other ABP-prodrugs, such as labelling the 

vaccines, would aid in establishing vaccine distribution following administration, 

and inform likely sites of antigen presentation358. Importantly, combined with the 

results from the APC depletion models, this would establish which cells acquire the 

vaccine, and which are crucial for vaccine activity. However, this would necessitate 

manufacturing of radiolabelled vaccines, and the isotopes used require specialised 

handling. 
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Figure 7.1 Potential sites of CD8+ T cell priming following intravenous ABP-
peptide vaccine administration.  

 

 

The research presented in this thesis provided evidence that ABP-peptide vaccines 

can enhance CD8+ T cell responses in mice, in the absence of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells.  

 

I made an unexpected finding that two of the ABP-peptide vaccine batches activated 

NKT cells, and that complete in vivo activity was dependent on CD1d. Moreover, the 
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linker-peptide control, L-OVACD4/CD8, and the original batch of ABP-L prodrug were 

also found to activate NKT cells. Further investigation into the NKT stimulatory 

activity suggested it was unique to the vaccine and pro-drug molecules, as free ABP 

did not activate NKT cells in vivo, even at very high doses. Subsequently, the 

L-OVACD4/CD8 control, which does not contain an ABP group, activated NKT cells, 

confirming that the ABP moiety was not involved.  

 

Interestingly, filtration of ABP-L prevented activation of both NKT cells and cDCs in 

vivo, in comparison to unfiltered ABP-L. A similar trend was observed when 

comparing unfiltered L-OVACD4/CD8 to filtered. These results suggested that particles 

greater than the 0.1 µm pore size of the filters, or particles capable of binding to the 

filter material, were present in the vaccine solution, and were responsible for the 

NKT cell-stimulating activity. Furthermore, the loss of activation following filtration 

was not a result of the filter preventing all vaccine molecules from passing through, 

as filtered ABP-L retained the capacity to stimulate human Vγ9Vδ2 T cells to the 

same extent as unfiltered ABP-L. Interestingly, despite unfiltered ABP-L inducing 

NKT cell activation in vivo in mice, both filtered and unfiltered failed to activate NKT 

cells in human PBMCs in vitro, supporting a unique activity of the ABP-peptide 

vaccines in mice.  

 

The PABC linker has been used in many synthetic compounds, including 

monoclonal antibody drug conjugates and conjugates incorporating doxorubicin534,514. 

Unfortunately, NKT cell activity or the presence of particles was not assessed in any 

of these studies. Interestingly, previous research from our group found that the NKT 

cell-stimulating activity of α-GalPhs, a weak agonist of NKT cells, could be enhanced 

by conjugation to peptide, via the Val-Cit PABC linker535. It was proposed that the 

altered kinetics of the α-GalPhs-peptide conjugate vaccine in vivo, in comparison to 

α-GalPhs, were responsible. However, it was not assessed if these altered kinetics 

were associated with the presence of particles in the vaccine solution. 
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It remains unclear how the ABP-peptide vaccines and control molecules activated 

NKT cells. Discussed below are possible theories for how these molecules could 

initiate NKT cell activity.  

 

There are two hypothetical causes of the large molecules in the vaccine solution. The 

first hypothesis is that the vaccines are contaminated with low levels of glycolipids 

that form aggregates in the vaccine solution and are responsible for the NKT cell 

activity (Figure 7.2B). Indeed, in aqueous solutions, glycolipids are shown to form 

lipid bilayers536. As glycolipids and glycolipid vaccines were synthesised and 

analysed in the same laboratory as the ABP-peptide vaccines it is possible that, 

despite the chemists best intentions, trace amounts of these molecules ended up in 

the ABP-peptide batches. Furthermore, the instrument for hyper reaction monitoring 

(HRM)-MS analysis of the ABP-peptide vaccines was set up to acquire the best data 

for the ABP-peptide vaccine, rather than to look for very low levels of contamination 

by α-GalCer or α-GalCer-peptide vaccines. Therefore, these could have been missed 

during chemical analysis.  

 

Importantly, NKT cells were not activated in human PBMC assays treated with the 

ABP-peptide vaccines, control L-OVACD4/CD8 or ABP-L prodrugs, suggesting the 

vaccines were not contaminated with large quantities α-GalCer or α-GalCer-peptide 

vaccines. However, in vivo assays are very sensitive to α-GalCer, with concentrations 

as low as 2 ng initiating significant NKT cell responses439. Therefore, the lack of a 

NKT cell response in human PBMCs did not conclusively demonstrate that 

glycolipid contaminants were not present. 

 

The activity of contaminating lipids could be assessed by preincubating the vaccine 

solution with the enzymes, acidic ceramidase and α-Galactosidase A (GLA). 
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Catabolism of α-GalCer is initiated by acidic ceramidase, which releases the α-lyso 

Galactosylceramide compound, which in contrast to α-GalCer is a substrate for 

GLA537. In turn, GLA hydrolyses the terminal α-galactosyl moieties from glycolipids 

and glycoprotein538. Therefore any contaminating glycolipid would be broken down 

in these vaccine solutions.  

 

The second hypothesis is that the ABP-peptide vaccines form aggregates, which are 

the most active components in vivo, and these vaccine aggregates have an intrinsic, 

indirect NKT cell activating capacity (Figure 7.2A & B). This intrinsic activity could 

be in the form of PRR-induced activation of APCs, which has been shown to 

indirectly activate NKT cells. Specifically, TLR signalling triggers the accumulation 

of endogenous glycolipid antigens via temporarily inhibiting GLA in lysosomes, 

resulting in increased expression of self-antigens, such as iGb3, on CD1d 

molecules208,209,539,(Figure 7.2B). Although, the vaccine batches that generated CD8+ T 

cell responses were not contaminated with detectable TLR ligands, as assessed by the 

HEKBLUE assay and endotoxin assays, the activity of these molecules could be 

different in vivo, where interactions with multiple cell subsets could lead to the 

production of endogenous PRR ligands, such as DAMPs.  

 

Furthermore, it may be that stress placed on the cells by the particle structures 

enhanced the expression of endogenous glycolipids on CD11c+ APCs without a 

requirement for PRR-signalling. Indeed, the Cerundolo laboratory recently 

demonstrated that cell stress as a result of disruption to the ER resulted in enhanced 

presentation of endogenous glycolipids and activation of NKT cells in vitro and in 

vivo540. In particular, actin cytoskeletal rearrangement as a result of the ER stress was 

found to contribute to the enhanced NKT cell activation. 

 

Production of α-glycosylceramides, which are the major endogenous ligands of NKT 

cells, is tightly controlled by the catabolic enzymes of the ceramide and glycolipid 
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pathways. Administration of the glucosylceramide synthase inhibitor, D-threo-1-

phenyl-2-benzyloxycarbonylamino-3-pyrrolidino-1-propanol (PBPP), to prevent 

endogenous glycolipid production, would therefore assess whether endogenous 

NKT cell ligands, such as α-glycosylceramides or iGb3, are required for vaccine 

efficacy541.  

 

In the absence of TCR cross-linking, NKT cell activation and proliferation can be 

induced by the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-12 and IL-18 (Figure 7.2C)218. An 

increase in IL-12(p40) was observed in the serum of mice administered 

ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8, however, IL-18 levels were not assessed in this assay. Despite 

this, no significant increase in IL-1β was observed in the serum of mice 6 or 24 hrs 

after ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 administration. As IL-1β and IL-18 are produced together 

following activation of the inflammasome, the minimal IL-1β signal may imply 

limited IL-18 production. Combined these findings suggest the ABP-peptide vaccines 

do not activate NKT cells via activation of the inflammasome.  

 

A definitive conclusion surrounding TCR- or cytokine-activation of NKT cells could 

be achieved by assessing the NKT cell response in Nur77/GFP reporter mice, where 

TCR-engagement with antigen results in Nur77 signalling and consequently, a GFP 

signal that can be detected via flow cytometry542,543. If strong Nur77 signalling by 

NKT cells is observed following ABP-peptide vaccines, it would suggest minimal 

MyD88 signalling is induced by IL-18 and IL-1β. Although the role of PRR signalling 

could be assessed through the use of MyD88-/- and Trif-/- mouse strains, IL-1 cytokines 

also signal through MyD88, preventing a definitive conclusion as to whether PRR 

signalling is essential544.  
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Figure 7.2 Mechanisms of NKT cell activation by contaminating particles.  

 

As discussed in chapter 5, future experiments should also investigate how NKT cells 

are involved in the activity of the ABP-peptide vaccines. Blockade of CD40-signalling 

in mice treated with ABP-peptide vaccine will determine if NKT cells are required to 

license APCs for cross-priming. This could be performed with the ABP-L control 

molecule, which, without an MHC-II binding peptide would prevent the results 

being confounded by CD4+ T helper cell activity.  
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To enable experiments that would refine the mechanism of the vaccines, batches of 

the ABP-L-HPVCD8 vaccine and ABL-prodrug were resynthesised in our collaborating 

laboratory. However, these resynthesised batches failed to activate APCs, NKT cells 

and to induce CD8+ T cell responses.  

 

To assess whether the lack of activity of the resynthesised batches was attributable to 

the lack of an NKT cell-activating contaminant, I co-administered the new vaccines 

with various concentrations of α-GalCer, to provide an NKT cell activating signal. 

However, this failed to generate a CD8+ T cell response. I further assessed these 

batches and found contamination with a TLR2-L, as detected using a HEK-mTLR2 

cell line. This TLR2-L signal was not detected in prior vaccine batches. 

 

While TLR2-L contamination might be expected to enhance vaccine activity by 

providing additional signals to activate APCs, TLR-L uptake initiates a cascade of 

cellular responses that downregulate endocytosis and the processing capabilities in 

APCs, resulting in impaired cross-presentation464,465. It is possible that following in 

vivo administration, APCs were exposed to TLR-L before vaccine uptake or 

processing, which resulted in premature activation of the APC, downregulating 

endocytosis and resulting in a negative effect on vaccine-induced immune responses. 

Alternatively, the TLR2-L may have directly affected the activity by attaching to the 

ABP-peptide vaccine and preventing uptake and/or cleavage of the vaccine to release 

the ABP and peptide moieties. 

 

TLR2 recognises lipopeptides, while NKT cells are classically activated by 

glycolipids. The differing activities of the two vaccine batches, manufactured in the 

same facility, may be due to lipid contamination of one or both vaccine batches. This 

indicates a need to modify manufacturing and testing procedures to prevent lipid 
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contamination of ABP-peptide vaccines and avoid biological experiments being 

performed with contaminated vaccines. 

 

In conclusion, an effective class of ABP-peptide vaccines led to NKT cell activation in 

vivo as well as stimulation of peptide-specific CD8+ T-cell responses, and required the 

NKT cell presenting molecule CD1d. To determine whether this was due to an 

intrinsic NKT cell stimulatory effect of the ABP-peptide in vivo (e.g. via presentation 

of endogenous glycolipids or via cytokines), the vaccine was remanufactured. A 

remanufactured batch, however, exhibited TLR2 stimulatory capacity. This 

emphasises the exquisite sensitivity of these in vivo assays to minor contaminants. 

Resolution of these manufacturing issues is required before the activity and 

mechanism of ABP-peptide conjugate vaccines can be confirmed. 

 

 

Promoting CD8+ T cell responses against HER2 is an attractive therapeutic strategy. 

By responding to short peptide fragments presented on MHC-I, T cell activity against 

the tumour is unaffected by downregulation of extracellular HER2 expression or 

HER2 splice-mutations, which are often associated with Herceptin-resistant 

tumours545,546. To date, vaccines incorporating HER2 peptides have shown promising 

immunological activity but limited clinical efficacy. Treatment with autologous 

HER2 peptide-pulsed DCs generated HER2-specific immune responses that were 

associated with regression of ductal breast carcinoma in situ547. Furthermore, 

treatment of patients at high-risk of metastatic disease with the HLA-A2/3-restricted 

HER2366-379 peptide (nelipepimut-S), in combination with GM-CSF, resulted in a trend 

towards longer disease-free survival in comparison to untreated patients548. 

However, a phase III trial of this vaccine revealed no difference in disease-free 

survival compared to placebo patients, and the trial was prematurely terminated46. 
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While these trials provided evidence that breast cancer patients can generate 

functional T cell responses against HER2, the absence of a strong anti-tumour 

response highlights the importance of peptide and adjuvant selection. For instance, 

although GM-CSF can mature and expand macrophages to enhance peptide 

presentation, it is also associated with the expansion of myeloid-derived suppressor 

cells, which supress tumour immunity, suggesting selection of a different adjuvant 

may have resulted in improved results549,550. Furthermore, current peptide vaccines 

have failed to demonstrate long-term T cell responses, which are suggested to have 

greater utility in preventing or treating metastatic breast cancer551. 

 

Given the promising results using ABP-peptide vaccines, but in view of uncertainties 

surrounding the manufacturing process for the ABP-peptide vaccines, I elected to 

assess a glycolipid-HER2 vaccine. Prior work in our group’s laboratory had 

demonstrated that NKT cell activating conjugate vaccines could enhance responses 

against OVA and HPV antigens in models of melanoma and lung carcinoma in 

C57BL/6J mice228,440. However, such vaccines had never been assessed in breast cancer 

models or in BALB/c mice which have fewer NKT cells than C57BL/6J mice and a 

NKT cell phenotype that is dominated by the more regulatory NKT2 subset, which is 

line with suggestions that BALB/c mice display a Th2-like immune cell bias493-495,552-554. 

Therefore, the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was synthesised, which incorporated the 

human HER63-71 peptide, which can be presented on H-2Dd expressed in the BALB/c 

mouse strain.  

 

The α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine was found to induce activation of both APCs and 

NKT cells in BALB/c mice at 18 hr post-vaccination, providing the first evidence that 

synthetic vaccines of this design can be processed in BALB/c mice to induce NKT cell 

activation. Furthermore, the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine generated a significant 

population of HER2-specific CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood and lungs of 

BALB/c mice. These cells displayed strong cytotoxic function, lysing HER2-pulsed 
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splenocytes in vivo. Moreover, vaccine activated NKT cells appeared to be crucial for 

the generation of HER2-positive CD8+ T cells, as administration of HER2CD8 peptide 

alone failed to expand HER2-specific CD8+ T cells.  

 

The results presented in this thesis suggest α-GalCer-activated NKT cells are capable 

of providing T cell help in BALB/c mice to enhance HER2-specific CD8+ T cells. This 

was in contrast to previous studies, where depletion of NKT cells in BALB/c mice 

improved anti-tumour responses induced by anti-CTLA4 and radiotherapy555, 

suggesting the increased NKT2 frequency in BALB/c mice may be detrimental to the 

development of cytotoxic anti-tumour responses556. Furthermore, our results provide 

evidence that the activity of the synthetic glycolipid vaccines researched by our 

laboratory is not restricted to C57BL/6J mice, which have a significantly greater 

frequency of NKT cells than BALB/c mice and humans and are more biased to the 

generation of Th1-type immune responses than BALB/c mice441,552. 

 

 

The 4T1 model has been extensively published as a breast cancer metastasis 

model490,500,557-559. Spontaneous metastases have been shown to occur in the lungs, liver 

and bone marrow of BALB/c mice challenged with 4T1 tumours in the mammary 

gland491. An experimental model of lung metastases can also be achieved following 

intravenous administration of 4T1 tumour cells. The 4T1.2-HER2 cell line was 

obtained to model HER2+ human breast cancer and allow pre-clinical assessment of 

immunotherapies targeting human HER2484. However, experimental analysis with 

the 4T1.2-HER2 tumour line was limited, as some (but not all) naïve mice 

spontaneously rejected the tumour after a period of time, an issue which has been 

observed by other groups501,560. It was hypothesised that the spontaneous anti-HER2 

responses were antibody-mediated, however, depletion of B cells with one dose of 

anti-CD20 mAb did not prevent tumour rejection. Furthermore, it was observed that 
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tumour challenge rapidly encouraged the B cell frequency to return to baseline. The 

possibility of a B cell response combined with an additional report that rejection of 

these tumours is T-cell mediated560, resulted in the conclusion that long-term 

metastatic models could not be assessed with this cell line. As it was observed that 

the spontaneous regression required ~ 12 days to have an effect, I opted to use an 

experimental setup that assessed the anti-tumour activity of the α-GalCer-L-HERCD8 

vaccine within this initial time period.  

 

Treatment with α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 prevented intravenously-administered 

4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells from colonising the lung. Treatment with α-GalCer alone 

also prevented tumour colonisation in comparison to PBS treated mice, however, not 

as effectively as the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine. The activity of α-GalCer alone was 

in line with previous studies, where high dose α-GalCer induced anti-tumour 

activity against 4T1 lung metastases in BALB/c mice561. However, the complete 

absence of tumour cells in the lung following administration of the 

α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine suggested the vaccine-induced HER2-specific CD8+ T 

cell response further enhanced the anti-tumour immune response. Combined, these 

results were the first to demonstrate that glycolipid-peptide vaccines can induce 

effective immune responses in BALB/c mice, and can generate CD8+ T cell responses 

against a breast cancer antigen of translational relevance. 

 

The 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cell line has been shown to form tumours in immuno-

deficient mice, without spontaneous tumour regression, and has been utilised to 

investigate the effect of chemotherapeutics and HER2-targeting mAbs on tumour 

growth501,484. However, these mice have no functionality in experiments assessing 

synthetic peptide vaccines. An alternative mouse model for HER2 studies is the 

humanised-HER2 transgenic mouse, which expresses human HER2 under the 

murine mammary tumour virus (MMTV) promoter and develops spontaneous 

HER2+ mammary gland tumours within 6-12 months of age562. Assessment of the 
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α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine response in transgenic HER2 mice would have the 

advantage of examining the effect of the vaccine on a tumour that more accurately 

replicates a human carcinoma, where tumour outgrowth is dependent on malignant 

cells evading detection of the native immune system. Furthermore, the 

immunosuppressive functions utilised by these tumour cells could have a significant 

effect on the anti-tumour immune response initiated by the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 

vaccine, and may require experiments that assess the impact of both vaccine and 

checkpoint inhibitor administration. 

 

As Herceptin only eradicates disease in 50 % of HER2-positive cancers, and does not 

result in curative responses in HER2-positive metastatic cancer, there is an urgent 

need for more effective HER2-targetting therapies497. This thesis has provided 

evidence that the α-GalCer-L-HER2CD8 vaccine can generate cytotoxic HER2-specific 

CD8+ T cells and prevent tumour colonisation of the lung, suggesting this vaccine 

may have utility as an adjuvant therapy pre- or post-debulking surgery to eliminate 

residual disease, and prevent metastatic spread to other organ sites.  

 

 

It is clear that the mevalonate pathway can be targeted to enhance immune 

responses. Patients presenting with mutations in mevalonate kinase display 

enhanced TLR-induced cytokine production in human PBMC cultures427,428. In turn, 

patients commonly display flu-like symptoms following administration of ABPs, 

which is associated with activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in patient PBMCs425,426. 

Furthermore, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells have been shown to provide help signals that licence 

IPP-expressing APCs to cross-prime CD8+ T cells38,255,256. Moreover, statins have been 

shown to enhance T cell and antibody responses in mice297. We have developed and 

tested the anti-tumour activity of ABP-peptide vaccines in vivo in mice. These 
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vaccines were designed to harness the helper function of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, via 

reciprocal interactions between the IPP-presenting APC and the Vγ9Vδ2 T cell, to 

enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses. However, as observed in mouse 

studies, they also enhanced antigen presentation independently of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. A 

comparison of the response in mice to humans is complicated by the fact mice lack 

the IPP-reactive Vγ9Vδ2 T cells that humans have. Therefore, in humans these 

vaccines may theoretically enhance peptide-specific CD8+ T cell responses via two 

mechanisms; a Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-dependent and a Vγ9Vδ2 T cell-independent 

mechanism (Figure 7.3). In addition, activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells also have many other 

functions other than T cell help, which could positively or negatively affect the anti-

tumour response.  

 

Demonstrated in Figure 7.3, is the different immune responses the ABP-peptide 

vaccines could generate following administration to humans. As discussed 

throughout this thesis activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells have the potential to provide T cell 

help to APCs and license cross-priming of CD8+ T cells. In addition, these cells can 

also migrate to tumour tissue from the peripheral blood, as a result of their 

expression of inflammatory chemokine receptor CCR5563,564, and exert effector 

functions against cells expressing stress-induced ligands, such as ULBP1565, or cells 

exhibiting altered BTN3A1 expression, as a result of perturbed mevalonate pathway 

activity251. Furthermore, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells secrete chemokines, such as CCL3 and CCL4, 

which recruit ab T cells, B cells, NK cells and APCs to the tumour site to enhance 

anti-tumour responses566-568. Consequently, tumour infiltration by γδ T cells has been 

shown to be the most significant factor associated with favourable prognosis246, and 

activation of both Vγ9Vδ2 T cells and peptide-specific CD8+ T cells by ABP-peptide 

vaccines may provide the double hit needed to acquire a curative response. 

 

Alternatively, vaccine-activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells could also have a detrimental effect 

on the strength of the vaccine response. Activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells have been shown 
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to lyse ABP pulsed-APCs338. This could prevent antigen cross-presentation to CD8+ T 

cells and explain why co-incubation of mevastatin with the ABP-L-CMVCD8 vaccine 

enhanced the frequency of human peptide-specific CD8+ T cells in vitro, by 

preventing Vγ9Vδ2 T cell activity. However, PBMC cultures depleted of Vδ2 cells 

did not display a significant increase in the CMV-specific CD8+ T cell response 

following ABP-L-CMVCD8 administration, suggesting activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells had 

no effect on the adaptive immune response in these cultures. 

 

The role of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells may also differ between patients, due to differences in the 

frequency of innate-like T cells. It is unknown if these vaccines will be more effective 

in patients with high, or low frequencies, or what effect previous therapies will have 

on the reactivity of these cells. However, research from our laboratory suggests 

patients with prostate cancer display no differences to healthy donors in the capacity 

of NKT cells and Vγ9Vδ2 T cells to react to α-GalCer and BrHPP, respectively (Ellie-

May Jarvis, PhD thesis) providing some promise that these cells can be utilised in 

immunotherapies.  

 

Sustained inhibition of the mevalonate pathway results in apoptotic cell death due to 

inhibition of the crucial cellular pathways that rely on downstream products of the 

mevalonate pathway334-336,337. Indeed, many side effects of ABPs have been reported in 

the clinic, including osteonecrosis of the jaw, atrial fibrillation, hypocalcaemia and 

over-suppression of bone turnover569-572. Despite the toxicity of ABPs, there have been 

reports of enhanced adaptive immune responses following ABP administration295,296. 

Combined, these results suggest a narrow therapeutic window, where inhibition of 

the mevalonate pathway for the correct amount of time and strength, increases 

antigen presentation, however, sustained inhibition results in cell death. A possible 

advantage of the vaccine construct ensuring co-delivery of both the peptide and ABP 

to the same APC, is that lower doses of the vaccine may need to be administered in 
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vivo to enhance CD8+ T cell responses, and, therefore, less ABP-induced toxicity may 

occur.  

 

The adjuvant activity of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, without the alternative actions of inhibiting 

the mevalonate pathway, could be assessed by vaccines incorporating the 

phosphoantigen HMBPP from the bacterial MEP pathway, or the synthetic analogue, 

BrHPP. Alternatively, the detrimental effect of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells on the immune 

response could be assessed by developing a statin-peptide conjugate vaccine. Like 

ABPs, the immunostimulatory potential of statins has only recently been 

investigated. Research from Xia and colleagues showed lipophilic statins 

co-administered with whole OVA peptide, enhanced peptide-specific immune 

responses in vivo297. Interestingly, a decreased incidence of cancer is also observed in 

patients that routinely take statins to lower their cholesterol, raising the intriguing 

possibility that statin-mediated inhibition of the mevalonate pathway enhances anti-

tumour responses573. As statins do not rapidly chelate metal ions, purification and 

synthesis of these vaccines could be significantly easier than the ABP-peptide 

vaccines, making large-scale production for the clinic more feasible (personal 

communication with Prof Gavin Painter). 

 

Activated NKT cells can also have a significant effect on anti-tumour immune 

responses by trans-activating DCs, NK cells, conventional T cells and B cells223,574-576. If 

NKT cell activation is found to be the result of an intrinsic property of the ABP-

peptide vaccine in vivo, this vaccine could potentially activate both Vγ9Vδ2 T cells 

and NKT cells in humans. It is unknown how activated NKT cells and Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

would interact with each other. However, this dual activation could provide a way to 

use the same vaccine construct across patients with differing frequencies of these 

innate-like T cell populations, where in some patients NKT cell may be the dominant 

accessory cell type and others Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. 
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In conclusion, therapies that expand both Vγ9Vδ2 T cells and tumour antigen-

specific CD8+ T cells could provide potential clinical advantages by activating two 

populations of cytotoxic effector cells that can target cells expressing TAAs as well as 

those expressing stress-ligands.  

 

Figure 7.3 Possible mechanism of ABP-peptide vaccines in humans. Uptake of 
vaccines by APCs can activate Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in humans. These can provide help to 
license APCs to cross-present peptide to CD8+ T cells. In addition, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells can 
act as cytotoxic effector cells against tumour cells or APCs expressing isoprenoids or 
stress ligands. Increased antigen cross-presentation could also be encouraged by NKT 
cell help if the vaccines are discovered to intrinsically activate NKT cells. 

 

While stringent Good Manufacturing Practice controls are mandated for the 

manufacture of products for clinical use, and for late stage pre-clinical research (such 
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as toxicology studies), the controls applied to in-house reagents generated at the 

early stages of non-clinical research use are more variable. Vaccines, which rely on 

minor alterations in APC activation, may be exquisitely sensitive to contaminants, 

including TLR ligands or other immunostimulatory compounds. 

 

New Zealand was one of the first countries to implement good laboratory practice 

(GLP) controls, which are a quality system of management controls for research 

laboratories to ensure the uniformity, consistency, reliability, reproducibility, quality 

and integrity of chemicals577. This is an extensive list of controls that ultimately assess 

the physical and chemical properties, effects on biotic systems, environmental fate 

and behaviour, and health effects of a particular chemical578.  

 

While vaccines intermediates need not be tested in all of these controls, the 

inconsistencies with the biological activities of the vaccine batches, and the effect 

these had on the research presented in this thesis, indicate a need to enhance the 

characterisation of the conjugate vaccines used in our facility for non-clinical 

research. The world health organisation (WHO) document, “Guidelines on the 

nonclinical evaluation of vaccine adjuvants and adjuvanted vaccines”579, states: 

 

While the level of characterisation of the lots of antigen and adjuvant used in… 

exploratory studies may be less extensive than those to be used in the nonclinical 

toxicology and clinical studies… the general quality of the adjuvanted vaccine 

components (i.e., antigen and adjuvant intermediates) used in the nonclinical 

pharmacology studies should be adequately characterized preliminarily. As the 

relationship between physical and chemical characteristics of the adjuvanted vaccine 

and its components and the immunogenicity and efficacy of the adjuvanted vaccine is 

not completely understood in many cases, biological characterisation (i.e., through the 

use of biological assays) should complement the physical and chemical characterisation 

of the intermediates and the adjuvanted vaccine. 
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In Table 7.1, I propose controls for future vaccine or intermediate products before use 

in anti-tumour biological assays in our facility. These include tests to be performed 

within the chemistry laboratory, such as the purity, solubility, pH and stability, as 

well as biological tests, including the capacity of the vaccine to activate NKT cells or 

APCs in vivo and the presence or absence of particles or TLR ligands. While this set 

of controls demands greater communication between the chemists and 

immunologists, it ensures both groups are aware of all the properties that a vaccine 

batch displays and the effects these could have on their assay.  

 

Table 7.1. Quality assurance tests 

Vaccine Details: GLP controls  Assay Results 

Product code: 
 
Product description: 
 
Abbreviation: 
 
Batch number: 
 
Synthesised by: 
 
Date of production: 
 
Reconstituted in: 
 
MW: 
Concentration: 

Purity profile  HPLC-CAD/UV __% pure 

Particle size  DLS or LD Size:__ nm 

Enzymatic 
stability 

Cathepsin assay  

Solubility Visual inspection  

pH Micro-pH meter  

Solubility   

Activity profile 

HEKmTLR assay 
for TLR 2, 4, 7 and 
9.  

Pos/Neg 
if Pos, which 
ones: 

LAL endotoxin test >0.1/<0.1 eu  

NKT cell activity Yes/No 

APC activity Yes/No 

Toxicity – via ALT Yes/No 

 

Multiparameter flow cytometry panels have been extensively adopted in tumour 

microenvironment studies to assess, in an unbiased approach, the effect 

immunotherapies have on tumours580-582. However, these could also be used to assess 

the activity new ABP-peptide vaccines have on immune cells of both the adaptive 
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and innate immune systems in wild-type, naïve mice. This removes researcher bias, 

where only favourite cell types, or cells thought to be involved in the response are 

assessed, and could enable the discovery of novel or unanticipated activity much 

sooner. 

 

Although it is not required to extensively characterise preclinical compounds, as 

noted in the WHO guidelines the chemical and biological characteristics of many 

adjuvants is poorly described. Therefore, preclinical controls could be chosen to 

model the more stringent ones that would be applied if a product were put forward 

for clinical evaluation. This could provide better understanding of the properties of 

these molecules and reduce the risk of failure of activity during the much more 

expensive steps of later translational research. 

 

 

FDA approval of the first therapeutic vaccine for cancer, the DC-based sipuleucel-T 

(Provenge®) for prostate treatment, suggested vaccines can provide survival benefits 

in cancer. However, despite very promising preclinical results, the recent high profile 

failure of two large cancer vaccine phase III trials, (PROSTVAC and Nelipepimut-S) 

indicates there is still much optimising to be done45,46.  

 

Careful adjuvant selection appears to be key to the vaccine success. Both the 

PROSTVAC prostate vaccine, and the Nelipepimut-S HER2 breast cancer vaccine 

utilised GM-CSF as the adjuvant. While this adjuvant was selected based on its 

capacity to induce DC differentiation and activation, GM-CSF activates all other 

myeloid cells, including MDSCs549,583. Indeed, in the PROSTVAC phase III trial, the 

addition of GM-CSF had no benefit over placebo and was also associated with 

increased adverse events45. Therefore, the beneficial and detrimental effects of 

adjuvants must be considered. The use of specific innate-like T cell ligands, such as 
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α-GalCer or BrHPP as vaccine adjuvants has the advantage of specifically activating 

the innate-like T cell population with limited off-targeting effects. In addition, these 

adjuvants may harness both helper and cytotoxic functionalities of innate-like T cells, 

which, combined with enhanced CTL responses may generate superior anti-tumour 

activity.  

 

Future vaccine work must be focussed on the antigen chosen for vaccine targeting. 

Consideration must be placed on multi-epitope vaccines to prevent tumour cell 

evasion, as well as the capacity to incorporate patient neoantigens into vaccines. 

Neoantigens possess stronger immunogenicity and higher affinity toward MHC-I 

than self-antigens, and are not affected by central immunological tolerance584. With 

continuing improvements in bioinformatic technology, personalised medicine 

becomes more of a reality, and synthetic vaccine technology must adapt to provide 

platforms that allow neoantigens sequenced from patient’s tumours to be 

incorporated into the vaccine construct.  

 

Several inhibitory immune checkpoint molecules, including PD-1 and CTLA-4, are 

rapidly expressed on CD8+ T cells following TCR engagement585,586. The physiological 

role of these molecules is to maintain self-tolerance, with ligand recognition 

preventing T cell activation, generating progressively exhausted T cells and 

inhibiting CTL-mediated lysis. However, tumour cells frequently exploit this 

pathway to escape immunosurveillance and suppress anti-tumour T cell responses. 

For example, PD-L1 is highly expressed by melanoma, lung and ovarian 

carcinomas587. Therefore, vaccine therapies are unlikely to induce long-term anti-

tumour responses, and improved survival, unless these suppressive mechanisms are 

overcome.  

 

Multiple studies have shown improved therapeutic benefit by combining therapeutic 

vaccines with blockade of immune checkpoint interactions588-590. Interestingly, not 
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only does anti-CTLA-4 therapy result in enhanced tumour infiltration of CD4+ and 

CD8+ T cells, it has been shown to deplete TREGs in mouse tumours, as a result of high 

CTLA-4 expression on these cells591. As the immunosuppressive phenotype induced 

by TREGS can have a large effect on the antitumor response, administration of anti-

CTLA-4 therapy to increase the ratio of T effector cells to TREGS in the tumour, may 

have a significant effect on anti-tumour activity. There is suggestion that 

anti-CTLA-4 could also be utilised to deplete TREGS in humans if modifications to the 

Fc portion of the anti-CTLA-4 mAb were made592. Therefore, preclinical assessment 

of vaccines with multiple CPIs could establish synergistic combinations, and result in 

greater anti-tumour responses in the clinic.  

 

The immunosuppressive microenvironment is the greatest barrier to the success of 

anti-tumour vaccines. As vaccines are generally regarded as safe, and reasonably 

priced relative to other treatments it is conceivable they may find their best 

application in preventing the progression from premalignant disease to malignant 

disease593. In the setting of malignant disease, these immunosuppressive mechanisms 

are absent or less established, raising the possibility for enhanced cytotoxic T cell 

responses against the target antigen. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that 

therapeutic vaccination with an HPV vaccine could control pre-malignant HPV-

driven disease594. Furthermore, a Th1 immune response was associated with this 

protection. Additional antigens have been discovered to be expressed by both 

premalignant and malignant disease, including Mucin 1 (Muc1), further encouraging 

researchers to assess the therapeutic potential of cancer vaccines in pre-malignant 

disease595.  

 

In summary, careful consideration of both adjuvants and antigen (s) for cancer 

vaccines must be performed for each cancer subtype and possibly for each patient. 

Furthermore, combination therapies that consider the broader sense of the tumour 

microenvironment could result in sustained anti-tumour immune responses. 
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7.3 Summary and conclusion 

 

ABP-peptide vaccines are capable of enhancing peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 

responses in both ex vivo human PBMC cultures and in vivo mouse models. In both of 

these models, the adjuvant activity of the vaccines was independent of Vγ9Vδ2 T cell 

activity.  

 

Further investigation of the APCs involved in processing the vaccines in vivo 

revealed T cell responses were abrogated in mice lacking CD11c+ APCs. Vaccine 

induced CD8+ T cells responses were retained in Clec9a-DTR mice, which lack cDC1 

and pDCs, suggesting vaccine activity was not impaired in the absence of specialist 

cross-presenting DCs. This was supported by abrogation of vaccine efficacy in 

clodronate-liposome treated mice, suggesting phagocytic CD11c+ APCs, such as 

CD11c+ macrophages, are involved in priming effector T cells.  

 

Experiments performed to determine how the ABP-peptide vaccines licensed APCs 

to cross-prime T cells revealed that inflammasome signalling was not required, and 

toxic by-products produced by self-immolation of the PABC linker were not 

involved. Furthermore, vaccines that resulted in peptide-specific CD8+ T cell 

responses were negative for TLR ligand contamination, suggesting exogenous TLR 

signals were not required for vaccine efficacy.  

 

It was discovered that the ABP-peptide vaccines activated NKT cells. Further 

investigation revealed vaccine activity in vivo was dependent on CD1d. In addition, 

the peptide-linker control molecule L-OVACD4/CD8, and batch 1 of the ABP-L prodrug 

also activated NKT cells. The NKT-stimulating activity of these molecules could be 

removed through filtration, raising the possibility of contamination or aggregation of 

vaccine molecules. Interestingly, the ABP-peptide vaccines did not activate NKT cells 

in human PBMCs, implying this activity was unique to in vivo experiments.  
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A glycolipid-HER2 vaccine designed to exploit the activity of NKT cells was shown 

to promote HER2-specific CD8+ T cell responses in BALB/c mice. Furthermore, 

prophylactic vaccination prevented 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells from colonising the 

lungs in a breast cancer metastasis model. This was the first evidence that conjugate 

vaccines of this design can enhance immune responses against a clinically relevant 

breast cancer-associated antigen and in a mouse strain with decreased NKT 

frequency and Th2-immune cell bias.  

 

Collectively, these results show that the ABP-peptide vaccines enhance immune 

responses in human PBMC cultures and murine models. Although ABP-peptide 

vaccine activity was dependent on NKT cells in vivo there was an indication these 

vaccines had unique pharmacokinetics, as CTL responses differed between ABP-L-

OVACD4/CD8 and α-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8 treated mice in various depletion models. 

Further investigation into the cause of NKT cell activation will aid in future synthesis 

of vaccines and could identify a way to design vaccines that activate both Vγ9Vδ2 T 

cells and NKT cells in patients. 
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8 Appendices 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Healthy volunteers sought to give blood for immune system research 

 
We are investigating new types of adjuvant – substances that boost immune 
responses by activating the immune system. Our research project is called, “Assessing 
immune responses against virus- and tumour-derived peptides in healthy human 
donors”. We hope that this research will lead to new treatments for infections or for 
cancer. 
 
For this research, we need samples of blood from healthy people, to test immune 
responses in the laboratory.  
 

• This study initially involves donating 10 millilitres (10 mL) of blood. Participants 
will be offered a $10 grocery voucher to recognise the time and travel involved. 
 

• You can opt to be contacted to give future blood samples, if the first test shows 
that your blood responds to the vaccines we are testing. As future samples are 
of a larger volume (100 mL) and hydration and a snack are advised afterwards, 
you would be offered a $20 grocery voucher as reimbursement.  

 
• Taking part in this study will take approximately 30 minutes, including time to 

read the consent form, taking blood and resting briefly afterwards.  
 
The principal investigator is Associate Professor Ian Hermans. For more information or 
to register for this study please contact Olivia Burn: oburn@malaghan.org.nz 
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Participant inform
ation and consent form

 
  Study T

itle: 
A

ssessing im
m

une responses against virus- and tum
our-derived peptides in healthy hum

an donors 
 Investigators: 
D

r R
obert W

einkove, D
r O

livier G
asser, D

r M
ary Speir, O

livia B
urn and A

ssociate Professor Ian H
erm

ans, 
M

alaghan Institute of M
edical R

esearch, W
ellington. 

 W
e w

ould like to invite you to take part in a study by scientists at the M
alaghan Institute of M

edical 
R

esearch, N
ew

 Zealand. The study involves donating the blood for laboratory research into im
m

une 
responses against viruses and tum

our cells. 
 The goal of our research is to identify new

 w
ays to boost im

m
une responses against infections and against 

cancer. 
 If you agree to take part, an initial sam

ple of your blood (10 m
illilitres) w

ill be taken. W
e w

ill separate out 
and store the w

hite blood cells at the M
alaghan Institute of M

edical R
esearch. W

e w
ill first perform

 
laboratory tests to indicate w

hether or not your blood cells respond to certain proteins. If your blood cells 
respond to these proteins, w

e m
ay invite you to give further blood sam

ples (up to 100 m
illilitres of blood 

up to every four w
eeks). The additional blood sam

ples are to allow
 us do further laboratory tests to exam

ine 
these im

m
une responses in detail. W

hether or not your blood cells respond to the proteins has no bearing on 
your health or im

m
une system

 function – it is just a reflection of the fact w
e all have different im

m
une 

system
s. 

 In order for you to decide w
hether or not to take part in this study you should understand enough about its 

potential benefits and risks to m
ake an inform

ed judgem
ent.  The purpose of this inform

ation sheet is to 
give you that inform

ation.  Y
ou are encouraged to read this inform

ation sheet before m
aking up your m

ind.  
Y

our participation is entirely voluntary (your choice), and you do not have to take part in this study.  If you 
do agree to take part you are free to w

ithdraw
 from

 the study at any tim
e w

ithout having to give a reason.  
 W

hat are the aim
s of the study?  

The aim
 of this study is to determ

ine w
hether new

 types of vaccines can increase im
m

une responses. The 
long-term

 goal of our research is to m
ake effective vaccines against cancer and infections. 

 T
he background to this study 

Im
m

une responses can help to prevent and treat infections and certain types of cancer. H
ow

ever, effective 
adjuvants (com

pounds that enhance im
m

une responses) are not available for som
e infections and for cancer 

vaccination. W
e are exploring a new

 class of adjuvants–chem
icals that boost im

m
une responses by 

activating other arm
s of the im

m
une system

. To test these, w
e need sam

ples of blood cells from
 healthy 

people. 
 W

hat does the study involve?  
The study involves you first donating 10 m

illilitres (10 m
L) of blood. The investigator w

ill explain the 
study for you, and if you w

ish to take part you w
ill be asked to com

plete a consent form
. If you consent, an 

investigator w
ill take a blood sam

ple from
 you. If initial laboratory tests indicate that your blood cells 

respond to the proteins w
e are testing, you m

ay be invited to give further blood sam
ples (up to 100 

m
illilitres up to every four w

eeks) for this research. 
 C
onsent: 

If you decide you w
ould like to take part, you should read the w

hole of this inform
ation sheet, and 

com
plete the consent form

 at the end of this sheet, in the presence of a study investigator, w
hen you attend 

the Institute to give blood. 
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Blood sam
pling: 

B
lood w

ill be taken from
 a vein in the arm

. This procedure takes around ten m
inutes. 

Tim
e required to participate: 

Taking part w
ill take up to thirty m

inutes for: reading the study inform
ation, consent, giving blood, and 

resting briefly after giving the blood sam
ple.  

 Privacy: 

Y
our study sam

ples w
ill be labelled w

ith a study num
ber. Y

our consent form
, w

hich includes your nam
e 

and contact details, w
ill be securely stored at the M

alaghan Institute, and w
ill link your study num

ber to 
your identification details. This is inform

ation is needed to ensure that w
e can identify w

here individuals 
have donated blood for the study m

ore than once, and in case you decide to w
ithdraw

 from
 the study, or 

w
ould like us to destroy your sam

ples.  

 W
hat are the possible benefits? 

There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this study.  The benefit is purely altruistic in that 
your blood sam

ples m
ay help advance the know

ledge about how
 w

e m
ight boost im

m
une responses to fight 

cancer and infections.  This m
ay be of benefit for the treatm

ent of patients in the future. 
 W

hat are the risks? 
W

hen having blood draw
n you m

ay feel som
e pain and discom

fort and m
ay develop a bruise. V

ery rarely 
people faint or develop an infection or inflam

m
ation w

here the needle w
ent in.   

 W
ill it cost anything? 

There w
ill be no cost to you to participate in the study. 

 Participants w
ho donate 10 m

L blood sam
ples w

ill be offered a $10 grocery voucher to recognise their 
travel costs and their tim

e for donating blood. Those w
ho return to donate 100 m

L blood sam
ples w

ill be 
offered a $20 grocery voucher, as w

e also recom
m

end a snack and hydration after giving the larger volum
e 

of blood. 
 Storage and disposal blood 
A

fter your blood cells have been used they w
ill be destroyed according to standard procedures. If you w

ish, 
you m

ay m
ake a special request surrounding the disposal of your blood cells. W

e w
ill not be able to return 

the blood cells to you. Laboratory safety regulations prohibit blood sam
ples from

 leaving a laboratory 
w

here experim
ents are perform

ed. Y
ou can ask for your blood cells to be destroyed at any tim

e. 
 R

ights 
If you have any queries or concerns regarding your rights as a participant in this study you m

ay w
ish to 

contact a H
ealth and D

isability A
dvocate, telephone 

Free Phone: 0800 555 050 
Free Fax: 0800 2 SU

PPO
R

T/0800 2787 7678 
Em

ail: advocacy@
hdc.org.nz 

C
om

pensation 
In the unlikely event of a physical injury as a result of your participation in this study, you m

ay be covered 
by A

C
C

 under the Injury Prevention, R
ehabilitation and C

om
pensation A

ct.  A
CC

 cover is not autom
atic 

and your case w
ill need to be assessed by A

CC
 according to the provisions of the 2002 Injury Prevention 

R
ehabilitation and C

om
pensation A

ct.  If your claim
 is accepted by A

C
C

, you still m
ight not get any 

com
pensation.  This depends on a num

ber of factors such as w
hether you are an earner or non-earner.  A

C
C

 
usually provides only partial reim

bursem
ent of costs and expenses and there m

ay be no lum
p sum

 
com

pensation payable.  There is no cover for m
ental injury unless it is a result of physical injury.  If you 

have A
C

C
 cover, generally this w

ill affect your right to sue the investigators. 
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 If you have any questions about A
C

C
, contact your nearest A

CC
 office or the investigator. 

 C
onfidentiality  

Y
ou have a right to privacy, and all inform

ation that is collected because of this study w
ill be treated 

confidentially.  
 If you agree to participate, your inform

ation w
ill be recorded on form

s and kept in secure area.  A
ll aspects 

of the study including results w
ill be strictly confidential.  N

o m
aterial that could personally identify you 

w
ill be used in any reports or publications from

 the trial. 
 R

epresentatives from
 G

overnm
ent regulatory agencies m

ay be granted access to your study records to 
verify the inform

ation provided. Y
our records w

ill only be accessible to authorised personnel.  The data 
linking your identifiers to your study num

ber w
ill be held by the principal investigator and destroyed after 

five years. 
 B

y signing the C
onsent Form

 you are consenting to take part in this study.  Y
ou are also allow

ing the 
auditor(s), the independent ethics com

m
ittee and the regulatory authority to have direct access to your 

inform
ation. This is necessary for verifying all study procedures and/or data w

ithout violating your 
confidentiality.  This w

ill be perform
ed to the extent perm

itted by the N
ew

 Zealand law
s and regulations. 

A
ll blood specim

ens sent to the M
alaghan Institute w

ill be coded to ensure confidentiality.  
 C

ultural Statem
ent 

A
s sam

ples of blood w
ill be stored during this study, there m

ay be cultural issues associated w
ith storing 

tissue that need to be discussed w
ith your fam

ily/w
hānau. Som

e Iw
i disagree w

ith storage of hum
an tissue 

citing w
hakapapa and advise their people to consult before to participation in research w

here this occurs. 
W

e suggest your fam
ily/w

hānau is involved in your decision to take part in this study. W
e also 

acknow
ledge that individuals have the right to choose to participate. 

 Statem
ent of ethical approval 

This study has received ethical approval from
 the V

ictoria U
niversity Ethics C

om
m

ittee (reference 20957).  
If you request, w

e shall send a sum
m

ary of the results of this study after com
pletion. If you have any 

concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you m
ay contact the V

ictoria U
niversity H

EC
 C

onvenor: 
A

ssociate Professor Susan C
orbett. Em

ail susan.corbett@
vuw

.ac.nz or telephone +64-4-463 5480. 
 Q

uestions about the study 
If you have questions about this study, or you w

ould like to w
ithdraw

 from
 the study after taking part, you 

can contact one of the researchers. C
ontact details are as follow

s:  
 O

livia B
urn, PhD

 candidate 
 

 
Em

ail: oburn@
m

alaghan.org.nz 
D

r R
obert W

einkove 
 

 
 

Em
ail: rw

einkove@
m

alaghan.org.nz 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Telephone: 04 499 6914 extension 842 

A
ssoc Prof Ian H

erm
ans              

 
 

Em
ail: iherm

ans@
m

alaghan.org.nz 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Telephone: 04 499 6914 extension 823 
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  Study Protocol Title: A

ssessing im
m

une responses against 
virus- and tum

our-derived peptides in healthy hum
an donors 

 
V

olunteer C
onsent Form

 
  English 

 
I w

ish to have an interpreter. 
Y

es 
N

o 

M
āori 

 
E hiahia ana ahau ki tetahi kaiw

hakaM
āori/kaiw

haka. pakeha korero. 
A

e 
K

ao 

Sam
oan 

 
O

u te m
ana’o ia i ai se fa’am

atala upu. 
Ioe 

Leai 

Tongan 
 

O
ku ou fiem

a’u ha fakatonulea. 
Io 

Ikai 

C
ook Island 

K
a inangaro au i  tetai tangata uri reo. 

A
e 

K
are 

N
iuean 

 
Fia m

anako au ke fakaaoga e taha tagata fakahokohoko kupu. 
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 1.  I have read the inform
ation sheet for participants in this study. I have had tim

e to consider w
hether to 

take part. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study and am
 satisfied w

ith the answ
ers 

I have been given.  
 2.  I understand that taking part in this study is voluntary (m

y choice) and that I m
ay w

ithdraw
 from

 this 
study at any tim

e and for any reason (or w
ithout giving a reason). 

 3.  I understand that I am
 a healthy volunteer and that this study that w

ill be of no direct benefit to m
y 

health. 
 4.  I agree to donate up to 100 m

L of blood as part of this study. I understand that travel w
ill be at m

y ow
n 

expense.  
 5.  I consent to the researchers storing specim

ens of m
y blood cells for the purposes of this research. I 

understand that I can ask for m
y cells to be destroyed at any tim

e w
ithout explanation. I understand that 

m
y blood cells cannot be returned to m

e because of laboratory safety regulations. 
 6.  I understand that m

y participation in this study is confidential and that no inform
ation w

hich could 
identify m

e w
ill be used in any reports on the study. 

 7.  I know
 w

ho to contact if I have any questions about the study or have side effects from
 the treatm

ent 
(see inform

ation sheet for contact inform
ation).  
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ples for this study. 

I understand that I can decline to take part at any tim
e and for any reason (or w

ithout giving a reason) 
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 If “yes”, please provide a contact telephone num

ber and/or em
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: 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
  9. D

isposal of blood cells: 
 I consent to blood cells being disposed of using standard disposal m

ethods 
□
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ake a special request surrounding the disposal of blood cells at the end of each research project 

(such as an appropriate karakia). Specify:  
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ary of the results of this study. 
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ould you like the report sent (em

ail or postal address)? 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 
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  _____________________________________ 
  _________________ 
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  _________________________________ 
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e of investigator: 

  ___________________________________  
_________________ 

 
Signature of Investigator 
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ate 
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8.2 Appendix 2 Gating strategies for flow cytometry data 

 

Figure 8.1. Gating strategy for cDCs and B cells in the spleen, liver and bone 
marrow. Depicted is sample from mouse spleen at 18 hr post-administration of 
ABP-L-HPVCD8. 

 

 

Figure 8.2. Gating strategy for VITAL assay. Following section of singlets and 
lymphocytes CTO+ cells and the three populations of CFSE+ cells were gated as 
shown. 
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Figure 8.3. Peptide-specific CD8+ T cell panel. Depicted is an ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8 
treated animal at day seven after vaccination. 

 

Figure 8.4. NKT cell panel. Splenocytes from PBS treated C57BL/6J mouse were 
PBS stained and analysed by flow cytometry. The gating strategy depicted was 
followed to assess the frequency and phenotype of splenic NKT cells.  
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Figure 8.5. Antibody titration. 4T1.2-HER2 tumour cells were harvested and 
stained with different concentrations of HER2 AF-647 antibody as indicated in 
the legend. The fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. The 1:200 
dilution was the concentration most able to provide identification of the 
positive cells with lowest non-specific binding, and was chosen as the 
concentration of antibody to use.  
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8.3  

Figure 8.6 Assessment of ABP-L batch 1 in the HEK-mTLR4 and HEK-mTLR9 
cell lines.  HEK-mTLR4, HEK-null or HEK-mTLR9 cell were incubated with the 
indicated concentrations overnight in HEK detection medium and SEAP 
activity measured the following day by measuring optical density at 620 nm.
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General synthesis methods 

Anhydrous solvents were obtained commercially. Solvents required for oxime 

ligation coupling reactions were distilled from 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine 

immediately prior to use. Air-sensitive reactions were carried out under Ar. 

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on aluminium sheets coated 

with 60 F254 silica. Reverse phase column chromatography was performed on 

SiliCycle® NE C18 silica gel (40-63 µm). NMR spectra were recorded on a 

Bruker 500 MHz spectrometer. 1H NMR spectra were referenced to the residual 

solvent peak CHD2(SO)CD3 2.50 ppm. 13C NMR spectra were referenced to 

(CD3)2SO 39.5 ppm.  

 

Analytical HPLC 

Semi-preparative HPLC and synthetic purity HPLC data for ABP-L and 

conjugates were obtained on a Dionex UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system. HPLC 

method A: Merck Chromolith® RP-18e 100-3 mm, 40 °C, 0.8 mL/min: Mobile 

phase A = 1 mM EDTA and 10 mM Et3NHOAc pH 7.0; Mobile phase B = 

MeOH; 0-2 min: 30% B; 2-20 min: 30-70% B; 20-21.5 min: 70-30% B, 21.5-26 min 

30%B.  Peak intensity and reproducibility were improved by avoiding contact 

of final products to glass and metal consumables and fittings. Glass vials were 

switched to plastic, and the metal complexing agent EDTA was introduced into 

the eluent for analytical runs. 

 

Non-ABP containing conjugates were purified on an Agilent 1260 preparative 

HPLC and peak identification was confirmed by LCMS on an Agilent 1260 

HPLC with an Agilent 6130 single quadrupole mass spectroscopic detector 

using ESI coupled with a Dionex Corona Ultra RS charged aerosol detector 

(CAD) as required. The identification of all compounds was confirmed by direct 
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infusion high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) on a Waters Q-TOF 

Premier™ Tandem Mass spectrometer using ESI. 

 

Experimental protocol for vaccine synthesis 

 

 

Figure 8.7. Chemical Synthesis of bisphosphonate conjugates via SPAAC 
Methodology 
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pNP-L  

 

This was prepared according to the reported procedure: ACS Chem. Biol., 2017, 

12 (11), pp 2898–2905:  DOI: 10.1021/acschembio.7b00845 R. J. Anderson et al. 

 

ABP-L 
 

 

Pamidronic acid (disodium salt) was converted to the triethylammonium salt 

by passage through a column of Dowex 50WX8 100-200 mesh (Et3NH+ form), 

followed by lyophilisation to give a white foam. The amount of residual Et3N 

was determined to be ~1.9 equiv by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Pamidronic acid 

(Et3N)1.9 (52 mg, 0.12 mmol) was stirred overnight with anhydrous DMSO (0.45 

mL) and 4Å MS. THF (40 µL) and Et3N (40 µL) were added, followed by pNP-L 

(15.7 mg, 0.0218 mmol). The mixture was stirred at RT for 6 hr, then filtered and 

concentrated to dryness under high vacuum overnight. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography on C18 silica gel (MeOH : 10 mM aq 

Et3NHOAc (pH 6.9)  = 20:80 to 45:55) to afford the title compound as a white 

solid (10 mg, 45%) which contained ~2.1 equiv of Et3N (determined by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy). 1H NMR (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) d 0.63-0.71 (m, 3H), 0.82-0.88 (m, 

6H), 1.05-1.11 (m, Et3N), 1.22-1.48 (m, 5H), 1.55-1.63 (m, 1H), 1.66-1.73 (m, 1H), 

1.90-2.01 (m, 3H), 2.04-2.09 (m, 2H), 2.17-2.24 (m, 2H), 2.29-2.33 (m, 2H), 2.76-

2.87 (m, Et3N), 2.90-2.96 (m, 1H), 3.00-3.06 (m, 1H), 3.25-3.29 (m, 2H), 3.88-3.91 
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(m, 3H), 4.41-4.45 (m, 1H), 4.91 (s, 2H), 5.40 (br s, 2H), 5.98 (br s, 1 H), 7.10 (d, J = 

8.8 Hz, 1H), 7.27 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.57 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 8.01 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 

1H), 10.02 (br s, 1H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, d6-DMSO) d 9.3 (Et3N), 18.1, 19.2, 20.8, 

22.2, 23.4, 26.7, 29.6, 30.4, 32.8, 33.1, 36.3, 38.6, 45.5 (Et3N), 52.9, 60.1, 64.6, 68.0, 

71.3 (m), 98.9, 118.9, 128.4, 132.3, 138.4, 155.9, 156.4, 158.9, 170.5, 171.3; 31P NMR 

(202 MHz, d6-DMSO) d 19.0; HRMS-ESI: m/z calculated for C33H49N6O14P2 [M-H]- 

815.2782, found 815.2772. HPLC analysis Method A, retention time 7.98 min. 

 

ABP-L-CMVCD8: ILARNLVPMVATV conjugate GT148 

 

 

In a plastic vial, ABP-L(NEt3)2.1 (effective Mw 1029, 0.63 mg, 0.61 µmol) and 5-

azidopentanoyl ILARNLVPMVATV (1.2 mg, 0.79 µmol) were dissolved in 

DMSO (65 µL) and left at RT for 24 hr, by which time LCMS analysis indicated 

complete consumption of the cyclooctyne starting material. The solution was 

diluted to ~5 mg/mL with further DMSO and purified by semi-preparative 

HPLC (Merck Chromolith® RP-18e SemiPrep 100-10 mm, 20 °C, 4.5 mL/min; 

Mobile phase A = 10 mM aq Et3NHOAc pH 6.5; Mobile phase B = MeOH; 0-12 

min: 50-65% B; 12-12.5 min: 65-50% B; 12.5-15 min: 50% B) to give the title 

compound (1.0 mg, 71%). HRMS (ESI): m/z calculated for C101H170N26O31P2SNa2 

[M+2Na]2+ 1191.5758, found 1191.5756.  
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ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8: FFRK-KISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRESIINFEKLTEWT 

conjugate GT152 

 

 

 

A solution of ABP-L(NEt3)2 (1.0 mg, 0.00097 mmol) and 5-azidopentanoyl 

FFRK-KISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRESIINFEKLTEWT (5.1 mg, 0.0012 mmol) in 

DMSO (180 µL) was stood at RT for 23 hr, after which time LCMS analysis 

indicated complete consumption of the cyclooctyne starting material and a trace 

amount of unreacted peptide. The product solution was stored at -20 °C until 

required for use. HRMS-ESI: m/z calculated for C222H345N61O68P2 [M+4H]4+ 

1253.8722, found 1253.8735. 

 

ABP-L-HPVCD8: FFRK-GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDS conjugate CI-169 

 

A solution of ABP-L(NEt3)2 (0.7 mg, 0.00070 mmol) and 5-azidopentanoyl 

FFRK-GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDS (2.8 mg, 0.00077 mmol) in DMSO (136 

µL) was stood at RT for 23 hr, after which time HPLC analysis (HPLC method 

A) indicated complete consumption of the cyclooctyne starting material and a 

trace amount of unreacted peptide. The product solution was stored at -20 °C 

until required for use. HRMS-ESI: m/z calculated for HRMS-ESI: m/z calculated 

for C166H248N46O52P2 [M-3H]3- 1290.8860, found 1290.8843. HPLC analysis 

Method A, retention time 15.65 min. 
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α-GalCer-HER2CD8: FFRK-GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDS 

 

 

 

Aniline buffer (300 mM, pH 4.3) was prepared by mixing aniline (56 mg) and 

TFA (58 mg) in water and diluting to 2.0 mL. A mixture of α-GalCer-Ket 

(6.1 mg, 0.00043 mmol)596 and aminooxy acetyl FFRK-TYLPTNASL (7.8 mh, 

0.00048 mmol) suspended in a mixture of THF/MeOH/aq aniline buffer (4:2:3, 1 

mL). The reaction was heated at 50 °C for 16 hr, after which time LCMS analysis 

indicated complete consumption of the peptide starting material. The product 

solution was purified by preparative HPLC [Phenomenex Luna C18(2), 5 µm, 

250 x 21.2 mm, 40 °C, 15 mL/min; Mobile phase A = 100:0.05 water/TFA; Mobile 

phase B = 100:0.05 MeOH/TFA; 0-13 min: 50% B to 100% B with a hold for 

2 mins] to give the title compound as a white solid (11 mg, 87%). HRMS-ESI: 

m/z calculated for C154H255N25O36 [M+2H]2+ 1515.4446, found 1515.4468.  
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Peptide-linker control vaccines  

 

Figure A4.2: Chemical Synthesis of peptide linker control conjugates via 

SPAAC Methodology 

 

Control-L 

 

To a mixture of carbonate pNP-L (4.7 mg, 0.0065 mmol) in pyridine (0.05 mL) 

was added propylamine (2.5 µL, 0.030 mmol). After stirring at RT for 17 hr, 

further propylamine (1 µL, 0.012 mmol) was added and stirring was continued 

for a further 1 hr. The mixture was concentrated and purified by flash 

chromatography on silica gel (gradient elution: 5:95 to 9:91 MeOH/CH2Cl2) to 

give the title compound as a white solid (3.2 mg, 76%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, 1:1 

CDCl3/CD3OD) δ 0.64-0.74 (m, 3H), 0.88 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H), 0.92 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 

3H), 0.96 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 1.29-1.37 (m, 2H), 1.45-1.59 (m, 4H), 1.67-1.74 (m, 

1H), 1.86-1.93 (m, 1H), 2.04-2.11 (m, 3H), 2.18-2.26 (m, 2H), 2.34-2.38 (m, 2H), 
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3.04-3.11 (m, 3H), 3.17-3.22 (m, 1H), 3.92-4.00 (m, 3H), 4.52 (dd, J = 5.3, 8.6 Hz, 

1H), 5.00 (s, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H); 13C NMR (126 

MHz, 1:1 CDCl3/CD3OD) δ 11.4, 18.2, 19.6, 21.7, 23.55, 23.61, 23.65, 24.3, 27.1, 

29.9, 31.5, 33.8, 39.7, 43.2, 54.1, 61.4, 66.6, 70.2, 99.2, 120.7, 129.2, 133.5, 138.5, 

158.1, 158.4, 161.5, 171.3, 173.6; HRMS-ESI: m/z calculated for C33H48N6NaO7 

[M+Na]+ 663.3482, found 663.3480. 

 

L-OVACD4/CD8: FFRK-KISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRESIINFEKLTEWT 

 

 

 

A solution of propyl carbamate Control-L (1.0 mg, 0.0016 mmol) and 5-

azidopentanoyl FFRK-KISQAVHAAHAEINEAGRESIINFEKLTEWT 6.6 mg, 

0.0016 mmol) in DMSO (160 µL) was stood at RT for 29 hr, after which time 

LCMS analysis indicated complete consumption of the peptide starting 

material. The product solution was purified by preparative HPLC [Phenomenex 

Luna C18(2), 5 µm, 250 x 21.2 mm, 40 °C, 20 mL/min; Mobile phase A = 100:0.05 

water/TFA; Mobile phase B = 100:0.05 MeOH/TFA; 0-13 min: 60% B to 85% B] to 

give the title compound as a white solid (4.6 mg, 61%). HRMS-ESI: m/z 

calculated for C222H342N61O61 [M+3H]3+ 1612.8512, found 1612.8538. 
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L-HPVCD8: FFRK-GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDS 

 

 

To a mixture of carbonate pNP-L (2.2 mg, 0.0031 mmol) in pyridine (100 µL) 

was added propylamine (1.70 µL, 0.020 mmol). After stirring at RT for 1 hr, the 

mixture was concentrated to dryness. The crude solid was dissolved in DMSO 

(250 µL) and 5-azidopentanoyl FFRK-GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDS (4.5 mg, 

0.0015 mmol) was added. The solution was stood at RT for 32 hr, after which 

time LCMS analysis indicated complete consumption of the peptide starting 

material. The product solution was purified by preparative HPLC [Phenomenex 

Luna C18(2), 5 µm, 250 x 21.2 mm, 40 °C, 15 mL/min; Mobile phase A = 100:0.05 

water/TFA; Mobile phase B = 100:0.05 MeOH/TFA; 0-30 min: 50% B to 80% B] to 

give the title compound as a white solid (2.06 mg, 38%). HRMS-ESI: m/z 

calculated for C166H249N46O45S3 [M+3H]3+ 1234.2585, found 1234.2637. 

 

Solubilisation of compounds for biological studies 

Lyophilized compounds were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)(OriGen 

Biomedical, US) to a stock concentration of 10 mg/mL and stored at -20 °C. 

Stocks were aliquoted into smaller lots to prevent freeze-thawing effects. When 

preparing solutions for in vivo administration compounds were further diluted 

in PBS to the desired concentration. For in vitro experiments compounds in 

DMSO were further diluted in complete medium. Final solutions contained less 

than 5 % DMSO. 
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ESI-MS analysis of compounds: 

 

ESI-MS of αGalCer: 

Calcd. Mass: 857.7320, found 858.7403 [M+H] 
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ESI-MS of ABP-L-CMVCD8 

Calcd. Mass: 2338.1755, found 1203.1 [M+3Na-H]2, 1192.1 [M+2Na]2 with 

unreacted peptide Calcd. Mass: 1520.8861, found 1521.9 [M+H], 772.4 

[M+H+Na]2 
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ESI-MS of ABP-L-OVACD4/CD8  

Calcd. Mass: 5013.4643, found 1672.2 [M+3]3, 1254.4 [M+4]4, 1003.7 [M+5]5 with 

unreacted peptide Calcd. Mass: 4197.1783, found 1400.1 [M+3]3, 1050.3 [M+4]4, 

840.4 [M+5]5, 700.5 [M+6]6. 
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ESI-MS of ABP-L-HPVCD8  

Calcd. Mass: 3876.6847, found 1291.3 [M-3H]3 with unreacted peptide Calcd. 

Mass: 3060.3986, found 1528.8 [M-2]2, 1019.2 [M-3]3. 
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ESI-MS of a-GalCer-L-OVACD4/CD8  

Calcd. Mass: 5636.1952, found 1879.73 [M+3H]3, 1410.0 [M+4H]4, 1128.2 [M+5H]5 

with m-αGal fragment 858.7. 
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